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Abstract
Water redistribution in soils after rainfall is a key process of the global water cycle, defining
the amount of water transmitted to the atmosphere by evaporation or to aquifers by deep
percolation. In addition, the water remaining in the soil is essential to sustain live and plant
growth and to maintain the various soil functions. To estimate the amount of water that can be
stored in the soil (or emitted to the atmosphere), accurate predictions of the soil water
draining by gravity are essential. However, as addressed in this thesis, predictions are
hampered by the complexity of the soil pore space and the interaction of various forces that
lead to different time and length scale controlling drainage dynamics.
In the thesis we first analyze the effect of high drainage rates on water content left in the
unsaturated zone, and the dynamics of subsequent gravity drainage of this temporarily
entrapped soil water. Experimental observations and theoretical analyses provide a means to
quantify the increase in the amount of retained water behind a frontal region (a front is the
interface between the wet and dry region) with increasing drainage rates. Subsequently we
focus on the associated pore scale description of drainage mechanisms and detailed
morphology of retained water that define the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity and flow
dynamics. Experimental observations at the pore scale using fast X-ray tomography enable
visualization of capillary hydraulic networks spanned by clusters of water filled pores
interconnected by water threads held in crevices and corners. The geometry of these capillary
channels in pore corners and crevices is related to pore space architecture and angularity. The
new morphological insights are applied to a recent framework for modeling unsaturated flows
that capitalize on analogy between capillary liquid threads in soil and the structure of draining
foam. The resulting soil foam drainage equation (FDE) provides an alternative to the standard
Richards equation formulation, or local descriptions such as done in pore network modeling.
The FDE offers a means to insert pore scale insights of physical flow pathways into a
macroscopic theory of unsaturated flow, without the need for a-priori defined hydraulic
conductivity function (viscous resistance originates from the geometry and evolution of flow
channels). The practical applications of such a framework are discussed and illustrated for
simple cases such as the prediction of internal drainage rates behind fast fronts and for
unsaturated flows across textural interfaces. The thesis provides a coherent set of tools for
exploring more general applications of the FDE framework in porous media and defines the
conditions for the onset of an “unsaturated” regime behind a drainage front where the FDE
applies. The studies also provide initial insights into the role of pathway size on transport of
particulate objects through porous media (colloids and pathogens), a capability integral to the
FDE and the flow pathway geometries proposed here.
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Zusammenfassung
Die Wasserverteilung im Boden nach einem Niederschlag ist ein Schlüsselprozess im
globalen Wasserkreislauf, da durch sie bestimmt wird, wie viel Wasser für die Verdunstung in
die Atmosphäre und für die Versickerung in den Grundwasserleiter zur Verfügung steht. Die
Wassermenge, die im Boden zwischengespeichert wird, ist zudem für das Pflanzenwachstum
und für die Erhaltung aller Bodenfunktionen von grösster Bedeutung. Um abzuschätzen,
welche Wassermenge nach einem Niederschlag im Boden verbleibt, muss vorhergesagt
werden können, mit welcher Rate Wasser durch den Einfluss der Schwerkraft versickert (im
Folgenden wird die Wasserverlagerung durch Gravitation als „Drainage“ bezeichnet). Wie in
dieser Dissertation aber gezeigt wird, werden genaue Vorhersagen durch die komplexe
Porenstruktur und das Zusammenwirken unterschiedlicher Kräfte stark erschwert und es
bedarf neuer Ansätze, um die Vorhersagen zu verbessern.
Im ersten Teil der Arbeit wird untersucht, wie viel Wasser zurück bleibt, wenn ein poröses
Medium sehr schnell drainiert wird und mit welcher Geschwindigkeit das zurück gebundene
Wasser weiter verlagert wird. Experimentelle und theoretische Ansätze werden angewendet
um aufzuzeigen, dass mehr Wasser hinter der Drainagefront (die sich verschiebende Grenze
zwischen nassem und trockenem Medium) zurück bleibt, je schneller der Boden drainiert
wird. Zuerst wird die Analyse auf der Makroskala vorgenommen, um dann in einem nächsten
Schritt die Prozesse auf der Porenskala genauer zu quantifizieren. Wir werden zeigen, wie das
Wasser hinter der Drainagefront ein Netzwerk entlang der Körner bildet, das die hydraulische
Leitfähigkeit und die Fliessgeschwindigkeit des Wassers im ungesättigten Boden bestimmt
(als „ungesättigt“ wird ein poröses Medium bezeichnet, dessen Poren nicht vollständig mit
Wasser gefüllt sind). Die Formierung und Geometrie des Wassernetzwerks wurde mit
schneller Röntgentomographie untersucht: Sind zuerst noch viele Poren Wasser gefüllt und
mit der Drainagefront verbunden, dringt Luft nach und nach in alle Poren ein und Wasser
bleibt nur noch entlang der unregelmässigen Porenwände durch Kapillarkräfte als „dicker
Wasserfilm“ zurück. Sobald Wasser nur noch entlang dieses „Films“ drainiert wird, ist die
Drainagerate viel geringer.
In der Dissertation präsentieren wir einen Ansatz, der die Geometrie und Vernetzung dieser
Wasserfilme berücksichtigt und den Wasserfluss durch das Netzwerk quantifizieren kann. Der
Ansatz basiert auf der Analogie zwischen der Drainage eines Schaums (Wasser zwischen
benachbarten Luftblasen) und dem Fluss entlang der Wasserfilme (Wasser zwischen sich
berührenden Körnern). Die Drainage von Schäumen („foams“) und den Wasserfilmen des
Bodens wird durch die „Foam Drainage Equation FDE“ beschrieben. Die FDE bietet eine
alternative Beschreibung der Drainagedynamik an, die sonst üblicherweise mittels der
Richards Gleichung erfolgt, aber die Existenz und Geometrie der Wasserfilme vernachlässigt.
Mit der FDE können Eigenschaften der Porenskala sehr einfach in die Beschreibung des
ungesättigten Wasserflusses auf der grösseren Skala einfliessen und es bedarf keiner
unabhängigen Bestimmung der ungesättigten hydraulischen Leitfähigkeit. Wir zeigen in der

Dissertation verschiedene und neue Anwendungen der FDE für die Beschreibung der
Drainage in porösen Medien: Mit der FDE können wir sowohl Fliessgeschwindigkeiten hinter
der Front als auch über die Grenzen verschiedener Materialien hinweg (beispielsweise die
Schichtgrenze zweier Bodenhorizonte) vorhersagen. Da dieser Ansatz (im Gegensatz zur
Richards Gleichung) die Geometrie der Fliesspfade berücksichtigt, können auch Bedingungen
definiert werden, die den Transport von grösseren Partikeln (zum Beispiel Kolloide und
Bakterien) verunmöglichen. So bietet die FDE also nicht nur eine interessante Alternative zur
Beschreibung des Wassertransports, sondern eine sehr allgemeine Theorie für den Fluss und
Transport in ungesättigten porösen Medien.
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1. Introduction
The displacement of a wetting liquid by a non-wetting fluid in porous media involves motion
of complex displacement fronts between the fluids and drainage of the invaded liquid.
Drainage processes are important for many natural and engineering fields, ranging from
hydrology and agriculture to oil recovery, CO2 storage and engineered porous materials such
as building materials and paper. Drainage dynamics in soils give rise to residual water left
behind the displacement front that define unsaturated soil transport properties, provide aquatic
habitats for microbial life and support plant growth in soil. Drainage processes often give rise
to the formation of a displacement drainage front (interface between the wet and partially dry
porous medium), characterized by pore scale abrupt interfacial motions that reflect the
balance of gravitational, capillary, viscous and inertial forces and drive the macroscopic
motion of the front [Méheust et al., 2002] [Løvoll et al., 2005] [Or, 2008] [Moebius and Or,
2014a]. The drainage front displacement velocity depends on initial state and boundary
conditions, where front dynamics shape the remaining water distribution behind the front. The
lack of equilibrium in the liquid phase behind the front may result in subsequent liquid
reorganization and secondary slower drainage of the entrapped (or capillary retained) liquid
phase with rates and residence times defined by pore space geometry and liquid architecture.
A better understanding of the mechanisms that define the amount of retained water and its
drainage velocity down to the pore scale has the potential to greatly improve predictions of
internal redistribution rates of soils (for example drainage to field capacity [Veihmeyer and
Hendrickson, 1931] [Klute et al., 1986] [Assouline and Or, 2014]), the unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity deduced from pore scale phenomena ([Tuller and Or, 2001] [Or and Assouline,
2013]), and the transport of large particles (e.g. colloids and microbes) in the unsaturated zone
[McCarthy and McKay, 2004] that may be limited by the size of the flow pathways.
1. Viscous effects at high displacement rates
Rapid drainage through porous media with small pore sizes enhances the role of viscous
dissipation that may become a dominant process and shape drainage front morphology and
liquid phase entrapment. A number of studies have investigated the effect of viscous forces on
the shape and geometry of the frontal region ([Méheust et al., 2002] [Løvoll et al., 2005]),
where increased drainage rates result in wider finite front widths under stable conditions and
in a transition to unstable viscous fingering when gravitational forces can no longer balance
viscous forces ([Raats, 1973] [Or, 2008]). The increased roughness of the front width can be
understood based on the invasion pattern of pores taking place at the pore scale: At low
drainage rates invasions occur virtually pore by pore and can be predicted by invasion
percolation theory [Wilkinson, 1984], whereas with increased rates clusters of pores may be
invaded simultaneously ([Maløy et al., 1992] [Moebius and Or, 2014b]) and the invasion
pattern becomes dominated by invasion into the larger pores as flow through smaller pores is
limited by high viscous resistive forces. The dynamic invasion pattern of the frontal region
1

has its signature on water retention behind the front. Experimental studies have shown an
increased retention of water behind fast drainage fronts ([Delshad et al., 1986] [Wildenschild
et al., 2001] [Wildenschild et al., 2005] [Løvoll et al., 2011] [Naghavi and Kibbey, 2014])
which can be explained by the preferential invasion of the more conductive fraction of the
pore space [Zhou et al., 2000].
The water remaining behind a rapidly moving drainage front is often in a non-equilibrium
state due to the rupture and formation of new interfaces that may subsequently relax. The
interfacial relaxation and attainment of equilibrium occur at rates allowed by the relatively
small liquid pathways connecting the unsaturated region. In other words, the term “phase
entrapment” is somewhat misleading as the remaining liquid phase is not immobile but is
temporarily entrapped due to the high viscous flow resistance behind the front. As interfaces
and the liquid phase itself gradually rearrange it continues to drain due to gravitational pull
until a new hydrostatic equilibrium is reached. This drainage is predicated on the presence of
hydraulic continuity of liquid across the unsaturated zone ([Dullien et al., 1986] [Dullien et
al., 1989] [Bryant and Johnson, 2003]). The low drainage rates in this unsaturated region are
due to the fact that water is either held in small water filled pores, or in crevices along
surfaces and grain contacts ([Mason and Morrow, 1991] [Tuller et al., 1999]). The passage of
a fast drainage front thus gives rise to continued internal drainage rates over longer secondary
timescales, as the entrapped water is slowly internally redistributed. The emergence of two
different drainage time scales of the frontal region and the slowly draining region behind
results from a transition of drainage mechanisms at the pore scale from abrupt piston like air
invasions into initially saturated pores [Haines, 1930] Moebius and Or [Berg et al., 2013]
[Armstrong and Berg, 2013]), to a more regular capillary flow along corners and crevices of
the pore space. A quantitative understanding of such dynamic (rate dependent) phenomena
induced by fast drainage processes is still lacking and is one of the aims of this thesis as
presented in Chapter 2.
2. Pore scale characterization of the hydraulic network in unsaturated media
The redistribution timescales of capillary retained water behind drainage fronts depend on
flow characteristics of the hydraulic network in the unsaturated zone that consists of water
filled pore clusters and capillary-held water in corners of the pore space. The viscous
resistance to flow along capillary corners is large due to small tortuous pathways. Thus, the
transition to viscous limited regular secondary drainage is related to limited liquid pathways
that may connect pore clusters entrapped by rapid air invasion during the drainage front
passage. To better understand the formation and dynamics of such corner flow networks, we
must be able to quantify secondary drainage rates and timescales of internal redistribution
flows in the unsaturated zone. Experimental observations of the formation of a corner flow
network behind a passing front at the pore scale have only recently become possible due to
improvements of spatial and temporal resolution imaging techniques, such as fast X-ray
tomography ([Stampanoni et al., 2010] [Berg et al., 2013]). These observations can greatly
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improve our understanding on the transition to corner flow controlled drainage and the
morphology of the remaining corner flow network as a function of natural pore spaces, as we
will show in Chapter 3. However, to predict drainage rates of corner flow networks
independent of pore scale imagery we need a model framework to estimate water filled crosssection and resistance of flow channels after air invasions ([Mason and Morrow, 1987]
[Mason and Morrow, 1991] [Tuller et al., 1999]). The amount of retained water in pore
corners can be estimated based on thermodynamic considerations of the water-air interface at
air entry of angular pores (Mayer and Stowe [1965] [1966], Princen [1969a] [1969b] [1970]).
Angular pore shapes have often been represented by simple shapes such as triangles or
squares ([Oren et al., 1998] [Valvatne and Blunt, 2004] [Tuller and Or, 2001]). These shapes,
however, tend to underestimate the thickness of corner film channels due to large corner
angles. Following Ryazanov et al. [2012] and Joekar-Niasar et al.[2010], star shaped pores
provide more realistic representations of natural pore shapes that capture key features of
draining (invaded) pores and remaining corner films, and will be used in Chapter 3.
3. Dynamics of unsaturated corner flows using the foam drainage equation (FDE)
To predict drainage dynamics through corner flow networks in the unsaturated zone Or and
Assouline [2013] have recently proposed to capitalize on the analogy with liquid foam
drainage. The analogy is motivated by similarity between the geometry of corner flow
channels in unsaturated porous media and the geometry of flow conducting liquid channels in
foams, called Plateau borders, which are formed between three bubbles of the foam ([Verbist
et al., 1996] [Weaire et al., 1997] [Cox et al., 2000]). In both systems, the corner flow
network of porous media and the connected network of Plateau borders in foams, liquid flows
under influence of gravity, balanced by capillarity and viscous forces [Or and Assouline,
2013]. The dynamics of drainage through such a channel network are described by the Foam
Drainage Equation (FDE), a non-linear partial differential equation that describes the
temporal and spatial evolution of channel cross sectional areas under influence of initial and
boundary conditions.
Such a description of unsaturated flow based on the pore scale structure of flow pathways has
several benefits compared to existing macroscopic theories: The use of Richards equation
requires a macroscopic model for the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function K(h) as a
function of capillary pressure h which does not incorporate a physical representation of pore
scale flow pathways, because most models of K(h) neglect pore scale water configurations in
angular pores and are based on unrealistic water retention in bundles of cylindrical capillaries
([Childs and Collis-George, 1950] [Gardner, 1958] [Mualem, 1976]). The FDE on the other
hand directly takes into account the realistic geometry of angular flow channels, from which
unsaturated flow capacity originates from water filled channel cross-section changing with
suction [Or and Assouline, 2013]. It is interesting to remember that the first model of
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity postulated by Buckingham [1907] was based on the
similar image of water retention in a V shaped corner (see Figure 1.1).
3

Application of the FDE can be beneficial for several applications addressed in this thesis: (i) It
is a complementary approach to the description of unsaturated flow by Richards equation
using a more realistic approach with respect to pore scale geometry (Chapter 4). (ii) It
provides an improved understanding of unsaturated flows across textural interfaces (Chapter
5), where the flow through a single channel in one medium may discharge in multiple
channels in the other medium [Or and Assouline, 2013]. This requires interfacial adaptations
across and above the interface, with associated adaptations in fluid velocities. (iii) The
realistic corner channel geometries provide insights into transport of large particles when the
limited cross sectional area of channels may retard colloids [Wan and Tokunaga, 1997] or
immobilize microbes [Wang and Or, 2010] [Ebrahimi and Or, 2014].
4. Objectives
The objectives of the thesis are thus as follows: (1) To quantify the amount of temporarily
entrapped water behind fast fronts and secondary timescales of subsequent redistribution
based on macroscopic hydraulic properties. (2) To delineate the underlying pore scale
drainage mechanisms that control dynamics of redistribution by visualization with fast X-ray
tomography and characterization of the pore space and the resulting corner flow network. (3)
To predict internal redistribution rates using the foam drainage equation (FDE) and realistic
representative shapes for angular pores. (4) To use the FDE for delineating unsaturated flow
across textural interfaces with implications for particle transport through unsaturated
(heterogeneous) media.
The structure of the thesis mirrors the objectives listed above: In Chapter 2 a quantitative
framework is presented describing the effects of viscous forces on temporal entrapment of
water and secondary timescales of redistribution as a function of flow rate and macroscopic
medium properties. In Chapter 3 we zoom in into the pore scale and quantify underlying pore
scale drainage mechanisms and the pore scale morphology of the corner flow network using
fast X-ray imaging. In Chapter 4 macroscopic drainage rates in the unsaturated zone are
predicted by application of the foam drainage equation. In Chapter 5 the formalism of the
foam drainage equation is further established to describe flow channel adaptations over
textural contrasts and implications on particle transport. These chapters are followed by a
summary and conclusions and a short outlook on remaining issues.
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Figure 1.1: (a) Representation of water held in a prismatic wedge from Buckingham’s figure
15 [1907], showing the model geometry on which one of the first models of unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity was based. (b) Water imaged with X-ray tomography arranged in an
unsaturated coarse sand after classification of the water into corner films in air invaded
pores (dark blue) and water in full (water-filled) pores (light blue). The arrangement of water
pinned between grains by capillary forces is shown conceptually on the left, with cross
sectional areas of thick corner channels indicated by A.
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Abstract
Drainage characteristics of porous media are shaped by an interplay between gravitational,
capillary and viscous forces that result in complex phase invasion patterns and dynamics. We
propose a mechanistic model for viscous separation of temporary phase detention behind
rapidly moving drainage fronts. The viscous-limited region forming behind the front tip (tip
of furthest penetrated air finger) drains at a slower rate with a characteristic time scale τ
dictated by hydraulic decoupling expressed by the hydraulic properties of the medium. The
region where saturation becomes viscously detained (temporarily entrapped) is determined by
a critical water content θcrit that defines a viscous length LV behind the front tip. Theory
developed to predict the critical water content θcrit and the characteristic secondary timescale τ
was in good agreement with measured drainage characteristics using neutron radiography and
direct imaging. The observed critical water content qcrit increased with higher drainage rates
as predicted by theory with consideration of a percolation threshold. The observed slow
drainage timescale τ as a function of mean drainage rate depended on the critical water
content qcrit and the resulting counteracting effects of increased detained liquid volume and
increased conductivity of the viscous limited region. The concept of drainage zonation
illustrates how increasing flow rates enhances the extent of viscous limitations behind the
main drainage front. The new insights could be useful for management of immiscible fluid
displacement, quantification of averaging effects in experimental measurements (dynamic
effects on pc-S relationship), and explain some of the underpinnings of the field capacity
phenomenon.
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2.1 Introduction
The displacement of a wetting fluid by a non-wetting fluid in porous media marks a class of
drainage processes of importance in various fields ranging from soil water management to oil
recovery operations and fluid management in industrial porous materials. The formation of
drainage fronts (interface between wetting and non-wetting fluid) and their displacement
dynamics shape the residual liquid phase distribution in soils and rocks and affect the
resulting unsaturated transport properties of the regions behind the drainage front [Moebius
and Or, 2012, 2014]. Numerous experimental and numerical studies concerning drainage
processes in various porous media tend to focus on slow drainage behavior [Youngs, 1960;
Morrow, 1970; Youngs and Aggelides, 1976; Dullien et al., 1989], or on the shape and
evolution of the frontal region [Blunt et al., 1992; Aker et al., 1998; [Aker et al.,
2000;Méheust et al., 2002 ;Løvoll et al., 2005; Løvoll et al., 2011; Toussaint et al., 2012].
However, the rapid displacement of drainage fronts and the extent and dynamics of the
partially entrapped liquid phase left behind remain relatively understudied. Accurate
predictions of the liquid fractions that can be drained, or that are entrapped for a high imposed
drainage rate, would be essential to quantify oil or water production rates and the amount of
plant available water. An improved understanding of these entrapment processes hinges on a
better description of drainage front dynamics, as discussed next.
Evidence suggests that the front invasion morphology is dependent on flow rate and on
porous medium characteristics both affecting the dynamic balance of capillary, viscous and
gravitational forces. A stable drainage regime is characterized by front roughness width that
remains nearly constant as the front traverses the porous medium. The front width may grow
with increasing flow velocity, and with changes in pore space or wetting characteristics of the
porous medium [Méheust et al., 2002; Løvoll et al., 2005]. Recently, Moebius and Or [2012,
2014a] have shown that, under certain flow regimes, inertial effects at the pore scale may
affect front invasion patterns, but macroscopically, these remain relatively minor effects.
For low drainage rates, where invasion events along the front occur virtually pore by pore, the
behavior at the front is predicted by classical percolation theory [Wilkinson, 1984]. With
increasing drainage rates, however, pores may be invaded simultaneously, often exhibiting
large pressure bursts with fluid ejection back to the front during pressure relaxation [Maløy et
al., 1992; Moebius and Or, 2014]. The influence of drainage rate on invasion patterns is
manifested primarily through the role of viscous resistive forces that may limit flow through
narrow pores for high drainage rates. At the extreme of such viscous limitations to drainage
front motion is the emergence of viscous fingering and associated unstable flows [Méheust et
al., 2002; Løvoll et al., 2005]. For rapid drainage where gravitational forces can no longer
balance and stabilize the effect of viscous forces, the non-wetting phase may invade the
porous medium in a few (least resistive) locations and the emerging pattern is that of rapidly
growing ‘viscous fingers’. Front instability and fingering effects were first studied by
[Saffman and Taylor, 1958] that illustrated how viscous instability arises during displacement
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of a dense and viscous fluid by a less viscous fluid. Although displacement processes in
porous media are complex with local variations in capillary and viscous forcing along the
pore space, it has been shown that viscous and gravitational forcing in porous media compete
in a similar way [Raats, 1973; Or, 2008]. Often, the dimensionless Capillary (Ca) and Bond
(Bo) numbers have been employed to quantify the magnitudes of viscous or gravitational
forces relative to the capillary force, and these are defined as follows:

Ca =

Bo =

η q n2 / κ
σ
∆ρ g n 2

σ

(2.1)

(2.2)

with dynamic viscosity η of the wetting fluid, Darcy velocity q, typical pore size n,
permeability κ of the medium, surface tension σ, density difference Δρ between the two fluids
and the flow directed component of the gravitational acceleration g. These dimensionless
measures have been applied to classify displacement regimes in various phase diagrams
[Lenormand et al., 1988; Berkowitz and Ewing, 1998]. More specifically, they are capable of
capturing the transition to viscous unstable flows as studied by [Méheust et al., 2002] that
defined a generalized Bond number Bo* where negative Bo*=Bo-Ca<0 for drainage marks
the onset of unstable flow regimes [Løvoll et al., 2005; Or, 2008].
The flow rate dependency of displacement front morphology raises the question of how this
might influence characteristics of the liquid phase left entrapped behind a moving drainage
front. Studies have shown [Wildenschild et al., 2001] that during drainage from a sandy soil
by applying pressure steps of different sizes, larger values of residual saturations were
retained for high flow rates relative to experiments at low flow rates (for the same ultimate
pressure difference). In a subsequent study Wildenschild et al. [2005] have used X-ray
tomography to image air invasion into the same saturated sandy soil, concluding that the
observed increase in remaining saturation following fast displacement is due to preferential
drainage of large pores bypassing and entrapping liquid phase in non-invaded volumes.
Dynamic effects (i.e., flow rate dependent outcomes) are also associated with increased
residual saturation of the wetting phase as shown by [Delshad et al., 1986], and more recently
in drainage experiments of [Naghavi and Kibbey, 2014]. Løvoll et al. [2011] have observed a
similar trend for drainage in horizontally-oriented glass beads micromodels where the residual
saturation behind viscous fingertips increased with flow rates.
The term “residual saturation” of the wetting phase can be misleading as it implies indefinite
entrapment, whereas in many cases the “entrapped phase” simply drains at a significantly
slower rate relative to the time scale of the primary displacement front. It is thus instructive to
consider liquid phase entrapment based on the timescale of interest. Extended drainage time
scales associated with viscous limited liquid fraction have been reported by [Dullien et al.,
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1986] for sandstone drainage experiments, where an irreducible wetting phase could not be
defined as samples continued to drain over a month to significantly lower saturation values
than previously reported. In a subsequent study, a finite saturation with increasing applied
pressure was only reached for a packing of smooth beads, whereas saturation during drainage
from a packing of rough beads continued to drop over 4-6 weeks measurement time,
suggesting that for the rough bead packing a continuous hydraulic network due to liquid films
on the rough surfaces was present [Dullien et al., 1989].
Zhou et al. [2000] modeled irreducible wetting saturation by pore network simulations of oil
invasion into water-saturated sandstone, with results showing that a significant fraction of the
water-trapping occurred due to by-passing of large pores. They commented that there is the
potential of redistribution of this trapped water through the connected water phase where the
permeability of the water remaining paths defines the time scale. Drainage simulations of
Bryant and Johnson [2003] revealed that experimental data of liquid entrapment in individual
pores in a porous medium made of randomly packed monodisperse spheres were reproduced
by limiting the connectivity of the network of remaining wetting films. They recognized the
importance of different drainage timescales and ‘treated the connectivity of the wetting phase
as a surrogate for the time scale of interest’. The separation of drainage time scales also
applies to the concept of soil field capacity (FC), defining a water content value after drainage
by gravity [Veihmeyer and Hendrickson, 1931]. As stated in [Nachabe, 1998] and [Assouline
and Or, 2014], water content at FC for different soils has been defined poorly since
gravitational drainage can persist over long timescales which makes it hard to define when FC
is reached. Accordingly, the timescales needed to drain excess liquid by gravity may differ
significantly with soil type and must be taken into account in definition of field capacity in a
systematic way [Klute et al., 1986; Nachabe, 1998; Assouline and Or, 2014]. Eventually,
temporal bypassing and entrapment of liquid is not limited to corner films and thin adsorbed
films on grain surfaces, but can happen for any pore scale liquid structure when drainage rates
are so high that the conductivity of these structures become limiting on the main drainage
timescale. The subsequent gravity drainage of this delayed liquid fraction can thus have a
wide range of characteristic timescales, ranging from minutes to months, depending on the
conductivity and amount of delayed liquid. It can be fast when a coarse material is drained
over short length scales (order of centimeters) at a rate approaching the saturated hydraulic
conductivity, but it is usually much slower for field soils of finer material, where slower
drainage processes leave entrapped water behind draining with very low conductivity over
large length scales (order of meters).
The dynamic effects on water retention by rate dependent viscous effects as studied in this
paper are fundamentally different from another type of observation that is usually denoted as
dynamic capillary pressure-saturation (pc-S) relationship [Davidson et al., 1966; Topp et al.,
1967; Smiles et al., 1971; Stauffer, 1978; Hassanizadeh et al., 2002]. Viscous effects on
saturation profiles behind rapidly invading fronts are expected also based on Richards
equation (which includes viscous effects) and do not imply a dynamic pc-S relationship.
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However, during fast drainage processes the pc-S relationship implies a local equilibrium,
while the whole system is away from hydrostatic conditions due to significant viscous
contributions, such that if pc and S are measured over too large volumes there is the risk of
observing an apparent dynamic effect in their relationship.
The primary goal of this study is to quantify the role of viscous forces (during forced
drainage) in the segregation of the liquid phase and the formation of a ‘viscously delayed’
region behind the primary drainage front (distance measured from the furthest penetrating air
tip). Our specific objectives are: (i) to quantify the conditions for the onset and the spatial
extent of temporal liquid phase entrapment and (ii) to define characteristic length- and timescales as functions of macroscopic drainage rates and medium properties. As shown
conceptually in Figure 2.1, we will distinguish between the ‘fast’ conductive region (that
supplies liquid to meet macroscopic flow rate boundary conditions) and the viscous limited
‘delayed’ region draining at different time scale. Figure 2.1 summarizes the basic expressions
and assumptions we will use later on to define zonation between ‘fast’ and ‘delayed’ regions.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2.2 we present a macroscopic theoretical
framework for predicting the effects of viscous forcing on temporal liquid phase entrapment.
We solve analytically the flow equations for drainage from a pair of hydraulically-coupled
capillaries to illustrate the basic features of viscous effects during drainage (section 2.2.1),
followed by an upscaled approach to the Darcy scale to obtain estimates of delayed liquid
fraction and secondary drainage timescale for real porous media (section 2.2.2). The
experimental methods of column drainage experiments are presented in section 2.3, for which
varying constant drainage rates were applied and the redistribution of viscously delayed liquid
after stop of drainage was imaged (photographic imaging or neutron radiography) and
recorded by pressure measurements. In section 2.4 we present experimental results for soil
hydraulic properties (2.4.1), distribution of liquid fraction behind the front tip (2.4.2), pressure
dynamics (2.4.3) and determination of the secondary drainage timescale (2.4.4). In the
discussion section (2.5) we compare experimental results to theoretical predictions. Section
2.6 presents a summary and the conclusions, followed by an appendix describing how a
percolation threshold is incorporated to improve the description of phase entrapment as a
function of drainage rate (2.A) and presenting numerical simulations of Richards equation
(2.B).
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Figure 2.1: Conceptual depiction of viscous effects during passage of a rapid drainage front
through an initially saturated porous medium (water content equals porosity f; with
smoothed front in b and c). (a) At (infinitely) slow drainage rate q0 the averaged water
content profiles behind the front tip maintain a hydrostatic shape travelling downwards (such
that the whole profile moves with constant profile velocity vf). For deep front positions the
water content at the surface reaches the residual water content θr. The resulting fluxes along
the profile in the unsaturated zone q(θ) are approximated as q(q)=q0(q-qr)/(f-qr) (eq.(2.16)).
(b) For high flow rates q0, only the more conductive pores close behind the front tip become
drained at a timescale dictated by the boundary conditions (imposed drainage rate), while at
some distance behind the front tip the critical water content value θcrit is reached where the
conductivity of remaining liquid pathways becomes limiting and drainage occurs under unit
gradient conditions over a separate longer timescale at small drainage flux qlim (red arrow).
(c) To simplify the description of the flow profile, we assume the flux qlim from the delayed
region to be negligible, such that fluxes in the fast draining region where the water content
profile travels with constant velocity vf can be approximated as q(q)≈q0(q-qcrit)/(f-qcrit) (eq.
(2.28)). Critical water content is reached at distance LV behind which a viscous limited zone
is formed.
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2.2 Theoretical considerations
In the following we present a macroscopic theoretical framework for delineating viscous
zonation of flow regions based on the porous medium (macroscopic) hydraulic functions for a
range of prescribed drainage rates.
2.2.1 Viscous effects during drainage from a pair of hydraulically-coupled capillaries
To illustrate the basic concepts and mechanisms at play we consider a pair of capillaries of
radii r1 and r2, hydraulically connected by a fully permeable interface as illustrated in Figure
2.2a. We use this simple model as a starting point for understanding salient features of viscous
effects on water content profiles that result in gravity drainage at secondary drainage
timescale. Admittedly, such a simple system is a poor analogue for complex aspects on liquid
continuity (supported by liquid films and flow in crevices) and network topology that control
flow and transport in real porous media.
2.2.1.1 A characteristic length defining viscous effects
The two capillaries are initially water filled, and as liquid extraction at a constant rate q0
begins at the bottom of the system, menisci with radii of curvature r gradually form. The
curvature is related to the capillary pressure head h by the Young-Laplace equation:

h=

2σ
r gr

(2.3)

with gravitational acceleration g, surface tension 𝜎𝜎 and water density 𝜌𝜌 (assuming a contact
angle of zero between capillary wall and liquid interface). As the curvature of the menisci
increase and reach the air entry pressure head (hb1) of the large capillary, the meniscus that
enters the large capillary starts to recede while the meniscus of the small capillary remains
pinned at the surface (while its curvature continuously adjusts to balance gravity and viscous
forces). As the distance between both menisci increases, a gravitational pressure difference

∆hg builds up, leading eventually to air invasion into the small capillary at its own air entry
value hb2 (corresponding capillary radius r2). The gravitational pressure drop ∆hg between the
two menisci is defined by the vertical positions zm1 and zm2 of large and small menisci
respectively, such that:
∆hg ( t ) =
−  zm1 ( t ) − zm 2 ( t ) 

(2.4)

where we define vertical position z as zero at the surface (top of the capillaries) and positive
in the downward direction. When viscous forces can be neglected, gravity balances the
maximum capillary pressure difference ∆hc = hb 2 − hb1 and the menisci are separated by a
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hydrostatic distance LG (with index ‘G’ for gravity balancing capillary force) given by
[Lehmann et al., 2008]:
−∆hg = ∆hc = LG =

2σ  1 1 
 − 
r g  r2 r1 

(2.5)

with capillary radii r1 and r2 for large and small capillary respectively.
For high drainage (extraction) rates q0, a viscous pressure drop ∆hv between the two menisci
adds to the gravity-capillarity force balance in eq. (2.5). While initially viscous effects may
promote flow preferentially through the less viscous resistive large capillary, the increasing
distance between the two menisci and associated gravitational force acts to suppress the
growing distance between the moving menisci. The distance LC (index ‘C’ for combined
effects of viscosity and capillarity balanced by gravity) attained between the two menisci is
thus stretched by the added viscous component to values larger than the hydrostatic distance
LG. Both menisci of large and small capillary move at meniscus velocity vm1(t) and vm2(t)
respectively. LC is related to meniscus positions zm and meniscus velocities vm by:
L=
zm1 ( t ) − zm 2 ( t )
C (t )

(2.6)

dLC
=
vm1 (t ) − vm 2 (t )
dt

Since for the region between the two menisci only the small capillary is water filled, its
meniscus velocity vm2(t) equals the flux density in the small capillary for this region. The
viscous pressure drop ∆hv occurring between the two menisci can be derived from HagenPoiseuille law for flow through cylindrical tubes as:
=
vm 2 ( t ) K 2

v (t )
∆hv
→=
∆hv ( t ) LC ( t ) m 2
LC ( t )
K2

(2.7)

where flow is defined positive in the downward direction. Hydraulic conductivity K2 belongs
to the small capillary, with the hydraulic conductivity of a cylindrical capillary of radius ri
defined as:

Ki =

ri 2 r g
8η

(2.8)

with dynamic viscosity η . We have a closed system of equations when we define the force
and mass balances:
∆hc + ∆hg + ∆hv = 0 → LG − LC ( t ) + LC ( t )

vm 2 ( t )
= 0
K2

(2.9)
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q0 ( A1 + A
=
vm1 ( t ) A1 + vm 2 ( t ) A2
2)

(2.10)

where A1 and A2 are the cross sectional areas of large and small capillary respectively

Ai = ri 2π . Combining and rearranging (2.6), (2.9) and (2.10) provides the differential equation
describing the change in distance LC between the two menisci as a function of time:
dLC
=
dt

( A1 + A2 ) (q
A1

0

− K2 ) +

( A1 + A2 ) K
A1

2

LG
LC (t )

(2.11)

This illustrates two different behaviors (both are illustrated in Figure 2.3 by numerically
solving eq. (2.11) with the initial condition that LC(0)=LG): In the first case, for q0<K2, a
steady state solution exists where dLC/dt becomes zero, and LC attains a fixed value of:
LC =

LG
q
1− 0
K2

(2.12)

Implementing this result into eq. (2.9) shows that in this case the meniscus velocity of the
small capillary vm2 equals q0, and via the mass balance this results in the same meniscus
velocity for the large capillary (vm1=q0). The above expression reveals that as q0 increases, the
length LC (that marks the effect of viscous limitations) increases; conversely, for low q0 with
negligible viscous forces, LC approaches a hydrostatic characteristic length LG=hb2-hb1 (the
same length as in [Lehmann et al., 2008]). The two menisci thus adjust and move down as a
single system at fixed length (Figure 2.3a, in analogy with motion of a compact front during
stable drainage from porous media). As q0 converges to the value of K2, LC becomes
unlimited, in other words, the viscous limited region grows unboundedly. In the second case,
with q0>K2, the distance between the two menisci continuously increases during drainage rate
q0, eventually obtaining a constant value for dLC/dt at long drainage times where LC>>LG and
the second term on the RHS of eq. (2.11) converges to zero. In that case eq. (2.11) becomes:
dLC ( A1 + A2 )
(q0 − K 2 )
≈
dt
A1

(2.13)

In combination with eq. (2.6) and (2.10) it follows that in this case the meniscus velocity of
the small capillary vm2 approaches the value of its hydraulic conductivity K2, meaning that it
is draining under gravity (unit gradient conditions). Consequently, both menisci attain a
different velocity leading to an increasing distance between the two menisci and a separate
time scale for the displacement of the small meniscus. Under these conditions, LC is no longer
a fixed length, but it increases linearly with time as both menisci drain at time -invariant but
different velocity (Figure 2.3b). Such a separation and drainage of the small capillary under
unit gradient conditions occurs when q0 exceeds K2. By setting q0=K2 and expressing r in eq.
(2.8) as a function of hb using eq. (2.3) we obtain:
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hb ,crit =

σ2
gq0
2 rh

(2.14)

Accordingly, using eq. (2.14), the onset of viscous limited drainage and separation of time
scales can be related to a certain critical capillary size and corresponding entry threshold hb,crit
at which the small capillary becomes viscous limited. A useful conceptual step towards
understanding viscous effects on drainage from real porous media makes use of a bundle of
hydraulically coupled capillaries of different sizes, such as shown in Figure 2.2b for four
differently sized cylindrical capillaries. We seek to know at which drainage rate q0 the small
capillaries become viscous limited (the 3rd and 4th capillaries in Figure 2.2b are viscous
limited) marked by their entry pressure exceeding |hb,crit|. The menisci of capillaries for which
|hb|< |hb,crit| will attain a fixed distance LC (larger than hydrostatic distance LG) from the largest
invading meniscus (analogous to the furthest penetrated point of a front in porous media, the
front tip), similar to the portion of the water content profile that maintains a constant shape
during invasion. The menisci of the other, viscous limited, capillaries will have an ever
increasing distance from the front tip as their drainage occurs only under gravitational drive
(unit gradient).
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Figure 2.2: Hydraulic properties defining the zonation by viscous limitation during drainage
of porous media at pore (a-b) and Darcy scale (c). a) Distance between menisci with
drainage rate q0 from two coupled capillaries of radii r1 and r2 and conductivity K1 and K2.
For q0<K2 the menisci acquire a constant distance LC (larger than hydrostatic distance LG
due to viscous effects). In the hydraulically coupled domain below the menisci, lateral
redistribution is taking place (small arrows). Once the flow rate is stopped, the menisci will
relax to a hydrostatic distance LG (dashed meniscus positions) by internal redistribution. b)
Considering four coupled capillaries (b), the dashed curved menisci indicate the hydrostatic
position relative to the largest meniscus. The prescribed drainage rate q0 exceeds hydraulic
conductivities K3 and K4, giving rise to viscous limited drainage from capillaries 3 and 4. For
the non-viscous limited second capillary (with K2) both LG and LC are indicated. For
comparison with macroscopic behavior in porous media, the characteristic viscous length LV
is indicated (the width of the blue region in (c)). c) The zonation of the pore space into a
viscous limited (‘delayed’) and a fast draining fraction, as illustrated by the water retention
curve. At water content lower than θcrit (pores draining at |h|> |hcrit|), the unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity of remaining liquid structures is not high enough to sustain imposed
drainage rate q0. A higher q0 leads to an increase in viscous limited pore space and therefore
in an increase of θcrit. The distance LV is the width of the flow region behind the front tip that
is not limited by viscous effects.
2.2.1.2 Redistribution during and after cessation of imposed drainage rate
Considering the possibility of liquid exchange between the two hydraulically coupled
capillaries, for the duration of the imposed drainage rate we expect lateral flow from the small
to the large capillary in the “saturated” region below the drainage front (menisci positions)
due to a larger viscous head loss in the small capillary as a result of its lower conductivity (see
Figure 2.2a). Following the cessation of applied drainage rate, liquid redistribution will occur
from small to large capillary to re-obtain hydrostatic equilibrium, reflecting dissipation of the
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viscous effects (LC>LG). These dynamics are also shown in Figure 2.3 where eq. (2.11) was
numerically solved with q0=0 for t>tstop.

Figure 2.3: Numerical solutions of eq. (2.11) describing the temporal evolution of
characteristic length LC (divided by LG) in a system of a coupled pair of capillaries with radii
r1 and r2 of 160 and 80 μm respectively (with K1=31.3 mm/s and K2=7.8 mm/s and LG of 92
mm). Drainage at rate q0 takes place between t=0 and t=tstop, with LC(0)=LG. a) The case
q0<K2 (q0/K2=0.21) reveals that after certain time the distance between the menisci converges
to a finite distance LC (larger than LG), when both menisci attain the same constant velocity
(velocities vm1 and vm2 approach q0). b) For q0>K2 (q0/K2=1.05) the drainage from the small
capillary is viscous limited and drains under unit gradient conditions at rate equal to K2,
leading to a constantly increasing relative distance LC. For both cases after stop of q0
redistribution takes place from small to large capillary such that LC goes back to hydrostatic
equilibrium distance LG (accompanied by a downward movement of the meniscus in the small
capillary and upward movement of the meniscus in the large capillary).
2.2.2 Viscous effects on liquid phase behind a drainage front in porous media (Darcy
scale)
The simple two capillary model demonstrated some of the key features related to viscous
effects and delaying portions of the water content profile in the form of small pores behind
large invading menisci. Additionally, the model shows how this separation gives rise to a
secondary drainage timescale for the small capillary (especially at high drainage rates).
Considering the more complex scenario of drainage in porous media (denoted here as the
Darcy scale), one encounters a wide range of pore sizes and shapes with commensurate
variations in hydraulic conductivity and capillary pressure fluctuations. Qualitatively, the
temporal entrapment of liquid phase behind a drainage front tip is understood as follows
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(Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2c): for a prescribed drainage rate q0 only a limited fraction of the most
conductive pathways is capable of supplying the liquid at the prescribed rate. Hence, more
resistive pathways (small pores) where the hydraulic conductance is limiting are bypassed,
and subsequently drain by gravity at a longer timescale (relative to the drainage front tip). At
the cessation of drainage, these continuously draining viscously detained regions may
resupply the conductive region below as the system gradually converges to hydrostatic
equilibrium. As q0 increases, the size and fraction of the viscous limited flow domain is
expected to grow.
2.2.2.1 Viscous effects on liquid profiles behind the front tip
To describe the onset and extent of liquid phase viscous detention (entrapment), we derive
quantitative estimates for this region that is defined by a critical water content θcrit, and by the
associated gravity drainage timescale (denoted as τ). These two variables are deduced based
on the macroscopic water retention characteristics and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity
function of the porous medium. Starting from a fully saturated and homogeneous porous
medium subjected to prescribed drainage rate (q0), a drainage front forms at the surface and
propagates through the medium. For stable conditions (defined by Bo>Ca), it has been
predicted and shown experimentally [Méheust et al., 2002] that the front retains a similar
width (roughness) and moves at a constant front velocity vf. Constant front width and velocity
under stable conditions also indicate that a fraction of the water content profile directly behind
the front tip manages to maintain a constant shape during invasion (see also the analysis of
[Wilkinson, 1986] where viscous effects on saturation profiles are described using percolation
theory; he separates the saturation profile into a part travelling with a common front velocity,
and a part travelling with a saturation dependent velocity).
In this study we do not focus on the width of the front, but instead describe the water content
profile behind the front tip (i.e. tip of furthest penetrated air finger), defining the profile
region with water content q>θcrit that is moving with constant velocity. Next we will explain
the considerations made to derive the value of θcrit. For the specific case of very slow drainage
rate q0 the water content fraction that manages to maintain a constant shape during invasion
will cover the entire range from porosity ϕ to residual water content θr where water content
profiles follow hydrostatic profiles behind the front tip. For such a case (assuming infinitely
slow drainage, an immobile residual water content θr at all saturations and sufficiently deep
front positions to have the entire water content range present) the water content profile behind
the front tip moves at a constant velocity, which we define as the front velocity vf, since this is
also the velocity at which the front tip moves down (as indicated in Figure 2.1). For constant
velocity and water content profile shape, the flux density q(q,h) at certain water content θ or
pressure h behind the front tip must decrease with decreasing water content. We define the
flux density as q*(θ,h) with the star highlighting the specific condition of very slow flow rate.
Accordingly the front velocity can be expressed as:
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=
vf

q0
q * (q , h)
=
f − qr
q − qr

(2.15)

with the flux density q* at slow drainage defined as:

q * (q , h) = q0

q − qr
φ − qr

(2.16)

The validity of approximating fluxes q(θ) behind the drainage front tip with the
approximation for q*(θ) in eq. (2.16) at slow drainage is presented in section 2.5.4 by a
comparison with data on measured fluxes and numerical simulations of Richards equation
(Hydrus1D, [Šimŭnek et al., 2008]).
The flow rate q(θ,h) along the soil profile can be quantified by the Darcy-Buckingham law for
unsaturated flow as:

 dh 
=
q (q , h ) K (q , h ) 1 − 
 dz 

(2.17)

Note that q is positive in the downward z direction. Here K(θ,h) is the macroscopic
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function and h is the capillary head that corresponds to
value of θ. To investigate how the portion of the water content profile that maintains a
constant shape behind the front tip is affected by applied drainage rate q0, we first assume that
the flux density q(q,h) can be approximated by q*(q,h) given in eq. (2.16), insert eq. (2.16)
into eq. (2.17), and integrate over pressure head h (or over the profile depth z as in [Heller,
1968]). The obtained pressure profiles we denote as “dynamic” to indicate their rate
dependency. Since both K(θ,h) and θ(h) are functions of pressure head h, using parametric
models for the soil water retention and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function may
enable analytical integration over h (not z), with h=hb at the front tip. Integration between air
entry value hb at the front tip and capillary pressure head h behind the front determines the
corresponding balancing gravitational length L, i.e. the distance behind the front that
corresponds to capillary head loss |h-hb|:
h

1
L ( h ) ∫=
dh
=
q * (q , h) 
hb 
1 −

K (q , h ) 


h

∫

hb

1

q0 q ( h ) − q r
1 −
 K (q , h ) φ − q r





dh

(2.18)

Neglecting hysteretic effects in the capillary pressure-saturation relationship of the medium,
we use the well-established Brooks and Corey parametric model [Brooks and Corey, 1964]
for the θ(h) and K(θ,h) relationships:
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h
θθ
( h ) = r + (f − θ r )  b 
h

θ (h) f
=

λ

, for h > h b
(2.19)

, for h ≤ h b

with λ the pore size distribution parameter. The corresponding unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity function for the Brooks and Corey model is:

 θθ
− r
K (θ ) = K s 

− r
 φθ

3+ 2/ λ

(2.20)

where Ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the porous medium. Equation (2.18) is
solved numerically to obtain the distance L behind the front tip, where a specific capillary
pressure head value h is expected, thus describing the capillary pressure profile behind the
front as a function of drainage rate q0 for water content profiles that are able to maintain a
constant shape. With increasing flow rate q0 and decreasing hydraulic conductivity K(h) the
denominator in eq. (2.18) becomes smaller and eventually becomes 0, marking the transition
to critical pressure hcrit (with corresponding critical water content θcrit) where the gravitational
head loss L becomes infinitely long in order to maintain force balance. The denominator in
eq. (2.18) becomes zero for:
q0

q crit ( hcrit ) − q r
= K ( hcrit , q crit )
φ − qr

(2.21)

This condition (where q*(θcrit,h)=K(θcrit,h)) indicates that when the water content behind the
front tip becomes smaller than θcrit, the hydraulic conductivity can no longer supply the frontal
region at fast enough rate. Hence, the critical water content θcrit can be used to delineate the
region where saturation becomes viscously detained and subsequently drains at slower rates
driven by conditions close to unit gradient. The critical water content θcrit as derived by
insertion of eq. (2.20) into eq. (2.21) is then:

q λ
(φ − q r )( 0 ) (2+ 2 λ ) + q r
q crit =
KS

(2.22)

Note that for q0 close to 0 eq. (2.18) will reproduce a hydrostatic pressure profile for which
L=h-hb, and θcrit=θr according to eq. (2.22). When q0 becomes Ks, the entire pore space
becomes part of the viscous limited fraction (from eq. (2.22) it follows that θcrit=ϕ), resulting
in unit gradient conditions directly behind the invading front tip. With the emergence of
critical water content θcrit at increased drainage rate, the range of water content values able to
maintain a constant vertical profile while moving downwards (in the duration of drainage rate
q0) is shortened, as indicated in Figure 2.1b, covering the range between θcrit to porosity ϕ.
With the definition of θcrit we thus have to reconsider the fluxes behind the front tip. The
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range of water content values below θcrit (the water content range found in the viscously
detained region) continues to drain but at slower rate relative to the main front time scale and
under assumed unit gradient conditions. Accordingly, the applied drainage rate is the sum of a
viscous delayed flux qlim and the fast flux qf:

=
q0 qlim (q ) + q f (q )

(2.23)

As the viscously detained region becomes formed while the fast draining region propagates
downward, the water content at the surface of the porous medium initially starts at θcrit but
will drop due to the gravity driven flux qlim in this zone towards the extreme value of θr for
deep front positions at long drainage rate durations. With water content θsurf defined as the
water content at the surface of the porous medium, the boundary condition of drainage at rate
q0 relates to the profile velocity vprof(q) (i.e. the most general expression of the velocity at
which value q on the water content profile travels downward):
f

q0 =

∫v

prof

(q )dq

(2.24)

q surf

The profile velocity vprof for the fast draining region with water content values between ϕ and
θcrit is constant and defined as front velocity vf, such that eq. (2.24) becomes:
=
q0

qcrit

∫q

v prof (q )dq + v f (f − q crit )

(2.25)

surf

The first term on the RHS of eq. (2.25) equals the flux from the viscously detained region qlim,
and based on the assumption of unit gradient conditions within this region we can estimate the
profile velocity vprof(θ) to equal dK(θ)/dθ leading to an estimate of qlim:
=
qlim

qcrit

∫q

v prof =
(q )dq K (q crit ) − K (q surf )

(2.26)

surf

This indicates that the flux qlim contributing to drainage rate q0 from the viscously detained
region will increase with ongoing drainage as the water content at the surface drops from θcrit
to θr, eventually reaching a maximum value of K(θcrit) at long drainage rate duration (when
θsurf = θr). By using eq. (2.26) the maximum contribution of qlim to q0 can then be estimated
as:
K (q crit )  q crit − q r 
qlim
=
= 

q0 max
q0
 φ − qr 

(2.27)

This means that for low drainage rates q0 (low values of θcrit) the contribution of qlim to q0 is
small. For high drainage rates with resulting high θcrit values (with a maximum value of ϕ
when q0=KS) the contribution of qlim is small if the water content at the surface θsurf is close to
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θcrit (resulting in a small value for the RHS of eq. (2.26)) which is the case for short drainage
rate durations (as was the case in the performed experiments presented in next sections, where
for each applied drainage rate q0 the rate was stopped at the same front tip position). For the
above described cases we can assume qlim to be negligible. In Figure 2.1 b and c the water
content profiles at two moments in time during fast drainage are sketched for the real case
where both regions contribute to q0 (b), and for the approximated case where we assume qlim
is negligible during the time when drainage rate q0 is applied (c). From this point onwards we
will neglect the contribution of qlim in the description of flow rate dependent water content
and pressure profiles. The flow rates behind the front tip within a region where θ>θcrit can
now be approximated by an adapted form of eq.(2.16), since we make the simplifying
assumption that water content values below θcrit are immobile for the duration of q0 (θcrit takes
the role of residual water content θr in this time period):

q(q ) ≈ q0

q − q crit
φ − q crit

(2.28)

with accompanying constant front velocity vf,

vf ≈

q0
f − q crit

(2.29)

This approximation is also indicated in Figure 2.1c, and its validity to represent fluxes at high
drainage rate is presented in section 2.5.4 where it is compared with measured fluxes and
numerical simulations of Richards equation (Hydrus1D). The resulting ‘dynamic’ (drainage
rate dependent) capillary pressure and water content profiles behind a drainage front tip as
determined with eq. (2.18) are shown in Figure 2.4 for relatively high flow rate (q0/Ks=0.20,
with parameters resembling those for experiments presented below) and compared to
(hydrostatic) equilibrium profiles. The dynamic profiles of pressure (hdyn) and water content
(θdyn) converge with increasing distance from the front tip towards the critical pressure (hcrit)
and critical water content (θcrit) respectively, behind which unit gradient conditions prevail.
The implications of this dynamic water content profile are “wetter” conditions behind a
rapidly moving drainage front than for slow drainage (with profiles resembling hydrostatic
equilibrium). The viscously-delayed excess water content will subsequently drain at a longer
time-scale by gravity. Following the cessation of imposed drainage rate (stopping the pump in
our experimental setup), the slowly draining liquid resupplies the frontal region and results in
a net upward movement of the drainage front tip position. Conservation of mass dictates a
new hydrostatic equilibrium profile (illustrated in Figure 2.4a by heq(tend)) and an adaptation
of the front position. The inset in Figure 2.4b shows the experimentally observed
redistribution of water as deduced from differences in photographic images during the
equilibration time (with internal drainage) that followed cessation of liquid withdrawal from
the column.
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Figure 2.4: Capillary pressure (a) and water content profiles (b) as a function of distance L
above a front tip as affected by relative drainage rate of q0/ Ks =0.20. a) Simulated pressure
profiles according to eq. (2.18) for coarse sand at tstop, when applied flow rate q0 stopped
(solid red line), and after equilibration (blue dashed line). The dynamic capillary pressure
profile hdyn (red) shows an increasing deviation from the hydrostatic equilibrium profile
heq(tstop) (blue continuous line) with distance from the front tip due to increased viscous
effects, approaching the asymptotic value of hcrit. The gray arrow indicates the viscous length
LV corresponding to a characteristic distance behind the front tip that is not limited by
viscous effects. b) Corresponding dynamic water content profiles. The inset shows an
experimental result of drainage at high q0 (q0/ Ks =0.5) of coarse sand from a 250 mm high
column, where digital imaging revealed regions that drained during redistribution after stop
of q0 in red, and regions that became saturated during this redistribution period in blue,
leading to an upward shift of the average front position (black regions remained water
saturated during equilibration).
The foregoing analysis could be used to locate the region or length scale behind the front tip
from where temporary viscous detention of the liquid phase begins at θcrit. We define such
characteristic length LV (with index ‘V’ for viscous effects) as (conceptually illustrated in
Figure 2.1 b-c, Figure 2.2c, Figure 2.4a):

  K  12λ + 2 
=
=
− 1
L
hcrit − hb hb   S 
V
  q0 




(2.30)
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The characteristic viscous length LV decreases with increasing flow rate, indicating that
viscous limitations begin at closer distance behind the front tip. To understand how LV relates
to the system of hydraulically coupled capillaries we can consider again the capillary bundle
of Figure 2.2b; at drainage rate q0 there is a critical capillary entry pressure hb,crit, such that
capillaries with |hb|> |hb,crit| become viscous limited, draining under unit gradient conditions.
The distance LV is then the difference between hb,crit and air entry pressure of the largest pore
hb1 (the front tip), which corresponds to the hydrostatic distance between menisci in the
largest capillary and in the first viscous limited capillary (as indicated in Figure 2.2b with LV).
2.2.2.2 Secondary drainage timescale
The viscously delayed liquid fraction continues to drain by gravity towards hydrostatic
equilibrium as defined by the front position at the cessation of drainage. This process is
analogous to gravity drainage following a sudden drop of a water table level as studied by
[Youngs, 1960] and [Youngs and Aggelides, 1976]. They developed analytical solutions for
drainage dynamics from a bundle of capillaries, and found that drainage rate decays
exponentially over time according to:
1−

 q A
V
= exp  − g,0 tot
V∞
V∞



t


(2.31)

where V is the volume of drained water after time t from a porous medium volume with cross
section

Atot , V∞ is the volume of drained water after completed equilibration and qg ,0 is the

initial drainage rate from the bundle of capillaries at its onset at t=0 (with ‘g’ indicating that
this corresponds to the gravity drainage in our application). This leads to the following
expression for the evolution of gravity drainage rate q with time t:
 q A
dV 1
= q=
( t ) qg ,0 exp  − g ,0 tot
dt Atot
V∞



t


(2.32)

Exhibiting exponential decay with a characteristic time t=V∞/(qg,0 Atot). To estimate
secondary drainage timescale τ, we need to quantify the maximum drainable liquid volume

V∞ , and the initial drainage rate, qg,0. We determine V∞ based on the difference between the
equilibrium (hydrostatic) and the dynamic water content from the surface of the porous
medium to a position LV behind the front tip (where the dynamic water content for this region
is simplified to be θcrit everywhere). This approximation yields the following expression of

V∞

(which can be solved analytically):
hb + z f
λ


h 
=
V∞ θ crit ( z f − Lv ) − ∫ θ r + (f − θ r )  b  dh  Atot
h
hb + Lv



(2.33)
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with the depth of the front tip zf at the end of the applied drainage rate q0. Initially, at onset of
secondary drainage, we assume that the drainage from the viscous limited region occurs under
unit gradient conditions with qg,0 = K(θcrit). It is interesting to note that the characteristic time
τ of secondary drainage may increase or decrease with the value of main drainage rate q0, due
to the competing effects of

V∞ and qg,0: An increase in q0 results in a larger extent of the

viscously detained liquid phase that would be redistributed during equilibration, thereby
increasing the drainage time scale; on the other hand, higher values of water content θcrit
correspond to higher values of hydraulic conductivity that would reduce the secondary
drainage time scale.
We emphasize that model results of viscous effects on water content and capillary pressure
profiles during and following constant rate drainage can be simulated and predicted using the
Richards equation as presented in section 2.B of the Appendix (Richards equation includes
viscous effects). However, the value of the approach presented in this study lies in the
physical insights regarding the nature of this temporal liquid phase entrapment and the origins
of the delayed redistribution rates, and in providing analytical expressions to estimate length
and time scales characteristic for viscously detained drainage.

2.3 Methods
2.3.1 Experimental methods
The effects of viscous limitations on drainage dynamics were evaluated using two
experimental observation systems (neutron radiography and standard light photography) of
phase distributions in sand-filled glass Hele-Shaw cells subjected to different rate values of
drainage from initially-saturated and vertically oriented cells. We used two different cell sizes
(“short”: 260 mm height, 76 mm width and 10 mm depth; and “long”: 400 mm height, 100
mm width and 10 mm depth), homogeneously packed with “coarse sand (CS)” (particle sizes
of 0.3-0.9 mm) or “fine sand (FS)” (particle sizes of 0.1-0.5 mm). For all experiments, water
was withdrawn from the bottom of the column by a high precision pump at a fixed flow rate
(Figure 2.5a) (Harvard Apparatus, PHD 2000). Following dry packing with occasional stirring
after every 5 mm of added sand thickness, the columns were saturated with deionized and
degassed water from the bottom (at low flow rate to minimize air entrapment) to establish
initial conditions with a few mm ponding water height. After each drainage experiment the
column was rewetted, however, to obtain reproducible initial water saturations, we analyzed
results for drainage experiments after the first drainage/wetting cycle only. The resulting
porosity of the packed columns was 0.39 and 0.44 m3/m3 for coarse and fine sands,
respectively. For all experiments, drainage was stopped when the front tip reached a
prescribed depth, limited either by the bottom of the field of view or by the column size. A
summary of applied flow rates and number of experiments in each set is provided in Table
2.1.
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Table 2.1: Details of the three experimental drainage series classified by imaging method and
column length (400 mm for ‘Long’ and 260 mm for ‘Short’), specifying medium types (coarse
sand CS and fine sand FS), applied flow rate q0 and number of installed pressure sensors.
Experimental Imaging
data set
method
1

2

3

Column Porous
size
material

Neutron
Short
radiography
Short
Neutron
Long
radiography
Long
Digital
Short
imaging
Short

CS

Nr. of experiments
[range of applied flow
rates q0 (mm/s)]
2 [0.022-0.22]

Nr.
of
pressure
sensors
2

FS
CS

1 [0.22]
5 [0.0033-1.28]

2
3

FS
CS

7 [0.0032-0.44]
19 [0.011-1.54]

3
3

FS

7 [0.011-0.22]

3

2.3.1.1 Neutron radiography
Two sets of drainage experiments were performed at the NEUTRA radiography beamline of
the Spallation Neutron Source (SINQ) at the Paul Scherer Institute in Villigen, Switzerland
[Lehmann et al., 2001]. The neutron radiography setting enables quantification of temporal
and spatial variations in water content averaged across the thickness of the column. The two
sets of experiments differ in their spatial and temporal resolutions, where for the first set the
imaging resolution was 0.1 mm per pixel with images taken every 3-4 s, and for the second
set we used 0.5 mm per pixel with images taken every 1.0 to 1.5 s (a reduced spatial
resolution enables faster sampling). The field of view of first and second set of experiments
included the top 128 mm and 320 mm of the column, respectively (a larger pixel size
provided a larger field of view). Water pressure information was obtained from a tensiometer
equipped with a ceramic cup installed close to the top (50 mm below the column surface), and
an additional pressure sensor without a ceramic cup installed close to the bottom in the
saturated region. Both pressure sensors recorded measurements at frequencies of 5 to 20 Hz.
In the longer column we installed an additional (third) tensiometer with ceramic cup,
positioned 150 mm below the surface. Neutron transmission images were stored as gray scale
images representing attenuation levels of the neutron beam (see Figure 2.5c for an example).
From these values water content was deduced at each image pixel following a procedure
described in [Shokri et al., 2008]. The vertical water content profiles were deduced by
averaging values horizontally. The geometry and position of the drainage front (interface
between saturated and unsaturated regions) was determined by thresholding the water content
images.
2.3.1.2 Drainage experiments with optical imaging
In addition to neutron experiments, we conducted drainage experiments using the shorter
column and monitoring the front by direct optical imaging. Images of the column were taken
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by a digital camera every 5-30 seconds (depending on drainage rate) to monitor the position
and shape of the front and saturated clusters above (Figure 2.5b). To enhance the contrast
between saturated and unsaturated regions, blue dye (brilliant blue at 1 g/Liter) was added to
the degassed and deionized water. The liquid phase pressure was acquired at a frequency of 5
Hz from three ports placed at the top (ceramic tensiometer), middle (ceramic tensiometer) and
bottom (direct pressure sensor) at positions 54, 148 and 245 mm below the sand surface,
respectively. For all experiments, the pump was stopped when the front tip was just above the
bottom pressure sensor, which resulted in average front tip positions at cessation of drainage
between 180 and 210 mm depth. We recorded liquid pressures and images after cessation of
drainage to monitor subsequent equilibration and liquid redistribution towards the front.
2.3.2 Data analyses
2.3.2.1 Determination of the porous medium hydraulic properties
The hydraulic parameters of coarse and fine sand such as porosity, saturated conductivity KS,
and the Brooks and Corey parameters hb and λ were deduced from measured pressure and
water content data. The residual water content 𝜃𝜃𝑟𝑟 was assumed as 0.05 m3/m3 (not directly
measured). The Brooks and Corey parameters were determined from the first neutron
radiography experimental dataset (with detailed information on water content profile),
whereas KS was determined for each data set separately due to potential variations between
different column packing. The air entry pressure hb was determined from the initial pressure
drop as air first entered the porous medium (a similar value was recorded simultaneously by
all pressure sensors and corrected for their respective hydrostatic pressure). We have used hb
values deduced from low drainage rate experiments to exclude potential dynamic effects on
this model parameter. The values of λ were estimated from neutron imaging data that
provided detailed description of hydrostatic saturation profiles. The shape of the soil water
characteristics was deduced following different methods: (i) using mean water content values
near the ceramic cups (<5 mm distance) averaged and related to the corresponding pressure
values; (ii) using the water content hydrostatic profile behind the front tip at the end of an
experiment (when equilibrium conditions could be assumed); and (iii) relating measured q
and the distance z behind the front tip for a slow drainage experiment, when the pressure is
near equilibrium at all times.
For the saturated hydraulic conductivity KS, we determined the total pressure head gradient
dH dh
=
− 1 between the different pressure sensors in the saturated region where saturated
dz
dz

flow conditions prevailed, providing a direct estimate as: K s = q0 / ( dH / dz ) . To check if the
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity K(q) parameterized by Brooks and Corey model was in
agreement with measurements, we compared the observable effective hydraulic conductivity
Keff as follows: We measured the pressure gradient dH/dz and the average flow rate q (see
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below) between top and bottom sensor, and we then defined K eff = q / ( dH / dz ) . The value of
q was quantified as follows; at vertical position zi the flux q(zi) is determined from temporal

changes in water content at all positions above (i.e. between zi and the surface of the column):

q ( zi )
=

j =i

∑
j =1

∆q ( z j )
∆t

∆z

(2.34)

where j is vertical pixel number (increasing downwards) and ∆θ the change in water content
during time step ∆t for a pixel at position zj with pixel size ∆z . The average flow rate q in the
region of L between two pressure sensors is calculated as the arithmetic mean of all q(zi) in
this region. The Keff value deduced from these measurements was compared to Brooks and
Corey model parameterization using the harmonic mean of K(θ) within region L (the region
between the two pressure sensors):
K eff =

L
∆z

∑ K (θ [ z ])

(2.35)

i

Where θ [ zi ] is the average water content at height zi and pixel size ∆z .The measured flux as
determined based on eq. (2.34) from neutron transmission images is also compared in section
2.5.4 to predictions based on eq. (2.16) and eq. (2.28), together with numerical solutions of
the Richards equation (Hydrus1D).
2.3.2.2 Determination of the critical water content θcrit
The various drainage experiments with neutron radiography provided direct information on
the liquid profiles and hence the critical water content θcrit behind the drainage front tip. Note
that θcrit may also be estimated from information on drainage front tip position and velocity
only. This involves the assumption that the front tip velocity vf is defined by liquid drainage
from pore spaces between θcrit and ϕ, where the applied drainage rate is: q=
0
thus:

(f − qcrit ) v f

and

qcrit= f − q0 / v f . The front tip velocity can be determined from image analysis, or by

monitoring the dynamics of the liquid pressure signature at different sensors when air is
passing for the first time (front tip velocity is then deduced from the time difference between
the signal and the distance between sensors). An even simpler (albeit less accurate) method
for determining θcrit is based on final front tip position zf(tstop) at drainage cessation and total
extracted water depth Lextr (extracted volume divided by cross-sectional area); the critical

water content can then be estimated as θ crit= f − Lextr / z f ( tstop ) . This method is less accurate
because it uses the average water content for the entire unsaturated region above the front tip
instead of a direct value of θcrit assigned to the region above the viscous length LV.
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2.3.2.3 Determination of secondary drainage timescale τ
The slow drainage timescale τ of redistribution of the viscously detained liquid is derived
from the temporal water content evolution after drainage cessation using neutron radiography.
We focused on the top region of the column, where water content continued to decline
exponentially with time during redistribution. For other experiments (imaged by a digital
camera), τ was deduced from the liquid pressure evolution in the top tensiometer (50 mm
below the column surface). The viscously delayed liquid at this depth slowly drains towards
hydrostatic equilibrium after drainage cessation with a clear capillary pressure evolution that
follows exponential decay with time. Hence τ was deduced from exponential decay of water
content or liquid pressure in the top of the column.

Figure 2.5: The experimental setup for the drainage experiments, where water is extracted
from the bottom of a saturated sand packed column (3) by means of a high precision pump
(1), while pressures are monitored within the column at different positions (2). The image in
(a) shows the lab setup for photographic imaging with a digital camera. b) An example
photographic image revealing the position of the front around the middle tensiometer
(saturated and unsaturated regions indicated by distribution of blue dye are denoted with
‘sat’ and ‘unsat’, respectively). c) An example neutron transmission image where gray values
represent different degrees of water saturation. The image shows the top 128 mm of the
column with the top tensiometer at a depth of 50 mm and the front below.
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2.4 Results
2.4.1 Hydraulic properties of the porous medium
Following the procedures described in section 2.3, we obtained the experimental soil water
characteristic (SWC) curve depicted in Figure 2.6a for the coarse sand.

Figure 2.6: a) The soil water characteristic (SWC) deduced from water content profiles and
pressure data for coarse sand and fitted to the Brooks and Corey model (dashed black line)
with parameters given in table 2.2. The blue and green curves were deduced from low flow
rate (q0/Ks=0.02) experiments, estimating the capillary pressure h from the distance to
measured front tip position. The yellow (for q0/Ks=0.02) and purple (for q0/Ks=0.20) curves
show the water content after equilibrating to hydrostatic conditions. The red curve shows
measured pressure values in the top tensiometer and the average water content within 5 mm
around the ceramic (for q0/Ks=0.20). b) The effective hydraulic conductivity Keff of coarse
sand for the region between two pressure sensors. Red data points are deduced from average
flow rate between the two sensors (eq. (2.34)) combined with measured pressure gradients.
Blue data points are estimated Keff based on estimated K(θ) according to eq. (2.35) using
measured θ profile and Brooks and Corey model. See the methods section (2.3.2.1) for
additional explanations.
Note that these curves are expected to represent the equilibrium SWC curves because they are
determined from water content profiles that should be close to hydrostatic equilibrium, as
explained in the methods section (only the red curve could show a dynamic effect, because it
relates measured capillary pressure in the top tensiometer to the surrounding water content
during drainage at q0/Ks=0.20, nevertheless, this curve aligns well with other equilibrium
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curves). The data for coarse and fine sands were then fitted with the Brooks and Corey model
(depicted by the dashed line in fig. 2.6a for coarse sand) yielding the hydraulic parameters
presented in table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Parameters of the hydraulic functions (air-entry value hb, shape parameter λ,
saturated conductivity Ks, porosity f and residual water content qr) for the coarse and fine
sand in the three different experimental data sets together with the dimensionless Bond and
capillary number (based on flow rate given in table 2.1 and typical pore diameter
corresponding to air entry value hb).

hb (mm)
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
λ (-)
Ks (mm/s)
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
ϕ (m3/m3)
θr (m3/m3)
Bo [-]
Range of Ca [-]
Expected range of LV
[mm] (eq. (2.30))

Coarse Sand (CS)

Fine Sand (FS)

93
135
93
2.0

196
196
196
2.6

1.10
0.28
0.70
0.28
1.07
0.32
0.39
0.44
0.05
0.05
-2
Set 1&3: (1.4 10 ) Set 2: (3.1 10-3)
(6.4 10-3)
3.2 10-5 to 2.0 10-2
2.1 10-5 to 4.9 10-3
191 to 0
195 to 0

Values for air entry value hb and saturated hydraulic conductivity KS were similar in all three
sets of experiments (see table 2.2), with the exception for the 2nd experimental set for coarse
sand, where a tighter packing resulted in a smaller KS value and higher air entry value hb. The
difference in parameters for the different media indicates the larger pore size for the coarse
sand (larger hb and Ks). The unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of coarse sand determined
according to eq. (2.35) using fitted parameter λ was in good agreement with the procedure
based on flow velocities deduced from image analysis (eq. (2.34)) as shown in Figure 2.6b.
2.4.2 Viscously-delayed zonation and subsequent redistribution
As described in the methods section, the vertical water content profiles were derived from
neutron transmission images. An example of water content profiles at different times during
drainage from coarse sand with flow rate q0 /Ks=0.2 is depicted in Figure 2.7a (main drainage
front motion and water extraction lasted until tstop=180 s). The red and blue lines respectively,
represent the profiles at tstop and some equilibration time later (725 s). During this
equilibration period no water was extracted from the column, and the difference between the
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two profiles results solely from redistribution after tstop. The top of the column continued to
lose water whereas the region near the front at the bottom became gradually wetter.
Redistribution was observed in the dynamics of water content profiles after tstop for all
experiments imaged with neutron radiography, however, the change in water content during
redistribution increased with increasing drainage rate q0. Three of these redistribution profiles
are shown together for comparison in Figure 2.7b. The profiles reveal that during the dynamic
period of forced drainage a fraction of the liquid was delayed for all cases (even for
q0/KS=0.02 in coarse sand), which subsequently drained towards the front over a longer
timescale. The predicted viscous length LV (eq. (2.30)) indicating the distance behind the
front where viscous limitations lead to significant retention of liquid for the three experiments
as shown in Figure 2.7b is 29, 86 and 8 mm for respectively coarse sand at q0=20 and 2% of
KS and fine sand with q0=76 % KS indicating that for all three cases some liquid delay is
expected over a final front tip position at depth of 120 mm.

Figure 2.7: a) Vertical water content profiles in the neutron imaging field of view at different
times during drainage (high flow rate of 0.20 KS from coarse sand). The red profile shows the
water content at tstop when the pump was stopped and the light blue the water content after
some equilibration time (725 s), indicating that the top of the column continued to drain
towards the front. b) Cumulative liquid redistribution defined as the water content difference

∆q between equilibrium and at tstop for three different experiments of drainage from coarse
sand (CS: blue, red) and fine sand (FS: green) , at high (blue, green) and low (red) flow rate
(see the figure for q0/Ks ratios). The inset shows predicted redistribution profiles derived from
the difference between dynamic and equilibrium water content profiles at tstop and teq,
respectively (see also Figure 2.4b).
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The redistribution profiles can also be estimated from theoretically derived dynamic and
equilibrium q profiles (as shown in Figure 2.4b) at tstop and teq taking into account mass
conservation within this timespan. These predictions are shown in the inset of Figure 2.7b and
show a good agreement in their shape but overpredict the magnitude of ∆q. All measured
redistribution profiles pivot around the same depth (about 60 mm) which falls more or less in
the middle of the unsaturated region, due to the similar shape of the water retention curve of
both media. For the suction range present in the unsaturated region when the front tip is at a
depth of about 120 mm the retention curves are approximately linear, leading to a point of
zero redistribution around the middle of the unsaturated region. For the finer sand this
linearity is already less the case which is why its point of zero redistribution lies slightly
higher up in the column (this is especially more pronounced for the predicted profiles). The
position of this point is dictated by mass balance and is thus determined mainly by the front
position at the cessation of drainage and the shape of the equilibrium retention curve over the
resulting hydrostatic suction range.
The drainage of viscously detained liquid into the frontal region may result in significant
upward movement of the front tip position. This filling up of the frontal region can be
visualized with a difference image of the binarized images of saturated regions taken at tstop
and after equilibration at teq (45 min equilibration time). Figure 2.8 shows such a difference
image on the right side, for an experiment from coarse sand at q0/Ks=0.51, with on its left the
two corresponding photographic images that were taken at tstop and teq, revealing regions that
were drained and re-wetted during the redistribution process. The photographic images show
the distribution of blue dyed water, where darker blue regions correspond to saturated regions.
At both times the bottom of the column is saturated, however, the top of the column got
significantly dryer at teq after equilibration. The binarized difference image shows that in the
timespan between tstop and teq the red regions at the top of the column changed from saturated
to unsaturated regions, whereas the blue regions changed from unsaturated to saturated
regions due to redistribution of water from top of the column towards the front tip. Note that
with photographic imaging only the dynamics observable at the front glass are quantified,
such that for this image saturated and unsaturated regions are only defined based on what is
seen at the glass side.
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Figure 2.8: Filling-up of the frontal region during equilibration between stopping the pump
at tstop and some equilibration time later (45 min) at teq for an experiment of drainage from
coarse sand (imaged with a digital camera) at ratio q0/Ks=0.51. The photos on the left show
the packed column with blue dyed water that correspond to tstop and teq (darker blue regions
correspond to saturated regions). At both times the column is saturated at the bottom,
however, at tstop the top of the column contained more saturated regions, which drained
towards the front at teq. The binarized difference image at the right reveals changes from
saturated to unsaturated areas (red areas) and from unsaturated to saturated areas (blue
areas) between tstop and teq, revealing a redistribution of water towards the front and a
resulting upward shift of the frontal region where the blue areas are added to the black (black
regions remain water saturated).
2.4.3 Variations in liquid pressure during drainage
Additional information on the role of viscous forces was deduced from liquid pressure
evolutions during drainage (while the pump was extracting water from the column at a flow
rate q0). Figure 2.9 depicts liquid pressure signals during two different drainage experiments
from coarse sand with q0/Ks= 0.01 (fig. 2.9a) and q0/Ks= 0.41 (Figure 2.9b). The positions of
the front tip (below the surface) at tstop for the slow and fast drainage rates were 174 mm and
182 mm, respectively. Hence, the drainage front tip passed the top and middle tensiometers
during drainage but remained above the bottom pressure sensor at all times.
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Figure 2.9: Temporal pressure evolution during drainage as measured at three positions in
top (54 mm depth, blue line), middle (148 mm depth, green line) and bottom (245 mm depth,
red line) for (a) a low (q0/Ks=0.01) and (b) a high (q0/Ks =0.41) rate (with drainage rate q0
and saturated conductivity Ks). Air invasion front passage at top or middle sensor is indicated
with red circles. The bottom sensor remains in the saturated region. Initially all sensors
measure a pressure drop that equals air entry value hb as air invades the medium surface.
For high flow rate in b) unit gradient conditions prevail locally after front passage (indicated
by red circles), as indicated by approximately constant matric potential head values between
top and middle sensor for the period indicated by the gray arrow.
The liquid pressure evolutions for the slow and fast experiment reveal different behaviors: For
the slow experiment, following air invasion at the height of the top and middle sensors
(indicated with red circles in Figure 2.9), the liquid pressure continued to decline linearly (in
accordance with hydrostatic profile) as the drainage front tip moved down at a constant
velocity (as also indicated from the linear decline of the bottom pressure sensor that directly
sensed the position of the front tip). Only for the top tensiometer the pressure signal deviates
from this linear trend, indicating that drainage starts to be limited by the low unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity. The delayed drainage at the top tensiometer is also evident by the lack
of response of the top sensor after cessation of drainage at tstop and its continual decrease
suggesting ongoing drainage in this region. The liquid pressure evolution during the
experiment at high q0 exhibits more pronounced viscous effects as seen in Figure 2.9b. For
both the top and middle tensiometers, pressure becomes relatively constant once the air
invasions pass the sensor location (indicated by red circles), corresponding to unit gradient
conditions. Unit gradient conditions are also indicated by equal pressures recorded by both
top and middle sensor as soon as the front tip passes the middle sensor (indicated by gray
arrow).
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2.4.4 Derivation of secondary drainage timescale
The temporal evolution of the matric potential (capillary pressure) following tstop as measured
at different positions in the column is indicative of the redistribution dynamics taking place in
the system. Figure 2.10 depicts two examples of measured pressure evolutions after drainage
cessation; Figure 2.10a is for drainage from coarse sand at a high flow rate (q0/Ks=0.41, the
same experiment as in Figure 2.9b), and Figure 2.10b is for drainage from fine sand at
similarly high flow rate (q0/Ks=0.35). The liquid pressure sensor at the bottom of the column
(always saturated) shows a rapid viscous relaxation due to the abrupt elimination of viscous
effects in the saturated zone below the drainage front tip. After this initially rapid drop, the
liquid pressure continuously increases at the bottom, this is attributed to the filling of the
frontal region and associated upward motion of front line position during internal
redistribution. The middle liquid tensiometer shows a similar trend that indicates an increase
in water content near the sensor, whereas the tensiometer at the top of the column
continuously decreases following tstop. This decrease is attributed to continued drainage of
viscously delayed liquid at the top of the column.
For the experiment shown in Figure 2.7a (drainage from coarse sand at a rate q0 of 0.20 KS),
the water content evolution at the position of the top tensiometer was fitted with an
exponential decay function with the estimated characteristic time τ= 83 s (R2 =0.999). A fit of
the liquid pressure evolution for the top tensiometer to exponential function yields a
characteristic time τ =103 s (R2= 0.996). The two characteristic times are of a similar order of
magnitude, slight differences in (probably looser) packing around the tensiometer could have
affected measured liquid pressure values. Because of the good agreement between τ derived
from water content evolution and τ derived from liquid pressure evolution, we subsequently
determine it by fitting the temporal evolution of the liquid pressure signal measured at the top
sensor after stopping the pump (this is preferred due to lacking water content data for the 3rd
experimental data set). As shown in the insets of Figures 2.10a and b, the characteristic time
values τ for these two experiments were 349 s and 114 s for coarse (q0/Ks=0.41) and fine sand
(q0/Ks=0.35), respectively. In the following discussion section we compare experimentallydetermined secondary drainage timescale τ with values predicted by the model as described in
section 2.2.2.
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Figure 2.10: Pressure evolution after stop of pump at three positions in top (54 mm depth,
blue), middle (148 mm depth, green) and bottom (245 mm depth, red) for (a) drainage from
coarse sand (q0/Ks=0.41) and (b) drainage from fine sand (q0/Ks =0.35) with drainage rate q0
and saturated conductivity Ks. The pressure evolution shows the same trend for both media
after tstop: The bottom sensor remains in the saturated region and shows a rapid viscous
relaxation due to stop of the saturated flow at tstop, then the pressure increases due to added
liquid in the frontal region during liquid redistribution. Also the middle sensor is positioned
in the region which becomes wetter during redistribution and therefore shows an increase
after tstop. The top sensor is positioned in the region that is draining at secondary time scale
and therefore shows a decrease. The insets show the fit to an exponential decay function of
the top pressure signal after tstop with characteristic time τ of 349 and 114 s for left and right
experiment respectively.
Note that in interpretation of the results, we have assumed that tensiometer response time was
sufficiently rapid for linking capillary pressure and water content dynamics. The possibility of
slow tensiometer response times (as described in [Hou et al., 2012]) was not considered to
present a significant error based on the following indications: 1) The timescale of observed
water content changes during equilibration after stop of drainage is in agreement with the
timescale of pressure changes as indicated above; 2) the red water retention curve in Figure
2.6a (this is the only one that directly relates measured pressure at the tensiometer to
surrounding water content) shows no significant deviations from the other curves; 3) the
tensiometer signals of both top and middle sensor showed for most experiments a small
fluctuation which exactly corresponded to the moment the front passed the tensiometer
(Figure 2.9 a and b), indicating that the tensiometer response is ‘immediate’; 4) the direct
pressure sensor at the bottom of the column showed very regular pressure fluctuations (order
of a second) due to the mechanical pump that was extracting water at the bottom of the
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column (these fluctuations we have filtered out for Figures 2.9 and 2.10 to see the general
trend in pressure clearer); for high flow rates these fluctuations were also detected by the
middle and top tensiometers without any temporal delay compared to the direct pressure
sensor (but with much smaller amplitude because of the larger distance to the source).

2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Determination of the critical water content θcrit
The critical water content θcrit, marking the onset of viscously detained region with liquid
phase that drains at a secondary time scale, was experimentally deduced either from the
drainage front tip velocity vf, or from the final front tip position at tstop combined with
knowledge of the water volume withdrawn from the porous medium (see section 2.3.2.2). The
resulting θcrit as a function of relative drainage rate is plotted in Figure 2.11a for coarse and
fine sand. The method of deriving θcrit from front tip velocity vf is preferred, because it
estimates θcrit during the entire invasion process, instead of averaging the entire water content
profile behind the front at tstop only. However, for the drainage experiments from fine sand in
a short column, the drainage front velocity vf could not be determined accurately enough due
to the large front width (roughness) relative to the column’s length, and thus only the method
based on front tip position at time tstop was used. The experimental results clearly show an
increase of θcrit with q0 until the drainage rate equals the saturated hydraulic conductivity
(q0=KS) and a constant asymptotic value (lower than the porosity value) of θcrit is attained.
The viscous limited liquid fraction θcrit increases initially with q0 because an increasing part of
the pore space becomes viscous limited and drains slower than the mean drainage front rate.
This increase progresses until a maximum fraction of the pore space becomes viscous limited
at q0=KS.
The model presented in section 2.2.2 (Figure 2.11a, continuous lines) reproduces the observed
trend of increasing θcrit with flow rate q0 but it clearly overestimates the observations. The
reason for the overestimation stems from not taking into account arguments of percolation
theory, postulating that a certain minimum pore space fraction must be air filled to form a
continuous invading air cluster. Therefore, the maximum value of θcrit that can be reached at
the limit of stable conditions where q0=KS, is not the total porosity, but instead it is the
porosity less a minimum air fraction required to form a continuous percolating cluster. To
make a simple estimate of this minimum air fraction we use the percolation threshold for site
percolation pcs, for certain 3D lattice geometry. As explained in the Appendix (section 2.A),
we modified the description of the hydraulic conductivity function accordingly. We compare
the experimental results with different predictions on θcrit based on the model described by
eqs. (A2.2) – (A2.4) in the Appendix, as shown in Figure 2.11a with dashed lines. As the
minimum air-filled pore space fraction pcs we have used the universal percolation threshold
for either a simple cubic lattice with coordination number 6 for coarse sand (pcs=0.3116) or
for a face centered cubic lattice (fcc) with coordination number 12 for fine sand (pcs=0.199)
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[Aharony and Stauffer, 2003; Hunt et al., 2014]. The resulting asymptotic value of ϕ(1-pcs)
depicted in Figure 2.11a improves predictions considerably and matches with experimental
data.

Figure 2.11: Comparison of measured and modeled critical water content (a) and
characteristic time (b). a) Critical water content θcrit as a function of q0/KS for drainage
experiments from coarse (CS, blue) and fine (FS, red) sand with drainage rate q0 and
saturated conductivity Ks. Experimental results are indicated with diamonds (3rd experimental
dataset in table 2.1) and squares (2nd experimental dataset). The continuous lines show the
predictions for pcs=0, neglecting the volume fraction needed to form a continuous air phase.
For the dashed lines a percolation threshold pcs of the air phase was included (pcs=0.3116 for
coarse sand and pcs=0.199 for fine sand corresponding to coordination number of 6 and 12,
respectively). b) Timescale t of secondary drainage for coarse (blue) and fine (red) sand.
Measured results (bold markers) were deduced from the 3rd experimental dataset where front
position was between 180-200 mm depth for all experiments at tstop. The continuous lines
show predictions based on the modeled value of θcrit (Figure 2.11a, continuous lines for
pcs=0). The smaller and transparent markers correspond to predictions using the measured
values of θcrit (plotted with diamond markers in Figure 2.11a).
2.5.2 Viscous characteristic length LV and unstable flow conditions
In section 2.2.2 we have discussed how the viscous characteristic length LV is used to estimate
the distance behind the front tip at which viscous forces begin to significantly delay liquid
drainage. To illustrate the significance of this length scale, we compare the shape of the water
content profile during drainage with the profile after certain equilibration time at the end of
the experiment to visualize the difference attributed to viscously detained water. Such a
comparison is shown in Figure 2.12 a-c for drainage experiments from coarse sand at three
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different rates (q0/KS of 0.005, 0.30 and 1.21, 2nd data set) where the vertical water content
profiles are shifted according to the front tip position at that time, such that the front tip is at
L=0 for all profiles. The water content profiles at tstop (red) and at teq (blue; on average 10
minutes after tstop) show a good alignment at low flow rate (Figure 2.12a; q0/KS=0.005) but an
increasing divergence at shorter distance behind the front tip was found as q0 increases and
more water is retained behind the front tip (Figure 2.12b-c). For comparison, Figure 2.12d
shows the predicted evolution of θcrit and LV with q0 based on the theory as presented in
section 2.2.2 and the Appendix (section 2.A), using soil hydraulic parameters of the coarse
sand (from 2nd data set) and taking into account a percolation threshold value pcs =0.3116 (for
a simple cubic lattice with coordination number of 6). The predicted values of both θcrit and
LV are also indicated in Figure 2.12 a-c with a red dashed line and a black arrow respectively,
suggesting that predicted θcrit gives a simplified but reasonable estimate of the water content
retained behind the front tip, with a resulting LV that corresponds well with the distance at
which dynamic water content profiles start to diverge from an equilibrium profile. Note that
the equilibrium profiles (in blue) after different flow rates q0 are not the same, with wetter
conditions after high rates. This can be explained by a too short experimental equilibration
time (approximately 10 minutes) which does not allow the system to attain absolute
hydrostatic equilibrium, but is also likely to be caused by increased entrapment of air in the
frontal region during water supply from above.
As Figure 2.12d shows, LV becomes zero when q0=KS, which is why LV is not indicated in
Figure 2.12c where q0/KS=1.21. In this case its value is zero, suggesting that viscous forces
result in direct liquid retention behind the invading front tip (this is in agreement with the
immediate divergence of water content profiles at L=0). Here we enter the viscously unstable
flow regime, and in fact we can use LV as a metric to understand transitions towards viscous
dominated regimes, for which the front width W, as defined in for example [Birovljev et al.,
1991; Méheust et al., 2002], becomes unstable.
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Figure 2.12: a-c) Comparison of water content at distance L behind the front tip during
drainage from coarse sand (purple and red, red profile corresponding to tstop) and after
equilibration time (blue) for three different drainage rates ((a) q0/KS=0.005, (b) 0.30 and (c)
1.21 from the 2nd experimental data set). With increasing q0 profiles deviate more from
equilibrium and start to diverge at shorter distance behind the front. Predictions of θcrit and
LV are shown with red dashed line and black arrow respectively, the red area covers the
resulting estimated viscous limited fraction. Brooks and Corey model (based on the
parameters for 2nd data set in table 2.2) is included in (a) as black dashed line. (d) Predicted
evolution of θcrit and LV as a function of q0 using hydraulic parameters and percolation
threshold pcs=0.3116.
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According to [Méheust et al., 2002; Løvoll et al., 2005] the stability criterion for flow in
direction of gravity can be expressed in the form of a generalized Bond number Bo*:

ρ gn 2 η q0 n 2
Bo = Bo − Ca =
−
>0
σ
σκ
*

(2.36)

If we substitute the permeability 𝜅𝜅 with the hydraulic conductivity of the medium KS by
means of:

K S = κρ g / η

(2.37)

the following stability criterion can be formulated (see also [Raats, 1973; Or, 2008]):
q
Bo*σ
=
1− 0 > 0
2
KS
ρ gn

(2.38)

Thus the drainage front is expected to become unstable in the regime where q0≥KS. We have
seen in section 2.5.1 that under these conditions also θcrit attains its maximum value of ϕ(1pcs). Indeed this means that the front has become unstable, because the only mechanism for
meeting the prescribed drainage rate is by invasion of air fingers that ultimately occupy the
least (viscous) resistive pathways with a minimum possible fraction of ϕ·pcs of the pore space.
All other liquid phase becomes viscously detained and drains at a slower rate over a
secondary timescale. Of course, under these conditions the drainage front is no longer
compact with fixed width W, but instead air invasion takes place through increasingly
extensive viscous fingers that occupy the most conductive pores. Next, we consider what
happens with LV as we approach the unstable front regime. At very low drainage rate q0, the
viscous characteristic length LV is large, because flow only becomes viscous limited at very
low water content far behind the front (θcrit can be close to the residual water content in this
case, Figure 2.12d). If q0 is increased, LV becomes shorter and the onset of viscous limited
flow occurs at closer distance behind the front tip. The front becomes unstable when this
“zonation line” collapses onto the front tip such that LV becomes zero. This means that
directly at the point of air invasion flow is viscous limited.
2.5.3 Estimating the secondary drainage characteristic timescale
As described in section 2.3.2 and 2.4.4, the drainage timescale for viscously detained liquid
phase τ is derived from the temporal pressure evolution measured at the top of the column
where drainage of the delayed liquid phase occurs at the end of withdrawal (after tstop). Since
this timescale is a function of the total volume of viscously detained liquid, it depends on the
final front tip position zf at tstop as well (both zf and qcrit are defining the volume, see eq. (2.33)
). For better comparison we only plot data points for the 3rd data set in Figure 2.11b, with zf
between 180 and 200 mm depth for all experiments. The data for both coarse and fine sand
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show a trend with a steep increase in τ with q0 at very low flow rates, followed by a peak in τ
and subsequent decline when q0 is increased further. This illustrates the competition between
the increase in delayed liquid volume and the increase in the hydraulic conductivity with
increasing q0 as discussed in section 2.2.2.2. At very low flow rates, the increase of drainable
volume with flow rate dominates, whereas at higher flow rates, the increased hydraulic
conductivity of the viscous limited region is the controlling factor. In the unstable flow regime
it seems that t is constant, indicating that the critical water content θcrit and thus the delayed
liquid volume and initial hydraulic conductivity are constant as well (Figure 2.11a). To
compare the experimental data with model predictions of characteristic time τ, we use the
simple following equation:

t=

V∞
qg ,0 Atot

We first estimate the total drainable liquid volume

(2.39)

V∞ and the initial secondary drainage rate

qg ,0 at the onset of secondary drainage. This requires values of θcrit and additionally the
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function to estimate 𝑞𝑞𝑔𝑔,0 as an input. To make a simple

estimation of τ (providing the order of magnitude and changes with drainage rate q0) we do
not include the effect of the percolation threshold pcs here on both V∞ and qg ,0 (by including

pcs the time scale t would be decreased by about 36% for coarse sand (pcs=0.3116), and 22%
for fine sand (pcs=0.199). However, due to the assumption of the effect of pcs on many
parameters needed in the calculation of t, namely the K(θ) function, the equilibrium SWC
curve θ(h), and θcrit (eqs. (A2.1)-(A2.4)), this does not necessarily make results more
meaningful). The model results show a similar trend of t with q0 as the experimental data,
namely an initial steep increase at very low q0, followed by a decreasing trend. To make
conclusions of model performance without including errors in the estimation of θcrit, we
additionally include model results for characteristic timescale t that take the measured θcrit
values as an input (the markers in Figure 2.11a that belong to the 3rd experimental dataset).
These results lie closer to the experimental data for the coarse sand, but further away for the
experimental data for the fine sand, nevertheless, the overall trend and order of magnitude of τ
as a function of q0 is captured. The discrepancies between model predictions and observations
could be attributed to various simplifications, such as: (i) the simplicity of Youngs and
Aggelides [Youngs, 1960; Youngs and Aggelides, 1976] model by representing the drainage
from a complex porous medium with cylindrical tubes and assuming unit gradient conditions
at its onset, (ii) the neglected upward motion of the front tip during redistribution especially
for drainage at high q0, (iii) redistribution of viscous limited liquid could have started before
tstop (depending on its distance from the front), and (iv) pressure measurements used to
determine t represent the dynamics locally at one position in the column, whereas the model
considers liquid redistribution in the entire viscous limited region. The simple framework was
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not designed to capture all these aspects, but to reveal the governing mechanisms leading to a
secondary time scale with exponentially decaying fluxes.
2.5.4 Evolution of fluxes behind a front tip: Verification of equations 2.16 and 2.28
As mentioned in the theory section 2.2.2 we will verify here that eq. (2.16) and eq. (2.28)
adequately approximate the fluxes q(θ) in the unsaturated zone for the case of very slow and
fast drainage respectively, by a comparison with measured fluxes and numerical simulations
of Richards equation. Based on eq. (2.34) the flux q(θ) at certain depth of the column, with
corresponding measured water content θ, can be computed from vertical water content
profiles as derived from neutron transmission images. To compare measured fluxes with the
theoretical estimations based on eq. (2.16) and eq. (2.28) we plot the relative flux q(θ)/q0 as a
function of θ in Figure 2.13 for two drainage experiments from coarse sand at rate
q0/KS=0.005 and q0/KS =0.30 respectively. Measured fluxes within the timespan between start
and stop of drainage rate q0 are indicated by blue shaded markers for three different depth
within the column (50, 100 and 150 mm). Predictions by eq. (2.16) and eq. (2.28) are shown
(black continuous and black dotted line respectively), where we used θcrit values as predicted
by theory with the percolation threshold taken as 0.3116 (measured water content profiles
corresponding to these experiments are shown in Figure 2.12 a-b and theoretical θcrit values in
Figure 2.12d).
As can be seen from Figure 2.13 the measured fluxes for each experiment follow the linear
trend in accordance with predictions and align well with the dotted line (predictions based on
eq. (2.28)) which takes the predicted θcrit of each of the experiments into account. For the low
flow rate of Figure 2.13a this line is close to predictions based on eq. (2.16) for infinitely slow
drainage (black continuous line). They do not align exactly because the slow flow rate of the
experiment still results in a value for θcrit of 0.09 meaning that even at this low flow rate
viscous effects are shortening the range of water content with constant profile during
drainage. For the case of high drainage rate (Figure 2.13b) the measurements and dotted line
are far away from the prediction for infinitely slow drainage because a large portion of the
water content profile has become viscously detained, and eq. (2.28) has to be employed for
this case.
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Figure 2.13: Verification of validity of eq. (2.16) and eq. (2.28) using experimental data and
simulations of Richards equation. The figures show the relative unsaturated flux q(θ)/q0 as a
function of water content θ as derived from neutron transmission images during drainage
from coarse sand for three different depth (50, 100 and 150 mm below the column surface,
blue shaded markers), together with predictions based on eq. (2.16) (black continuous line)
and eq. (2.28) (black dotted line) as well as a simulation of Richards equation (HYDRUS1D,
red line). The Hydrus simulation is based on the hydraulic parameters, drainage rate and
drainage rate duration resembling the experiment (simulated water content profiles are
presented in section 2.B of the appendix). a) slow drainage rate of q0/Ks=0.005 and b) high
drainage rate of q0/Ks=0.30. Theoretical values of θcrit (values as presented in Figure 2.12
including a percolation threshold of 0.3116) are 0.09 and 0.2 for slow and fast drainage rate
respectively.
In Figure 2.13 we also show simulated results of q(θ)/q0 as a function of θ as computed over
the vertical length of the column profile at the end of drainage rate q0 (at t=tstop) by numerical
simulations of Richards equation using Hydrus1D (red line) and implementing hydraulic
parameters, drainage rate and drainage rate duration corresponding to experimental
conditions. The simulations show the same linear trend of q(θ) as a function of θ for the
largest part of the water content range within the column, only for the high flow rate the
fluxes at low water content, around the predicted value of θcrit, start to deviate from this linear
trend. This is easily explained by the approximation we made before defining fluxes q(θ) by
eq. (2.28), where we assumed the flux qlim from the viscously detained region to be negligible
and water content in this region to remain at the value of θcrit (Figure 2.1c), whereas in the
numerical simulations drainage continues under close to unit gradient conditions. However,
the simulated linear trend in q(θ) for the majority of the water contents ranging from ϕ to θcrit
confirms that a simulation based on Richards equation follows eqs. (2.16) and (2.28).
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Simulated vertical water content profiles corresponding to these fluxes are shown additionally
in section 2.B of the appendix.

2.6 Summary and conclusions
This study presented a systematic approach to quantify the zonation of temporarily entrapped
liquid phase and its subsequent redistribution. The zonation between rapidly and delayed
draining regions could be defined by characteristic length and time scales, depending on
porous medium properties and applied drainage rate. The observed zonation behind drainage
fronts is determined by dominance of viscous forces that bypass viscous resistive liquid phase
held in small pores or in poorly connected pore clusters. The result is a separation of the
unsaturated zone into two spatial regions: A fast draining region directly behind the drainage
front tip (where the larger pores and more conductive liquid structures drain at sufficient rate
to supply the prescribed drainage rate), and a region beyond a distance LV (viscous length)
behind the front tip where liquid is viscously delayed. The zonation is explained by the
attainment of a critical water content θcrit which represents the fraction of the pore space that
is viscous limited and its drainage lingers behind an imposed rate and depends on the soil
hydraulic properties of the medium. The spatial extent of the zonation is specified by a
characteristic viscous length LV that decreases with increasing drainage rate (because also the
large water filled pores close to the front tip become viscous limited). While the fast draining
region directly behind the front tip drains on the timescale of the main invasion process, the
viscous limited region behind LV is draining over a secondary, longer, drainage timescale τ.
We estimated the secondary drainage timescale by applying analytical solutions of gravity
drainage to a suddenly lowered water table [Youngs, 1960]. Predicted trends of LV, θcrit and τ
were compared with column experiments of drainage from two different types of sand at a
variety of flow rates, imaged by either neutron radiography or a digital camera.
The main conclusions are as follows:
-

The critical water content θcrit draining at secondary time scale increased with
increasing flow rate q0 because more liquid structures (with higher conductivity)
become viscous limited at higher flow rates; the experimental data revealed the same
trend with an upper limit of θcrit determined by the percolation threshold of the
invading air phase (for flow rates q0 equal or larger than saturated hydraulic
conductivity KS).

-

The prediction of secondary drainage timescale τ was of the same order as the
experimental observations, and its evolution with drainage rate was dependent on two
competing factors: with increasing drainage rate more liquid is viscous limited (longer
secondary drainage timescale), however, the conductivity of the viscous limited region
is enhanced as well under these wetter conditions, leading to faster drainage with
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smaller characteristic time scale t; this competition was manifested in both
experimental data and predictions.
-

The characteristic viscous length LV provides an estimate of the length scale after
which viscous forces start to limit the speed of drainage, with LV decreasing as
drainage rate is increased; when the flow rate converges to the saturated hydraulic
conductivity, the geometry of the front becomes unstable, forming invading fingers
while all other liquid is lingering behind, draining at a secondary timescale. The
predicted onset of this unstable regime is in agreement with stability criteria from
literature.

The concept of zonation introduced in this study provides simple estimates for the fraction of
highly mobile liquid that can drain with imposed high flow rates and the amount of liquid that
is entrapped draining at slower time scale. The concept of drainage-induced saturation
zonation could be applied as well to self-regulating natural drainage rates to improve
estimates of fluxes and timescales required to reach field capacity for the viscous limited
regions in the soil.
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Appendix 2.A Hydraulic functions including percolation threshold of the air phase
Experimental evidence suggests that the water content θcrit left behind the moving front was
not converging to porosity or saturated water content with increasing flow rate, but to a
smaller value that we relate to the percolation threshold of the air phase. Percolation theory,
defining phase continuity and related properties in systems consisting of randomly distributed
‘open’ and ‘closed’ elements, can be used to represent a porous medium with throats (bonds)
forming connections between individual pores (sites). A percolation threshold pcs describes
the minimum fraction of elements (here pore sites denoted in the following as bodies) that
needs to be ‘open’ (invaded by air phase) to form a cluster spanning over the entire network.
The value of the percolation threshold depends on the geometry and connectivity of the
network. For a 3D network with a simple cubic lattice and associated coordination number of
6, pcs is 0.3116 based on numerical estimates, whereas for the face-centered cubic lattice with
coordination number of 12 pcs is 0.199 [Aharony and Stauffer, 2003; Hunt et al., 2014]. We
use the percolation threshold pc as a simple estimate to define the upper limit of critical water
content θcrit at high q0. There can be debate about whether pc is the adequate parameter to
define this upper limit, since it includes both the one percolating air cluster as well as the
other air clusters [Hunt et al., 2014]. Regarding this we want to emphasize that: 1) it is a
simple assumption which seems to be in agreement with the experimental data (Figure 2.11a),
2) we use it to define a water content behind the fractal front region, where air fraction will be
higher than the fraction occupied by the one percolating cluster, 3) literature suggests that at
least for gradient percolation one can assume an air fraction equal to pc at the front, even
though lower air fractions exist towards the front tip [Gouyet et al., 1988; Gouyet and Rosso,
2005]. By applying the percolation threshold pcs to air invasion, we consider that the water
content drops abruptly at the front from porosity ϕ to ϕ(1-pcs) in order to form a continuous air
phase, defining the upper limit of θcrit at high q0. Note that in practice, such a sudden jump in
water content from ϕ to ϕ(1-pcs) is not what is measured behind the front tip (as shown in fig.
2.12a-c) due to the irregular shape of the interface between saturated and unsaturated region
that leads to gradual average water content transition towards θcrit. To adapt description of θcrit
as a function of flow rate we ‘compress’ the hydraulic functions on the range of water content
values from θr to ϕ(1-pcs) instead of from θr to ϕ. This means that the flux density q*(θ)
behind the front tip for water content values that have sufficient conductivity to drain at the
velocity of the front tip invasion (as was described by eq.(2.16)) becomes:

q * (q , h) = q0

q − qr
φ (1 − pcs ) − q r

(A2.1)

and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function is modified as:


θθ
− r
K (θ ) = K s 
(1 − pcs ) − r
 φθ





3+ 2/ λ

(A2.2)
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To obtain θcrit, i.e. the water content at which the needed flow rate equals its unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity, we combine eqs. (A2.1) and (A2.2):

q crit = (φ (1 − pcs ) − q r )(

q0 λ (2+ 2 λ )
)
+ qr
KS

(A2.3)

Since we are taking the effect of a percolation threshold on the invading non-wetting phase
into account for the determination of θcrit, this means that at air entry value hb the water
content is changing abruptly from ϕ to ϕ(1-pcs). Thus for calculating LV we adapt the h(θ)
relationship as well:

h
θθ
( h ) =r + (f (1 − pcs ) − θ r )  b 
h

λ

θ (h) f
=

, for h > h b
(A2.4)

, for h ≤ h b

These adaptations leave the expression of LV, as it was stated in eq. (2.30), unchanged.
Of course the conditions requiring these adaptations of the hydraulic functions must be
scrutinized in more detail for other processes and porous media. But the experimental results
indicate that quantifying the dynamics of front displacement with the standard hydraulic
functions that are valid at the macroscale for steady-state conditions [Or and Assouline, 2013]
is over-simplified.
Appendix 2.B Numerical simulations of water content profiles (Richards equation
simulated with Hydrus 1D)
We performed numerical simulations of Richards equation using Hydrus1D and compared the
results to experimental measurements and the theory presented in this manuscript.
Simulations were done for low (q0/KS=0.005) and high (q0/KS=0.30) flow rates and
corresponded to the simulations as presented in Figure 2.13. The hydraulic parameters of
coarse sand were taken, and drainage rate and drainage rate duration resembled those of the
experiments, with a similar waiting period afterwards to let redistribution take place.
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Figure A.2.1: Simulated vertical water content profiles below the column surface at different
times during (purple lines) and at the end (red line, at t=tstop) of drainage rate q0, and at the
end of an equilibration time after stop of q0 (blue) (simulations done with Hydrus1D). a)
Simulations for low drainage rate (q0/KS=0.005) with resulting profiles that are close to
hydrostatic profiles at all times. b) simulations for high drainage rate (q0/KS=0.30) resulting
in stretched water content profiles during drainage, with increased water retention behind the
front, and a redistribution of water after tstop from top towards the front, resulting in an
upward movement of the front.
Figure A.2.1 shows resulting vertical water content profiles at different times during drainage
(purple lines), together with the profile at the end of drainage at t=tstop (red line), and the
profile after equilibration (blue line). The simulations show the same general trends of viscous
effects on water retention as revealed by measurements: For low flow rates water retention
occurs along hydrostatic profiles, whereas for higher flow rate water content profiles are
stretched during drainage, resulting in increased water retention behind the front and higher
water content at the surface (top) of the profile. After stop of the high flow rate redistribution
of water takes place to obtain a hydrostatic equilibrium profile, resulting in a flux of the
detained water in the top of the column towards the front and a resulting upward movement of
the front position.
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Figure A.2.2: Simulated vertical water content profiles as shown in fig. A.2.1, but plotted as
profiles at distance L behind the front tip (air-entry value). (a) The profiles remain constant
and close to hydrostatic equilibrium during entire process. (b) For the fast experiment water
content profiles are increasingly stretched out in vertical direction from the hydrostatic
profile and temporal water entrapment occurs close to the surface. The red shaded areas
indicate the water fraction that was predicted to be viscous limited (θcrit).
Figure A.2.2 shows the same simulated water content profiles as in A.2.1, but now aligned at
the front position. The aligned water content profiles at low drainage rate show that the entire
profile maintains a constant (hydrostatic) shape during and after drainage. For the higher flow
rate the water content profiles align in the wetter range of water content values, but deviate at
a water content between 0.2 and 0.3. This indicates that while the wetter portion of the water
content profile is able to maintain a constant profile shape, the lower water content range
drains in a delayed manner. In Figure A.2.2 we also indicated the predicted critical water
content θcrit (red dashed line) for coarse sand with a percolation threshold of 0.3116 (as
plotted in Figure 2.12), and the resulting expected range of water content values that becomes
viscously detained. For the simulations of low drainage rate the value of θcrit is not reached at
the surface of the profile, whereas for the high drainage rate θcrit fits the average of water
content in the viscously detained regions of simulations quite well. These simulations show
that the major trends of viscous effects on water retention as simulated by Richards equation
are in agreement with our experimental observations and theoretical derivations (note
however that such simulations cannot capture the effect of the percolation threshold). The fact
that simulations based on Richards equation are in agreement with measurements gives
additional support to the theoretical derivations as presented in this manuscript.
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Abstract
Water drainage from porous media is a highly dynamic process often marked by rapid pistonlike air invasion events at the front and other rapid interfacial reconfigurations. Liquid phase
entrapped behind the moving front drains at significantly slower rates often via gravity driven
flow through corners and crevices. This distribution of slowly draining residual water phase
determines the plant available water and biological functioning of soils. The study aims to
determine the conditions for the flow regime transition from piston-like invasion at a drainage
front to slower corner and film-dominated flow at the pore and sample scale. This transition
was observed experimentally for sand and glass beads with fast X-ray tomography, revealing
water fragmentation into clusters of full pores interconnected by water in films and corners.
The observed liquid morphology at the transition from piston to corner flow was reproduced
by a quasi-static pore network model and predicted by percolation theory. The amount of
capillary-retained water at flow transition controlling the subsequent drainage dynamics could
be reproduced by an idealized star shaped pore whose geometry is deduced from macroscopic
properties of the porous medium. Predictions of water content thresholds at flow transitions
were in agreement with other critical saturation values associated with cessation of solute
diffusion and of internal drainage (at field capacity) highlighting the criticality of water phase
continuity disruption for formation of relatively stable unsaturated conditions controlled by
slow corner flow that support life in soil.
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3.1 Introduction
The predictions of drainage rates and the spatial and temporal distributions of fluid phases in
porous media are of practical interest in many natural and engineering applications. The
complexity of pore space geometry and the interplay among gravity, capillarity, viscous and
inertial forces limit predictions of dynamics and states of drainage ([Méheust et al., 2002],
[Løvoll et al., 2005], [Moebius and Or, 2014a], [Armstrong et al., 2015]). To simplify the
representation of drainage processes in porous media, we may distinguish two regions
according to the dominant invasion mechanism (Figure 3.1): (1) a transient region along the
displacement front where pores drain rapidly by piston-like invasion events (Haines jump,
[Haines, 1930],[Mohanty et al., 1987], [Berg et al., 2013], [Armstrong and Berg, 2013]), and
(2) a region behind the front with water retained in pore clusters and in corners and crevices
between particle contacts. As we discuss in this paper, the transition between the two regions
is related to a morphological change of water distribution at the pore scale from water
predominantly arranged in full pores to water held in pore corners (Figure 3.1). This
morphological transition from a network of full pores to fragmented clusters interconnected
by capillary held water in corners could explain several abrupt changes in physical properties
of the porous medium, as discussed next.
In the second region with fragmented water clusters water drains along crevices of the pore
space, a mechanism denoted as “thick film flow” [Yiotis et al., 2003] or “corner flow” [Tuller
and Or, 2001]). For drainage processes controlled by corner flow water drains more steadily
([Mohanty et al., 1987], [Tallakstad et al., 2009]) and at a slower (termed ‘secondary’) time
scale relative to the motion of the drainage front as shown in experimental and numerical
studies ([Wildenschild et al., 2005], [Moebius and Or, 2014b], [Zhou et al., 2000], [Bryant
and Johnson, 2003]). For a fragmented network of water clusters also the unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity is controlled by corner flow ([Tuller and Or, 2001], [Peters and
Durner, 2008]) and can explain the attainment to field capacity [Assouline and Or, 2014]. The
transition of water arrangement could be related as well to the cessation of solute diffusion at
a critical water content ([Moldrup et al., 2001], [Hunt and Ewing, 2003], [Hunt and Gee,
2002]). After disruption of capillary flow through full pores, flow must partially occur
“through the much slower mechanism of film flow” [Hunt and Ewing, 2003]. Hunt and Ewing
[2003] predicted a critical water content at this transition using percolation theory.
To assess the effect of fragmentation of the water network on flow and transport properties,
the geometry and hydraulic properties of remaining corner film channels in the complex
angular pore space must be quantified. To determine hydraulic properties of a network of
angular pores, shapes are often simplified by using equilateral triangles or squares ([Oren et
al., 1998], [Valvatne and Blunt, 2004], [Tuller and Or, 2001]). Such simple shapes cannot
reproduce the complexity of real pores and tend to underestimate the thicknesses of corner
film channels. Ryazanov et al. [2012] have thus proposed to use star shapes as a realistic pore
geometry for pore network modeling, which have the benefit of accounting for non-convex
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pore shapes (similarly, Joekar-Niasar et al. [2010] have used hyperbolic polygons). To capture
key properties of a porous medium the chosen angular pore model must reproduce both the
complex shape at the pore scale and the macroscopic properties at the Darcy scale. We will
thus propose a star shape model that captures key properties at both scales as discussed in
more detail in the objectives of this study that are presented next.
The primary objective of the present study is to quantify the morphological transition from
piston dominated drainage at the front to (slow) drainage behind controlled by corner flow
dynamics. We consider slow drainage processes (low capillary numbers) and thus ignore any
rate dependency of this transition. As a second objective we aim to characterize the interfacial
transition after air invasion into complex pore geometries leading to retention of water in pore
corners. This provides a framework to estimate corner flow geometries for prediction of
resulting flow dynamics in the unsaturated zone, as presented in Chapter 4. For the first
objective we use experimental data of drainage (water-air) from coarse media imaged with
fast X-ray tomography, providing direct observations of the disruption of full (water filled)
pore clusters behind the front and the subsequent formation of a corner flow network. To
confirm experimental findings we apply percolation theory and a morphological pore network
to estimate a critical saturation SC at which water filled pores become disrupted. For the
second objective (quantifying hydraulic properties of corner flow dominated region) we
propose a regular star shape as a model system that can capture the interfacial transition at air
invasion and the resulting geometry of corner film channels. A method is proposed to estimate
an effective star shape from macroscopic medium parameters. We will show that the
interfacial transition at air invasion of such a star shape leaves a similar saturation as in
imaged pore spaces.
The paper is organized as follows: In the theoretical section 3.2.1 we quantify the conditions
at the sample scale (Darcy scale) to form a corner flow network that eventually limits the
(potentially fast) drainage of full pores. This transition at the macroscale will be based on
concepts of percolation theory. In section 3.2.2 we study the transition to corner flow at the
scale of a single angular pore. We will postulate the star shape to reproduce hydraulic
properties of natural pores. Section 3.3 contains the experimental methods of rapid X-ray
tomography and describes the image analysis and quantification of water connectivity at the
sample scale. Results of these analyses are presented in section 3.4, followed by a discussion
how the arguments of percolation theory can be applied to quantify hydraulic transitions in
different porous media in section 3.5. We conclude with a summary in section 3.6.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Conceptual sketch of the transition from fast drainage at the front with piston
like air invasions (Haines jumps, yellow arrows) to slow drainage limited by capillary flow
along water retained in corners and crevices of the pore space (corner flow network, red
arrows). (b) Darcy scale picture with profile of water saturation S as a function of depth z
with regions behind a drainage front (at air entry head hb) dominated by ‘1’ piston flow and
‘2’ corner flow, with the transition taking place at a critical saturation and pressure head, SC
and hC respectively.

3.2 Theoretical considerations
3.2.1 Disruption of full pore network at the transition to corner flow
As a drainage front passes through a previously saturated region, fast drainage pathways
become disrupted by corner film structures and the hydraulic conductivity and drainage rate
become controlled by corner flow capacity. To derive a macroscopic representation for such a
transition to corner flow irrespective of details of phase distribution or particularities of a pore
network, we rely on the universality of percolation theory to identify a critical water content
at this flow transition. Percolation theory provides rules on formation and properties of a
connected cluster of “conducting” sites on a regular lattice [Aharony and Stauffer, 2003]. For
the application of fragmentation of a network of full pores (prior to piston invasion) we seek
to identify a critical percolation threshold pcs where the percolating cluster of conducting full
pores becomes disrupted by invading air during drainage (with subsequent formation of
corner films). When a fraction p<pcs of pores is water filled (with corner flow in the “nonconducting” sites) the phase of “conducting” water filled pores becomes disconnected.
Assuming that pore invasion is only controlled by capillary forces, the critical percolation
threshold pcs can be related to a critical capillary pressure hc that is required for air invasion in
a fraction of pores p>pcs. The percolation threshold pcs is sensitive to the coordination number
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Z of the underlying lattice (number of adjacent sites of each lattice site). A larger coordination
number increases the probability of finding a continuous pathway even for low saturations (or
a small fraction of “conducting” sites). Because the water connected pore space varies with
the retained water content, we must distinguish between the (constant) connectivity of the
physical pore network, and the variable connectivity of the fluid phase network (as in
[Herring et al., 2013], [Schlüter et al., 2016]). Consequently, both the connectivity
(coordination number Z) of the water filled pore network and the required fraction of wateroccupied sites (percolation threshold pcs) for forming a percolating cluster evolve during
drainage. The relationship between coordination number Z and percolation threshold pcs can
be expressed by eq. (1) below from [Galam and Mauger, 1996]:
pcs ( h ) =p0 (d − 1)( Z ( h ) − 1) 

−a

(3.1)

with space dimension d, values of p0 and a of 1.2868 and 0.6160, respectively for 3D lattices
and the coordination number Z(h) that depends on the saturation state characterized by
capillary pressure h.
3.2.2 Interfacial transitions within single pores
The displacement of a drainage front involves air invasion of pores as a series of piston-like
interfacial jumps, leaving behind water in crevices of the pores, forming a corner flow
network in the unsaturated zone. The amount and geometry of retained water in corners
determines subsequent drainage rates and hydraulic conductivity. To clarify the central role of
pore shape on water distribution in corner film channels, we analyze how air-water interfaces
are configured in pores of different angular pore shapes during air invasion. We then propose
the use of a star-shaped pore cross section as a simple and representative pore shape for water
retention and dynamics.
3.2.2.1 Interfacial configurations at invasion of angular pores
To estimate the amount of water trapped in pore crevices, thermodynamic considerations such
as proposed by Mayer and Stowe [1965][1966] and Princen [1969a][1969b][1970] are usually
applied (in the following termed as MS-P method, see as well Appendix 3.A). The MS-P
method is formulated for irregular pore cross-sections assuming constant shape along the third
dimension. It computes the work required for an infinitesimal displacement of the water/air
meniscus along the capillary, balanced by the change in interfacial free energy, and is thus a
near-equilibrium approach focused on interfacial energy minimization that ignores viscous
dissipation and counter flows. In the work of [Mason and Morrow, 1987] it is shown
experimentally that curvature radii in non-axisymmetric tubes can be predicted with the MS-P
method. Also, in [Prodanović and Bryant, 2006] it was shown that 3D curvature predictions
based on a level set method agreed with 2D curvature computations based on the MS-P
method.
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According to the MS-P method, at air entry the following relationship between pressure head
h, perimeter P of the different interfaces (with subscripts a, w and s for air, water and solid,
respectively) and total cross sectional area of the air phase Aa holds (see for detailed
derivations Appendix 3.A):
h = s aw

Paw + Pas cosθ
ρ gAa

(3.2)

where σaw is the interfacial tension between water and air, θ the contact angle, ρ the water
density and g the gravitational acceleration. The pressure head h at air entry (in the following
denoted as air-entry value or “bubbling” pressure head hb) corresponds to the minimum
pressure and can thus be found by minimization of the right hand side of eq. (3.2). Under
perfectly wetting conditions (θ=0) the optimal interface configuration corresponds to the
minimized ratio of perimeter to area of air filled pore cross section and results in saturation Sd
for a curvature radius rd (the expressions are listed in Appendix 3.B). Note that the water
saturation at air entrance is smaller than at imbibition where the interface forms an inscribed
circle just before snap-off [Tuller et al., 1999] with corresponding water saturation denoted as
Sic.
Pore shape plays a prominent role in the resulting saturation Sd at air entry as shown in Figure
3.2 for different pore shapes (characterized by shape factor G, i.e. the ratio of pore area to
pore perimeter squared) with a wide range of Sd and Sic values. Note that with increasing pore
shape factor G the pore cross section approaches regular polygon shapes (equilateral triangle
for number of corners n=3, square for n=4) for which G is maximum. Both saturation Sd and
the ratio Sd/Sic decrease with increasing G due to increasing corner angles with less liquid
entrapment. Many pore network models that take into account angular pore shapes and corner
film flow make use of square or equilateral triangular pore shapes ([Oren et al., 1998],[Singh
and Mohanty, 2003],[Valvatne and Blunt, 2004]), however, only irregular triangles and star
shapes can cover a wide range of Sd values, as can be seen from Figure 3.2, because of the
possibility of small corner angles.
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Figure 3.2: Relationships between pore scale water saturation at air entrance (Sd) (a) and
ratio Sd/Sic (b) (water saturation Sic corresponding to air filling the inscribed circle) as a
function of dimensionless shape factor G for the following regular and irregular geometries:
Triangles (red line), rectangles (blue line), and star shapes (black) for stars with three
corners (dotted line), four corners (dashed line) and five corners (dashed-dotted line). The
small inset shapes represent geometries in (a) at a shape factor G=0.03 and at the maximum
G value for triangles (red) and rectangles (blue); and in (b) for G=0.03 for n-cornered stars
(dark blue, n=3,4 and 5) and at the maximum G value for regular polygons (gray).
3.2.2.2 Deducing pore shape from macroscopic properties
Next we choose an effective pore shape that can capture water saturations Sd in complex pore
spaces and that can be deduced from porous medium properties, namely porosity f, air-entry
value hb, and specific surface area SSA. Among the various angular pores considered, we take
the regular star-shaped pore as a versatile pore cross section that simultaneously captures the
shape of pore spaces (with the possibility of non-convex shapes) and can describe static
(water saturation) and dynamic (drainage rate) properties with a single pore structure (see
Appendix 3.B). A prototypic pore cross section is depicted in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: The star shape geometry represents effective properties of the porous medium
and can predict water saturation and flow velocity after air invasion. (a) Schematic of a
single corner of an n-cornered star (with n=4) with elementary triangle ABC, showing the
corner half angle γ, inscribed circle radius ric, and drainage radius of curvature rd. The blue
area shows the water filled area left in the corner after air invasion at drainage saturation Sd.
(b) Star shaped pore (n=4) surrounded by solid material (gray) with total area of pore and
grains defined by the circumscribed circle with radius rcirc and perimeter of the pore Pstar.
The star shape has been used previously by [Kovscek et al., 1993] and [Ryazanov, 2012].
Joekar-Niasar et al. [2010] have applied hyperbolic polygons, similar to star shapes, for pore
network modeling of imbibition and drainage from glass beads of which the shape was
determined from imaged pores and throats. The geometry of regular star shaped pores can be
tuned by three parameters: the number of corners n, corner half angle γ and the radius of the
inscribed circle ric. These three parameters also define the area Astar, perimeter Pstar, and
circumscribed circle radius rcirc of the star shape geometry (see Appendix 3.B) that are used to
express porosity f and specific surface area SSA of the porous medium as follows:

φ=

Astar
π rcirc 2

SSA =

(3.3)

P

star
2
circ

π ⋅r

− Astar

dz 1
dz r s

(3.4)

with the density of the solid particles ρs and the thickness dz of an infinitesimal thin layer to
convert the dimensions from length and area to area and volume, respectively. For simplicity
we assume that water is perfectly wetting the pore walls for the rest of this study. With the
MS-P method (Appendix 3.A) the drainage saturation Sd (see Figure 3.2) and curvature radius
rd can be estimated, with the latter related to the macroscopic air entry value hb by:
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hb =

σ
r grd

(3.5)

In Figure 3.4 the link between the parameters of star-shaped pores and the macroscopic
properties of porous media are shown.

Figure 3.4: Macroscopic properties deduced from star shape model as a function of radius of
inscribed circle ric (in blue) and corner angle γ (in red) for two different number of corners n.
(a) Air entry value hb, (b) Specific surface area SSA, and (c) porosity f. For the blue curves
1π π 
the corner angle γ was set to half of maximum value (  −  ), for the red curves the
2 2 n 

radius ric was set to 10 µm.

3.3 Materials and methods
3.3.1 X-ray tomography
The pore scale morphology of drainage transitions from piston-like invasions to water flow in
corners was investigated experimentally at the synchrotron Swiss Light Source (Paul Scherrer
Institute, Villigen, Switzerland). The high spatial and temporal resolution of pore space and
fluid phase imaging was conducted at the TOMCAT beamline [Stampanoni et al., 2010].
Figure 3.5a depicts the experimental setup and sample image. A cylindrical Torlon
(transparent to synchrotron X-rays) sample holder with a diameter of 5.4 mm and height of
100 mm was filled with sand or glass beads and saturated with water containing 4 wt% NaI
(to enhance contrast). Prescribed suction was applied to the bottom of the sample via a
flexible plastic tubing capable of accommodating the sample rotation within the beam line
without disturbing the sample position. The sample was packed wet, by first placing a 5 mm
layer of small glass beads (0.5-0.75 mm) at the bottom to prevent loss of grains through the
connected tube at the bottom, this was overlaid by 5 mm layer of fine sand (0.1-0.3 mm) to
prevent air entry to the tube. The rest of the sample (up to a depth of 5 mm below the top) was
filled with either glass beads (0.50-0.75 mm particle diameters) or coarse sand (0.3-0.9 mm).
The sample was covered with a perforated foil to prevent significant evaporation from the
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surface. During the experiments reported herein, a water height of 120 mm for glass beads
and 180 mm for coarse sand measured from the top of the sample was applied. This pressure
head was established by placing the tube outlet at that height below the top of the sample.

Figure 3.5: Experimental setup at the TOMCAT synchrotron X-ray beamline (Paul Scherrer
Institute, Villigen, Switzerland) for imaging drainage from coarse sand and glass beads. (a)
The sample (100 mm height, 5.4 mm diameter) is positioned inside the beam on a rotating
stage, making a 180 degrees rotation in 0.6 s for each 3D scan, after which it is rotated back
to the original position. A water saturated tube connected to the bottom of the sample defines
the applied suction that induces drainage after opening a valve. (b) Example of revised
transmission image for a glass bead sample (sphere size 0.50-0.75 mm) with air invading
from the top forming a drainage front.
The high X-ray flux density and the enhanced contrast by interference of the partially
coherent X-rays at a synchrotron X-ray beamline enables an entire 3D tomographic
acquisition within 0.6 seconds [Mokso et al., 2011; Berg et al., 2013; Armstrong and Berg,
2013]. The waiting time between two subsequent scans was 6 seconds. This time step was
chosen to cover the drainage dynamics with a maximum of 40 scans (limited by the storage
capacity of the camera that could be taken before reading the data). Due to the tube connected
to the sample, an alternating scanning strategy was chosen in which the sample was rotated
back to the initial position after each tomographic scan (making a 180 degrees rotation during
the scanning). We imaged sections of 3.94 mm in height at a depth of about 20-30 mm below
the sample surface. The pressure felt at this position is thus expected to be 90-100 mm water
height for the glass beads, and 150-160 mm water height for the coarse sand. The
tomographic reconstruction (see Figure 3.5b) results in volumes consisting of a stack of 716
horizontal cross sectional images that covered the entire horizontal sample cross section with
diameter of 5.4 mm, and a voxel size of 5.5 microns.
3.3.2 Image analysis
For distinguishing water, air and solid phases from the X-ray images, we have used the image
analysis toolbox of Matlab. The challenges and procedures for classifying the three phases are
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explained in detail in Appendix 3.C. After phase segmentation, we defined the so-called
geometrical pores [Moebius and Or, 2014b] as pore volumes separated by local restrictions
(throats) acting as capillary barriers to invasion of adjacent pores. The individual pores were
identified using a watershed algorithm [Kaestner et al., 2008] as explained in more detail in
Appendix 3.C.
3.3.2.1 Quantification of disruption of full pores from direct imaging
The experimentally imaged drainage of water provides direct observations of the disruption of
water filled pores. To determine this disruption, first water is classified as either distributed in
full pores or in corners. To make the distinction between water occupying full pores and
corner films, we recall that in individual pores at air invasion a water saturation jump is
expected from 1 (complete saturation) to drainage saturation Sd. Thus, the water phase can be
classified into either full pores or corner films by considering the water saturation S of each
individual pore and comparing it with a threshold value that is related to Sd. If this fraction S
is larger than a certain threshold value, the water in that particular pore is classified as “full
pore”, else it is classified as a “corner film”. While this threshold saturation could be
determined in 2-D for each irregular pore cross-section by the MS-P method presented in
section 3 and the Appendix, we opted for a simpler procedure in 3D (see Appendix 3.C)
defining all pores with more than 0.66 water saturation as water filled pores.
Next, to quantify the transition to corner flow dominated drainage at the sample scale we
subsequently analyze the continuity of water filled pores. For each scanning time we
determined if the water filled pores form a connected cluster. Additional information on water
phase continuity was obtained by computing the local percolation probability [Hilfer et al.,
1997] (existence of connected pathways as a function of the size of the analyzed region) as
shown in Appendix 3.D.
3.3.2.2 Morphological pore network model
The imaged pore space was used to build a morphological pore network ([Hilpert and Miller,
2001][Vogel and Roth, 2001][Lehmann et al., 2006]), having identical geometry as the
imaged pore space, from which we study percolating properties under quasi-steady
conditions. Pores were identified by the watershed algorithm, which also provides surfaces
separating pores that are identifiable as pore throats (Figure A3.5). We assigned a single
entry pressure to each pore based on the inscribed sphere radius ric that was related to the
capillary entry pressure (head) hi of pore i by the Young Laplace equation:

hi =

2σ
,
r gric

(3.6)

with liquid density ρ and gravitational acceleration g (assuming perfectly wetting conditions).
For each pore the coordination number Z was determined by counting the number of adjacent
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pores. With this morphological pore network we study the transition to corner flow by
quantifying at which capillary pressure head water filled pores become disrupted due to air
invasions from the top of the network. The modeled air invasion sequence is determined by
capillarity and pore space connectivity only, ignoring gravitational contributions due to the
limited thickness of the pore network (4 mm compared to the range of capillary forces that are
larger than 50-100 mm) and ignoring viscous effects on the invasion sequence of pores. To
determine the critical capillary pressure hc at disruption of full pores the critical path
[Friedman and Seaton, 1998] is determined as follows: initially all pores are assumed to be
entirely water filled; pores connected to the top of the network or to already air-filled pores
are drained in a sequence of increasing pressure steps (resulting in invasion sequence of
decreasing pore size). The continuity of the cluster of water filled pores across the sample
network is tested for each pressure step. By increasing pressure step h, at a characteristic
pressure the continuity of water filled pores is destroyed and this pressure head value is
defined as critical pressure hc. As complementary information to the critical pressure hc, the
volume fraction of water filled pores over total pore space Vc can be determined and be
compared to predictions based on percolation theory.
Note that an analogue critical path analysis was carried out for the formation of a continuous
air phase to define the sample air entry value hb. Figure 3.6 shows a sequence of simulated air
invaded pore geometries at different pressure heads as predicted with the morphological pore
network model and a comparison with the imaged air geometry at the arrival of the drainage
front at the bottom of the section scanned by X-ray imaging.

Figure 3.6: Sequence of air invasion predicted by the morphological pore network model at
different capillary head values h shown in the three images at the left. The right image shows
the observed air geometry in the first image where air breaks through the scanned sample
section.
3.3.2.3 Characterization of pore shapes
Cross-sections of the imaged pores were characterized by their shape factor G, drainage
saturation Sd and ratio Sd/Sic to determine the optimal representative star shape for both coarse
sand and glass beads. Saturation Sd was determined with the MS-P method (see Appendix
3.A). The inscribed circle radius ric of a pore was easily defined from the maximum value of
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the distance map within the pore area, from which the associated saturation Sic could be
determined. Values of porosity ϕ, air entry value hb and specific surface area of grains SSA
are often determined from macroscopic analyses, however, in this study, we determined these
directly from the highly resolved 3D images. Porosity was computed from 3D scans by simple
voxel counting of the pore space (voxels are basic units of a three dimensional image),
whereas SSA was computed from the total surface area of solids divided by the volume of
solids (method from [Legland et al., 2007]). The air entry value hb of coarse sand has been
previously measured in column experiments as reported in [Hoogland, et al, 2015] and
[Lehmann et al., 2008]. In addition, air entry value hb was estimated for both media from the
critical path analysis in the morphological pore network as explained in the section above.

3.4 Results
3.4.1 Disruption of full pore network at critical saturation Sc
3.4.1.1 Disruption of full pore network during drainage experiments
With the classification of the water phase into full pores and corner films we show in Figure
3.7 how water configurations vary from predominantly full pores to corner films during
drainage in coarse sand (Figure 3.7a) and glass beads (Figure 3.7b). For the glass beads the
displacement of the drainage front can be seen with air invading from top of the sample and
with remaining entrapped water-filled pores interconnected by corner films. Detailed analysis
provided in Appendix 3.D reveals that as water saturation S dropped to 0.16, the network of
water filled pores was disrupted. In that state of S=0.16 water was held mainly in isolated
clusters of full pores. For the following comparison with pore network model and percolation
theory, we define this critical water saturation at disruption of full pore network as Sc=0.16
and the corresponding volume fraction of water solely held in full pores as Wc (for glass
beads Wc=0.11, i.e.11% of the entire pore space).
The coarse sand with a wider pore size distribution and smaller pores (relative to glass beads)
resulted in higher values of saturation behind the drainage front in the last scan (saturation
S=0.42 for sand after 165 seconds of drainage compared to S=0.11 for glass beads after 112
seconds). While the network of water-filled pores became entirely disconnected in the glass
beads sample, the network remained connected across the entire sand sample even in the last
imaging scan (after 165 seconds). However, as elaborated in Appendix 3.D, the water-filled
pore network became fragmented in most sub regions and connectivity across the sample was
maintained via a single structure only. We conclude that the full pores in the coarse sand
began to fragment at a critical saturation of Sc=0.42. The corresponding fraction of saturation
held only in full pores at this critical state was Wc=0.20.
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Figure 3.7: Sequences of X-ray imaged water phase held in full pores (blue) and in corner
films (red) during drainage from (a) coarse sand and (b) glass beads. Time since application
of suction and total sample water saturations (S) are given below the pictures. For the glass
bead medium it can be seen that (i) air invasion starts at the top of the sample (first air
cluster does not percolate to lower end of the image) and (ii) at the end of drainage full pores
are isolated by the corner film network. Also for the sand the network of full pores starts to
disconnect into separated clusters interconnected by corner flow (see detailed analysis in
Appendix 3.D).
3.4.1.2 Disruption of network of full pores predicted with a morphological pore network
The previous section described experimentally the formation of isolated clusters of water
filled pores interconnected by corner films (especially for the glass beads; for coarse sand
these were close to disruption). We employed the morphological pore network to simulate the
disruption of the network of water filled pores at a critical capillary pressure hc based on the
critical path analysis. By increasing the applied pressure, with air invading into large pores
connected to the air phase, it was checked whether full pores form a connected network from
top to bottom. The critical pressure hc at which full pores cease to form a connected cluster of
water filled pores was 145 mm for the sand and 80 mm for glass beads. The corresponding
pore volume fraction Vc of full pores that can be derived from the network was 0.17 for sand
and 0.15 for glass beads. As shown with the cumulative pore size distribution of water filled
pores in Figure 3.8, this critical volume fraction is similar to the measured volume fraction of
water held in isolated clusters of full pores Wc.
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Figure 3.8: Critical path analysis and cumulative size distribution of water filled pores in
pore network model for (a) coarse sand and (b) glass beads. The vertical dashed line shows
the critical pressure hc for disconnection of network of water filled pores with corresponding
volume fractions Vc. This critical volume fraction is compared to imaged water fraction Wc of
water held in full pores.
Using the same principles of critical path analysis we also determined the air entry value hb
(formation of system spanning network of air filled pores) for both media (90 mm for sand
and 49 mm for glass beads). For the glass beads with a well-defined drainage front we could
show in Fig. 3.6 that the predicted critical path of air invasion was in agreement with imaged
air distribution. The air-entry value for the sand (90 mm) was in agreement with
measurements of larger scale column drainage experiments, ranging from 90-135 mm
([Hoogland et al., 2015], Chapter 2, Table 2.1).
For the morphological pore network results we have ignored viscous effects on the airinvasion sequence of pores. Above we showed that the findings on disruption of the network
of water filled pores at hC and the invaded pore sequence at air entry head hb (Figure 3.6) are
in good agreement with experiments, which confirms that viscous effects could be ignored for
the specific boundary conditions used in the experiments (fixed pressure step). However, if
drainage occurs at high fixed rates or at large pressure steps we expect the invasion sequence
to be affected by viscous effects, with invasion preferentially in the more conductive (larger)
pores, leaving smaller pores saturated over larger distances behind the front. This has been
shown quantitatively in ([Hoogland et al., 2015], and experimentally in many other studies
such as [Wildenschild et al., 2005]), where an increased amount of water is retained behind
the front with increasing rates until the transition to viscous fingering occurs.
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3.4.1.3 Disruption of network of full pores predicted by percolation theory
In the previous section we computed the onset of discontinuity of the “water filled pores”
using a morphological pore network model and compared model predictions (volume fraction
of water filled pores Vc) with experimental observations (imaged liquid fraction assigned to
full pores Wc). Such detailed information of pore size and connectivity for real porous media
is rarely available, we thus seek for alternative measurable properties at the transition to
corner flow based on percolation theory: we compare the fraction of full pores at
disconnection in the pore network model Vc and the measured water fraction held in water
filled pores Wc with the percolation threshold pcs. Since the percolation threshold is defined as
a fraction of the number of pores in a network, we converted liquid volume to number based
pore fractions for the network model as described in Appendix 3.E. To explore the predictive
capabilities of the critical percolation threshold, we must consider that the coordination
number Z of the connected water phase evolves with the saturation state. As stated in section
3.2.1 we assume that the coordination number changes with capillary head h that is related to
the observed saturation state and we plot in Figure 3.9 the coordination number Z as a
function of h (as derived from coordination number of water filled pores in the morphological
pore network). As shown in Figure 3.9 the coordination number Z is slightly higher for coarse
sand compared to glass beads, and for both media Z decreases with decreasing water
saturation (as manifested in increasing capillary pressure). The decrease in Z with increasing
capillary pressure h could be explained by the larger cross-sectional areas of larger pores that
can be connected to many smaller pores. The pcs value thus ranges approximately from
pcs(Z=7)=0.28 to pcs(Z=4)=0.43 for coarse sand, and pcs(Z=6)=0.31 to pcs(Z=2)=0.84 for glass
beads. Inserting the coordination number measured at critical pressure hc into eq. (3.1), the
number fraction of water filled pores at disconnection of the full pore network (denoted as Nc)
can be computed.
Table 3.1. Characteristic values at disconnection of a network of water filled pores for X-ray
images (water saturation Sc and pore volume fraction of water assigned to full pores Wc) and
for a pore network model and percolation theory (fractions of pore volume Vc and number Nc
as well as critical pressure hc).

Network
X-ray
Percolation

hc
(mm)
145

Sand
Vc
Nc
(-)
(-)
0.17 0.37

Wc
(-)

Sc
(-)

hc
(mm)
80

Beads
Vc
Nc
(-)
(-)
0.15 0.40

0.20 0.42
0.35

0.45

Wc
(-)

Sc
(-)

0.11

0.16
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Figure 3.9: Coordination number Z (red markers) and corresponding critical percolation
threshold pcs (blue markers) as a function of capillary head h for the morphological pore
network of (a) coarse sand and (b) glass beads. The declining trend with head h is highlighted
with a red line. The corresponding pcs for regular lattices as a function of Z computed with
eq. (3.1) is indicated with blue markers (and a blue line to reveal the trend). From the
coordination number at critical pressure hc (disconnection of network of full pores) the
critical number fraction of water filled pores Nc can be determined (‘percolation’) and be
compared to results of pore network analysis (‘network’).
In table 3.1 we compare results obtained from percolation theory with experiments and pore
network analysis. The pore network analysis provides the link between measured water
saturations and percolation theories at the disconnection of a network of water filled pores as
follows: The volume fraction Vc (values between 0.15 and 0.17) determined from the pore
network model is in fair agreement with the measured volume fraction of water assigned to
water filled clusters Wc (0.11-0.20). In addition, the volumetric fraction of water filled pores
Vc of the network model is related to the number fraction of water filled pores Nc via the pore
size distribution. The number fraction of water filled pores Nc from the network model
(values between 0.37 and 0.40) is in good agreement with percolation thresholds pcs (0.350.45). This comparison between predictions based on percolation theory and results from
imaging and pore network modeling indicates that percolation theory could be applied for
different porous media to predict characteristics of transition to corner flow dominated
drainage (disconnection of network of full pores) as discussed in section 3.5.
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3.4.2 Transition from piston to corner flow in single pores
3.4.2.1 Water saturation of individual pores at air invasion
The transition from full water saturation to corner film arrangement for individual pores
occurs at characteristic air-entry value and a corresponding pore-scale water saturation Sd. We
have determined Sd for each geometrical pore in the imaged sample and computed an average
of all pores. Additionally, the shape factor G and the saturation value Sic (water saturation
with air filling the inscribed circle) of each pore were computed. The distributions of values
for G and Sd/Sic are shown in Figure 3.10. These results suggest that the distributions of G and
Sd/Sic deduced from the coarse sand were slightly wider than for glass beads, indicative of
larger variations in pore shapes in sand and more similar pore shapes in the glass beads
sample. The critical saturation values for coarse sand were Sd=0.34 and Sic=0.53, and for the
glass beads Sd=0.22 and Sic=0.54 (these are average values determined from 2D analysis of all
716 cross sectional images as discussed in section 3.3.2.3). The lower Sd value of glass beads
indicates that less water is retained in pore corners after air invasion. The average pore shape
factor G was different for these two porous media, with average values of G=0.028 for coarse
sand and G=0.037 for glass beads.

Figure 3.10: Distributions of (a) shape factor G and (b) ratio between saturation at air
entrance Sd and saturation based on inscribed circle Sic computed for all 716 cross sectional
images of the coarse sand (blue) and glass beads (red). The frequency is expressed by crosssection A of pores with a certain shape or saturation value, divided by the total pore area
Apore (averaged over all 716 cross sectional images).
3.4.2.2 Comparing macroscopic and pore scale properties
As described in section 3.2.2, star-shaped pores can represent realistic pore shapes with
parameter values depending on macroscopic properties. We determined the number of corners
n, the corner half angle γ and the radius ric of inscribed circle of a star-shaped pore from
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measured air-entry value hb, porosity f and specific surface area SSA using eqs. 3.3-3.5 (more
specific results of the procedure are presented in the Appendix 3.B). The measured physical
properties and deduced values of the chosen star shape are given in table 3.2.
From image analysis we also have average medium values of shape factor G, drainage
saturation Sd and ratio Sd/Sic and we can thus compare predictions based on an estimated starshaped pore with values deduced from image analysis. The Figure A3.2 in Appendix 3.B
shows that all properties are matched with n=5 for coarse sand and n=4 for glass beads with
the exception of a too low value of SSA predicted by the model for coarse sand. This can be
expected for media with wider pore size distribution as the size of the geometrical model is
fitted to air entry value hb representing the larger pore sizes, while the smaller pores
contribute to larger SSA values.
Note that we have assumed in all analyses that water is perfectly wetting for the coarse sand
as well as for the glass beads. In the case of glass beads a non-zero contact angle around 20
degrees could be more realistic based on literature values ([Dahlgren et al., 1986], [Tong et
al., 2015]). However, the effect on most properties is relatively minor. We found that the air
entry and critical pressures hb and hc as stated in Table 3.2 would decrease by a factor 0.94
(cos(θ)) and drainage saturation value Sd of the effective star shape would drop from 0.21 to
0.18 for the glass beads (for contact angle of 20 degrees).
Table 3.2: Different medium properties of coarse sand and glass beads deduced from image
analysis and lab experiments (porosity f, air entry value hb, specific surface area SSA, shape
factor G and saturations at air entrance Sd and with air in inscribed circle Sic) that are
compared to measures of the geometrical star shape model determined by corner number n,
corner half angle γ and inscribed circle radius ric.

ϕ (-)
hb (mm)
SSA (mm2/g)
G (-)
Sd (-)
Sd/Sic (-)
n (-)
γ (°)
ric (μm)

Coarse sand
Lab/Image
Star pore
0.39
0.39
93-135a
93
120b
4282
4020
0.028
0.025
0.34
0.32
0.64
0.57
5
20.3
144

a

Reference [Hoogland et al., 2015]

c

Derived from pore network model in section 3.4.1

Glass beads
Lab/Image
Star pore
0.40
0.40
49c
49
2096
0.037
0.22
0.41

b

2032
0.035
0.21
0.42
4
24.6
264

Reference [Lehmann et al., 2008]
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3.5 Discussion on relation between transition to corner flow and critical
water content
For generalization of the observations and analyses concerning the transition from piston-like
invasion to corner flow drainage, we seek to assess the general characteristics of water-filled
pore network fragmentation (that marks the drainage regime transition) based on universal
percolation theory. We have shown in section 3.4 that drainage becomes governed by corner
flow when the volume fraction Vc (or number fraction Nc) of water filled pores drops below a
critical value associated with a percolation threshold pcs. Hence, it is useful to ask (i) how
general this critical fraction at transition to corner flow is and (ii) is there supporting evidence
for such critical state that marks a change in flow and transport properties?
Evidence for the onset of a critical water content that affects internal redistribution in soils has
been discussed by Assouline and Or [2014] in the context of attainment of field capacity.
They postulated that the attainment of field capacity is predicted at the disruption of hydraulic
continuity supporting viscous flow at a critical water content qcrit defined as follows:

θ crit = θ res + (θ sat

  n − 1 1−2 nVG 

− θ res )1 +  VG 

  nVG 

1− nVG

nVG

(3.7)

with residual water content qres, water content at saturation qsat, a shape parameter nVG that
can be related to soil textural class and the shape parameter αVG related to the inverse of the
air entry value 1/hb (parameters nVG and αVG are used for the van Genuchten [1980] model of
soil water characteristics). In Figure 3.11 the critical water content qcrit based on eq. 3.7
(attainment of field capacity) is shown for constant values for residual and saturated water
contents (0.05 and 0.40 m3 m-3, respectively). Note that by inserting the values listed in table
1 of Assouline and Or [2014] for the individual soil types, the critical water contents for
attainment of field capacity were between 0.10 m3 m-3 (sand) and 0.36 m3 m-3 (clay).
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Figure 3.11: Examples of hydraulic transitions for natural porous media characterized by
van Genuchten soil texture parameter nVG: (i) Attainment of field capacity from Assouline and
Or [2014] (blue line, eq. 3.7), (ii) critical water content at cessation of solute diffusion (red
line) given in eq. (3.8) fitted to data (red filled disks) from Moldrup et al. [2001] and (iii)
values f Sc observed by X-ray imaging in this study (porosity f and critical water saturation
Sc at disconnection of network of full pores). The range of reported values is in good
agreement with predictions of percolation theory f·pcs with percolation threshold pcs that
depends on coordination number Z (assuming f=0.4 m3 m-3 for all values Z).
The values obtained with eq. (3.7) are in the same range as the experimental findings shown
in section 3.4: the measured critical water saturation Sc at disruption of the network of full
pores was 0.16 for glass beads and 0.42 for sand. Using the porosity listed in table 3.2, the
corresponding water contents at flow transition were qcrit=0.06 m3 m-3 for glass beads and
qcrit=0.17 m3 m-3 for coarse sand. These measured values are close to conditions defined in eq.
(3.7) for attainment of field capacity for coarse media as shown in Figure 3.11. Note that for
coarse media reported in Assouline and Or [2014] in table 1 with nVG > 3 the critical water
content was 0.17 m3 m-3 (same as sand in this study) and we may hypothesize that the
hydraulic states at field capacity and at transition to corner flow controlled drainage are
similar.
A different line of evidence for a critical water content was shown in Moldrup et al. [2001]
for the cessation of solute diffusion. They hypothesized that “the water films surrounding the
soil particles become disconnected at a certain soil water content” resulting in disruption of
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solute diffusion pathways. The observed water content threshold was related to percolation
theory and critical volume fraction by Hunt and Ewing [2003] and Hunt and Gee [2002]. To
compare the critical water content for solute diffusion with the values obtained for field
capacity, we assign the soil textural class. For that purpose we use a pedotransfer function
[Schaap et al., 1998] to estimate the shape parameter nVG for the soils studied by Moldrup et
al. [2001]. As input parameters of the pedotransfer function we used sand, silt and clay
fractions listed in Table 1 of Moldrup et al. [2001]. The resulting critical water content for
sustaining solute diffusion in unsaturated media was fitted to the data of Moldrup et al. [2001]
by:

θ crit = 0.035 +

1
1
⋅
100 (nVG − 1) 2

(3.8)

as plotted in Figure 3.11. Note that the parameter values in eq. (3.8) depend on the chosen
pedotransfer function, but the range of values obtained for the various textural classes (nVG
between 1.2 and 2.7) is in good agreement with other widely used data bases ([Carsel and
Parrish, 1988], [Leij et al., 1996]) and we can thus expect that eq. (3.8) reproduces a general
trend. The two expressions (eqs. 3.7 and 3.8) exhibit similar trends, namely an increase in the
critical water content at continuity disruption with decreasing value of nVG, however, the
value of critical water content for attainment of field capacity is higher. The different values
could be expected because the threshold given in eq. (3.8) is related to the process of solute
diffusion while eq. (3.7) refers to the water phase continuity to support viscous flow and the
continuity requirement for viscous flow is much stronger. We can thus state that eq. (3.7) and
(3.8) define upper and lower bounds for continuity of liquid phase.
These critical water contents are compared in Figure 3.11 with percolation theory predictions
of φ ⋅ pcs for various coordination numbers of the liquid phase ranging from Z=26 (fully
connected network) to Z=4 (based on measurements shown in Figure 3.9). Note that for this
comparison with percolation theory it is simply assumed that (i) the size distribution of pore
volumes and pore numbers are similar and (ii) that no water is retained in non-occupied pores.
The figure shows that the range of values φ ⋅ pcs is in agreement with both definitions of a
critical water content (solute diffusion and attainment of field capacity) and indicates that the
various flow transitions are related to the disconnection of a network of conductive (‘full’)
pores.

3.6 Summary and conclusions
During the passage of drainage fronts in porous media several regime transitions take place
and are manifested at different spatial and temporal scales. Along the front saturated pores
drain rapidly in a piston-like manner; behind the front the liquid pinned in the crevices of the
pore space (corner “films”) forms a network that eventually disconnects water filled pores
from the frontal region. We quantified the transition from fast and abrupt air invasions to flow
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through a network of corner film channels with the approaches summarized as follows: Using
fast X-ray tomography we delineated the transition of water arrangement from full (saturated)
pores to corner flow, and the disruption of full pore clusters during drainage. The images
confirmed that during drainage full pores are rapidly air invaded, leaving behind a growing
network of corner films. We found that in the case of glass beads the network of water filled
pores was completely disrupted at the end of the experiment but remained hydraulically
interconnected by corner films. For coarse sand the connectivity between full pores also
dropped significantly, but was maintained for the applied suction due to a wider pore size
distribution.
-

We related the measured water saturation at the onset of drainage dynamics controlled
by corner flow (disconnection of network of full pores) to a critical capillary pressure
hc. We compared the imaged water saturations with corresponding pore fractions using
a pore network model and applying percolation theory. Pore network model,
percolation theory and observations were in good agreement.

-

At the pore level the interfacial jump at air entry is a function of the pore geometry,
resulting in a water saturation Sd in pore corners which would subsequently only drain
by the process of film thinning. To compute water saturation Sd and hydraulic
properties of pores representative for the porous medium, we used a star shaped pore
model with parameters linked to macroscopic properties of the medium (porosity ϕ, air
entry value hb and specific surface area of grains SSA). The star shape model was
applied successfully to describe geometrical and hydraulic properties of sand and glass
bead porous media.

-

Predictions from percolation were in fair agreement with criteria defining the
attainment of field capacity and cessation of solute diffusion and indicate the universal
role of water phase connectivity on transitions of hydraulic properties. The threshold
values for cessation of solute diffusion are the lowest values for water phase continuity
(including thin water films) and are considerably smaller than the thresholds found for
viscous capillary flow.

So far we studied the transition of flow regimes related to the morphology of the liquid phase
and its classification into corner flow and water filled pores. An accompanying study shows
that the used star shape model not only matches ‘static’ properties of the porous medium
(surface area, porosity, air-entry value) but also can be used to estimate drainage rates from a
corner flow network based on theories from foam drainage (Chapter 4). This makes it possible
to generalize the findings of the present study and to quantify flow transitions for different
flow rates and dynamic boundary conditions.
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Appendix 3.A Derivation of the MS-P method
We consider the distribution of two fluid phases in an angular pore which extents as a straight
tube in the in-plane direction, with water as the wetting fluid and air as the non-wetting fluid.
Following the MS-P method ([Mayer and Stowe, 1965, 1966], [Princen, 1969a,b, 1970]), at
equilibrium the work needed to change the interfacial area between the three phases is given
by:

p ⋅ dV = s aw ⋅ dI aw + s ws ⋅ dI ws + s as ⋅ dI as

(A3.1)

where p gives the pressure differential, dV the change in volume, σ the surface free energy,
and dI the change in interfacial area, with the subscripts a, w and s denoting the different
phases of air, water, and solids. Using Youngs equation:

sssθ
as − ws =
aw cos ,

(A3.2)

considering that dIws = - dIas, and transferring from pressure p to pressure head h eq. A3.1 can
be rewritten to:

h=

sθ
as ( dI aw + dI as ⋅ cos )
ρ gdV

(A3.3)

With gravitational acceleration g and water density ρ. For a water-air system the change in
volume dV is equal to the change in air volume dVa as well as the change in water volume but
with opposite sign such that dV=dVa=-dVw. Assuming that the change in air volume and
surface area will be in the direction dn parallel to the pore walls (in the in-plane direction) we
obtain:

dVa = Aa dn

(A3.4a)

dI aw = Paw ⋅ dn

(A3.4b)

dI as = Pas ⋅ dn

(A3.4c)

where Aa is the total air filled cross sectional area and Paw and Pas the perimeter of the air
water and air solid interface respectively. This means that at air entry, pressure head h in the
pore is given by (inserting eqs. (A3.4) into eq.(A3.3)):

h = s aw

Paw + Pas cosθ
ρ gAa

(A3.5)
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Figure A3.1: Examples of the MS-P method to compute air invasion into angular pores. The
ratio of air perimeter and area Pa/Aa (blue line) and the interfacial curvature radius r (black
line is 1/r) are shown as a function of water saturation S (normalized to saturation with air
forming an inscribed circle Sic) for (a) an equilateral triangle of side length d=1 mm and for
(b) experimental image of irregular pore geometry. The function Pa/Aa has a minimum at
saturation Sd and radius of curvature rd. The inset triangle in (a) shows the air entry geometry
with water in corners at drainage saturation Sd with corresponding radius rd. For the
irregular shape in (b), phase configurations are determined by a circular structural element
with radius r. The inset shows the geometry corresponding to the red data point with drainage
saturation Sd=0.41 and rd=105 μm.
Assuming perfectly wetting conditions with contact angle θ=0, the numerator in eq. (A3.5)
becomes the total air perimeter Pa=Paw+Pas. Since air entry occurs at a certain minimum
pressure head (according to MS-P method), its value is found by minimization of the RHS of
eq. (A3.5), which is the minimum of the ratio Pa/Aa as shown in Figure A3.1. Note that the
resulting water saturation at air entrance Sd with radius of curvature rd differs from that behind
an inscribed circle air-water interface (with saturation Sic and radius ric). The ratio Pa/Aa for
interfacial geometries with radius of curvature r ranging from 0 to ric for this pore shape is
plotted in Figure A3.1(a), as a function of water saturation S divided by Sic. At the point
where the ratio has a minimum, the value of Sd and rd are found, at which point Pa/Aa
coincides with 1/r. Thus, from eq. (A3.5) it can be found that the air entry head at the
minimum is in agreement with the Young-Laplace equation for water retention in a corner:

h=

σ
.
r gr

(A3.6)

Note that with the application of the MS-P method on 2-D cross sections the curvature in the
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out-of-plane direction is ignored. Using a level set method to predict 3-D interfacial
curvatures in different 3-D throat geometries [Prodanović and Bryant, 2006] found that the
drainage saturation predicted with this method was close to the drainage saturation Sd
predicted with the MS-P method for the 2-D counterparts of these throat geometries,
indicating that the contribution of curvature in the third dimension could be ignored.
Also for imaged complex pore geometries the MS-P method was used to find the minimum
ratio Pa/Aa as shown in Figure A3.1b. To compute hypothetical air and water distributions we
applied morphological operators (erosion and dilation) with a circular element of radius r in
2D to define the region of a pore that remains water filled for a certain radius of curvature, as
shown in the inset of Figure A3.1b. For each curvature radius and corresponding phase
distribution the ratio Pa/Aa was computed to determine the optimized configuration at the
minimum of this ratio. This procedure was applied on all pores in each of the 716 horizontal
cross sections.
Appendix 3.B Geometrical star model expressions
According to eq. (3.3-3.5) macroscopic properties of the porous medium can be linked to
parameters of the star shape geometry. Following Ryazanov et al [2012] the cross-sectional
area Astar, perimeter Pstar, and radius of circumscribed circle rcirc can be defined as:

Astar

π
π  
sin   sin  γ + 
n
n 2
ric
=n   
sin ( γ )

π  r
Pstar = 2n sin   ic
 n  sin ( γ )

π 
sin   

π 
 n 
rcirc ric  cos   +
=

 n  tan ( γ ) 





(A3.7)

(A3.8)

(A3.9)

with radius of inscribed circle ric, corner half angle γ and number of corners n. Next, the MS-P
method was applied to derive drainage properties under perfectly wetting conditions by
minimizing the ratio between perimeter and area of the air phase Pa/Aa (note that the
following expressions are valid for n ranging from 3 to 6). The normalized drainage radius of
curvature rdn=rd/ric equals:

π
π 
π 
 π   π
 

sin   − sin ( γ ) sin     − γ  sin  γ +  − cos  γ +  
n
n 
n
 n   2
 

rdn =
π

cos ( γ ) −  − γ  sin ( γ )
2


(A3.10)
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We now have analytical expressions for all elements used to relate air entry value hb, porosity
f and specific surface area SSA to star shape parameters n, γ and inscribed circle radius ric,
such that we can apply the defined star shape parameters to predict various hydraulic
properties. The drainage saturation Sd at air entrance and saturation at inscribed circle radius
Sic (critical saturation at snap-off during wetting process) are listed below:
π  
sin   
n  1
π  π 

sin  γ +   sin  
n   n 


Sd =




π  


cos
γ
+





π
n   
π  


 2π − 4  γ +
sin ( γ ) sin   sin  γ +  − 2

π  
n


n 

sin
γ
+







n   





2

( 4cos (γ ) − 2 (π − 2γ ) sin (γ ) )

(A3.11)
Sic = 1 −

π sin ( γ )
π
π  
n sin   sin  γ + 
n



(A3.12)

n

Note that for the case of a non-zero contact angle eqs. (A3.10) and (A3.11) would change. For
this case both can be derived from minimization of the ratio on the right hand side of eq.
(A3.5).
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Figure A3.2: Sensitivity of geometrical properties to number of corners n of the star shape
model (Figure 3.3 in main text) of (a) shape factor G, (b) specific surface area of grains SSA,
(c) drainage saturation Sd and (d) ratio Sd/Sic, with the geometry adapted to ϕ and hb for
coarse sand (blue markers) and glass beads (red markers). Average values derived from pore
space images of both media are shown with blue dashed line for coarse sand and red dashed
line for glass beads (these values are listed in Table 3.2).
We present in Figure A3.2 the sensitivity of the model to number of corners n and its
performance with respect to matching macroscopic quantities. From image analysis we also
have average medium values of shape factor G (ratio between pore area and perimeter
squared), drainage saturation Sd and ratio Sd/Sic and can compare star shape model predictions
and values deduced from image analysis.
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An important trait of such star-shaped pores is related to their ability to conduct liquid when
saturated and partially saturated. We compute first the saturated (single phase) liquid
conductance according to Ryazanov [2009], yielding an expression for the dimensionless
conductance g :

 G t ,g
g = C (n)  t nmax
G
 n





B(n)

(A3.13)

where C(n) and B(n) are fifth order polynomials as a function of n (coefficients from
t
[Ryazanov, 2012] shown in Table A3.1), Gn ,γ is the shape factor of the elementary triangle of

the star shape (triangle ABC as indicated in Figure 3.4(a)) and Gnt max the shape factor for the
elementary triangle belonging to the n-cornered polygon with maximum corner half angle

γ=

π π
− . The values for these two shape factors can be computed with the two following
2 n

equations:

Gnt max =
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sin 
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(A3.14)

(A3.15)

The saturated hydraulic conductivity KS,star for a star shaped pore with cross sectional area
Astar becomes then:
K S , star =

 star r g
gA

η

(A3.16)

with the dynamic fluid viscosity η. To convert this pore wise conductivity to values
compatible with the porous medium saturated hydraulic conductivity KS, we consider the area
occupied by pores defined by porosity f such that
K S = φ K S , star

(A3.17)

Following air invasion of a star-shaped pore, we describe the unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity K(r) based on a single corner description [Tuller and Or, 2001] KC:
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r g r2
KC (r ) =
η ε

(A3.18)

with interfacial radius of curvature r, and a corner-shape dimensionless flow resistance
parameter ε that increases with larger corner angles. A parametric expression of ε as a
function of corner angle can be found in [Tuller and Or, 2001]. The unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity K(r) of the star-shaped pore (with n corners) becomes:
K (r ) = n ⋅ φ

Aw (r )
K C (r )
Astar

(A3.19)

with the liquid filled area Aw (in one corner) assigned to curvature radius r

π cos ( γ ) 
Aw ( r=
) r 2  γ − +

2 sin ( γ ) 


(A3.20)

Table A3.1. Coefficients for 5th order polynomials B(n) and C(n) as used in eq. (A13) from
[Ryazanov, 2012] as a function of corner number n.
n5
B(n) 4.479 x 10-8
C(n) 5.120 x 10-6

n4
-7.135 x 10-6
-1.897 x 10-4

n3
4.418 x 10-4
2.787 x 10-3

n2
-1.340 x 10-2
-2.039 x 10-2

n
2.041 x 10-1
7.505 x 10-2

1
6.900 x 10-1
-7.389 x 10-2

Appendix 3.C Image processing
The quantification of pore sizes and water saturation relies on the image analysis to classify
the three phases in a gray valued transmission image (with gray value defined by attenuation
of X-rays). Figures A3.3 (a-b) show original cross sectional gray scale images for coarse sand
and glass beads with phases of air, water and solids.
Figure A3.3c shows the corresponding histogram for the unfiltered image of the coarse sand
as shown in Figure A3.3b, where only two peaks in gray values can be distinguished, with one
peak corresponding to air, and a second peak related to water and solid. To improve the
histogram and distinguish between water and solids, we applied a Gaussian filter (standard
deviation of applied filter was four pixels) in 3D, which significantly improved the histogram
as shown in blue in Figure A3.3c.
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Figure A3.3. Cross sectional gray scale images obtained with X-ray tomography (gray value
is attenuation expressed as integer number between 1 and 216) for glass beads (a) and coarse
sand (b) with air (dark gray), water (middle gray) and solids (light gray). (c) Histogram for
the unfiltered 2D cross section of coarse sand (red dashed line), and after application of a
Gaussian filter (blue continuous line), revealing a separate peak for water and solid phase.
After filtering we performed a histogram based segmentation on each 2D image, using
thresholds as derived from the three peaks in the histogram using the “multithresh” function
in Matlab, which uses Otsu’s method [Otsu, 1979]. Because peaks of water and solid slightly
overlap, some post processing steps were required after applying a threshold, such as the
removal of small components. A problem in segmentation arises when the highest and least
absorbing materials (in this case solids and air) have a common border: the resulting
intermediate grayscale value is wrongly identified as the intermediate phase (in this case
water). This problem is addressed in [Pinzer et al., 2012], defining these wrongly identified
voxels as ‘spurious voxels’. In our case they result in wrong identification of thin water films
between air and solids. For the irregularly shaped coarse sand particles (Figure A3.3b) we
applied a procedure similar as in [Pinzer et al., 2012], where regions of spurious voxels are
identified by their high gradient in gray value. Due to the regular circular shape of the glass
beads (Figure A3.3a) we applied a different procedure by identifying border regions between
beads and air by dilation of both phases with a spherical element (equal in size to the applied
Gaussian filter) to identify the border regions. The elements of these regions were re-assigned
to either air or grain phases by growing both phases into the border region at the same speed.
Figure A3.4 shows results for binarized phases in 2D and 3D for the coarse sand.
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Figure A3.4: Results of the segmentation and post processing procedure for a tomography
during drainage from coarse sand. The unfiltered cross sectional gray scale image as shown
in (a) is filtered and segmented resulting in the image shown in (b) with binarized phases of
air (white), water (gray) and solids (black). The stack of 716 binarized images from one 3D
tomography is shown in (c) for each of the three phases for a square cut-out as indicated in
(b) (red square).
After segmentation of the images in three phases, the individual geometrical pores were
separated using the distance transform and watershed algorithm in 3D, as shown in Figure
A3.5. The watershed algorithm uses the distance map as a topographic surface with local
valleys and saddle points, where voxels with locally largest distance become the lowest points
in a valley (pore centers) and regions with smallest distance to solids become the separators of
pores (throats). Very small local minima in the distance transform might exist, leading to an
abundance in very small pores that were suppressed.
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Figure A3.5: Procedure to classify individual geometrical pores. (a) Imaged cross-section
with dark air filled regions, bright particles and liquid with intermediate gray values. (b) The
same cross-section after segmentation with air in white, water in gray, and solids in black.
The blue lines indicate the boundaries between geometrical pores after applying a distance
transform and watershed algorithm on the 3D pore space. Various properties of each pore
were then determined, as shown in (c) with the radius of the inscribed circle ric (for a small
section shown as yellow rectangle in b).
To classify the water in a pore as corner film or as full pore we chose the following procedure
in 3D: Water in a pore is classified as corner film if its saturation S is smaller than a certain
threshold value Sth. To determine an optimal threshold value, Sth was increased stepwise from
0 to 1 and the fraction of water film volume to total water volume in the sample was
computed for each step. At low Sth values only the largest pores are occupied by this low
water fraction, and thus only corner films in larger pores are classified as corner films. With
increasing Sth the fraction of water classified as corner films is thus increasing as it reaches
the saturation level of smaller pores with corner films as well. However, when Sth exceeds the
Sd value of the majority of pore shapes in the porous medium the change in corner film
fraction with Sth starts to decrease. This was the most pronounced for the glass bead medium
which has the smallest variation in Sd values between different pores, therefore a plateau was
reached in corner film fraction as a function of Sth when Sth became equal to the average
medium value of Sd (with a value of 0.22). For the coarse sand this plateau was less
pronounced (because of a wider distribution in Sd values), therefore we chose the threshold
value where the change in corner film fraction was smallest with change in Sth based on the
coarse sand and used this value for both media. We found that a threshold Sth=0.66 was
optimal based on this criterion and all pores with S<0.66 were defined as corner film pores
(full pores with S>0.66).
Appendix 3.D Local percolation probability
To describe the decreasing connectivity of a network of water filled pores and eventual
disruption by corner films more quantitatively, we applied the concept of “local percolation
probability” [Hilfer et al., 1997]. Such an analysis considers the connectivity of a phase in
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different segments of the sample and determines for each segment whether the phase of
interest remains connected. The fraction of segments with a connected phase then highly
depends on chosen segment size for poorly connected structures, whereas for an extensive
branching network it will be much less sensitive to the size of segments. Thus, the change in
fraction of segments with a connected phase as a function of segment size indicates how
extensively the phase is connected, and temporal changes of this curve indicate qualitative
changes in connectivity during drainage. We employ the local percolation probability analysis
by dividing the 3D scan into cubical segments of increasing side length L after which for each
segment the connectedness c of the “full pores” is determined, assigning a value ci=1 for the
ith segment when the full pores form a continuous phase in this segment (ci=0 otherwise).
Since drainage takes place in vertical direction, the value of c of the full pores depends on
whether the cluster spans the cube in vertical direction from top to bottom (ci=1) or not (ci=0).
Because the sample in the 3D scan has a cylindrical shape, not all cubical segments fall
completely inside the sample, such that the contribution of segments is weighted by their
fraction fi≤1 inside the sample (fi equals 1 when the cube is entirely within the sample). Local
percolation probability λ is then defined as the fraction of all cubical segments that have a
connected phase from top to bottom and can be expressed as:
i=N

λ ( L) =

∑ fc
i =1
i=N

i i

∑f
i =1

,

(A3.21)

i

where N indicates the total number of segments of certain side length L.
The results of the local percolation analysis of the water held in full pores is shown in Figure
A3.6. Considering coarse sand (Figure A3.6c) it can be seen that the connectivity of full pores
measured over the entire sample (L=5.4 mm) is maintained at all times during drainage, since
λ=1 at L=5.4 mm for all scans. However, for the last scan at the end of drainage (t=165 s)
already for the second largest segment size L=2.7 mm more than 50% of the segments have
no connected structure of full pores. This indicates that full pores have become significantly
less connected over time.
As can be seen in Figure A3.6c, even though a connection from top to bottom of the scan
exists, there is a region in the middle of the scan where the connecting pathway is very
narrow. Thus, further drainage is likely limited by the narrow pathway of full pores and the
thick corner films in the rest of the region. For the glass bead medium (Figure A3.6d) the
connectivity of saturated pores over the entire scan dropped already significantly after 33 s,
but is completely lost at t=72.6 s, where λ=0 even for L=5.4 mm. The full pores have indeed
become completely isolated, whereas an analysis of the connectivity of the total water phase
(including liquid in corners of air invaded pores) showed that all water is still well connected.
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Figure A3.6: Local percolation analysis to quantify connectivity of water held in full pores.
(a) Division of a sample (here water in full pores is shown for glass beads) into cubes with
side length L. (b) Divisions shown for a cross-section with two different values of L. (c-d)
Local percolation probability λ of water in full pore configuration as a function of cube side
length L at four different X-ray scanning times during drainage from (c) coarse sand, and (d)
glass beads. The 3D images below show full pores corresponding to the time of the red curve
in the graph. For the glass beads full pores no longer form a connected cluster and isolated
single pores are surrounded by corner films structures. In case of the sand the network of
water filled pores is still connected across entire sample but is disconnected in most smaller
cubes. We thus define the water saturation and volume fraction assigned to water filled pore
clusters shown in the 3D image as critical water saturation Sc and the saturation of full pores
Wc.
Appendix 3.E Pore size distributions
To link concepts of percolation theory (defining occupation probability p as number fraction
of pores) to the imaged and simulated volume fraction of water or air filled pores, we need the
pore size distribution function. Here we distinguish between the probability density function
PDF and the cumulative distribution function CDF for the volume of pores (functions denoted
as VPDF and VCDF) and the number of pores (NPDF and NCDF). In the following we focus on the
cumulated fraction (see Figure A3.7) of pores smaller than a certain reference defined by the
capillary pressure h:
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∞

VCDF = ∫ VPDF (h) dh

(A3.22a)

h

∞

N CDF = ∫ N PDF (h) dh

(A3.22b)

h

for the volume fraction in eq. (A3.22a) and number fraction in eq. (A3.22b). The critical
fractions listed in Table 3.1 correspond to an integration with the critical pressure hc assigned
to the disconnection of water filled pores
∞

Vc = ∫ VPDF (h) dh

(A3.23a)

hc

∞

N c = ∫ N PDF (h) dh

(A3.23b)

hc

with the critical pressure hc=80 mm for glass beads and hc=145 mm for coarse sand.
As shown in Figure A3.7 the volumetric pores size distribution VCDF can also be estimated
from the number –based pore size distribution NCDF by assuming that the volume is
proportional to cubed radius of the pore r (and hence proportional to 1/h3), with cumulative
distributions determined by:
∞

N PDF (h)
dh
3
h
VCDF (h) = ∞h
N ( h)
∫0 PDFh3 dh

∫

(A3.24)

Figure A.3.7 shows that the distribution function computed using eq. (A3.24) is in good
agreement with the directly measured volume based pore size distribution for both the coarse
sand and glass beads.
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Figure A3.7: Cumulative distribution functions (CDF) for pores with entry pressures smaller
or equal to capillary head h for (a) coarse sand and (b) glass beads. The dotted colored line
shows the number of pores determined by image analysis and the bold lines the volume of
pores. For the volume based distribution a distinction is made between the function obtained
by measuring the volume of each imaged pore (bold line) and by assuming that each pore has
a volume proportional to the cube of measured pore radius (thin line, see eq. A3.24). The
critical pressure for disconnection of a network of full pores hc is indicated (black dotted line)
and the corresponding values of critical volume fraction Vc and number fraction Nc are
highlighted (values are listed as well in Table 3.1 in the main text).
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Abstract
In fast drainage processes water is retained behind the front, defining the plant available water
and hydraulic properties of the unsaturated region. In this study we show that the foam
drainage equation (FDE) can be applied to predict macroscopic drainage dynamics behind the
front because a network of liquid channels controls the liquid flow in both foams and crevices
of the pore space. To predict drainage rates at the Darcy scale the FDE is solved numerically
after adapting channel geometries and boundary conditions to experimental conditions. The
FDE results were in good agreement with measured flow rates behind a drainage front in
coarse and fine sand. A notable exception was rapid drainage from fine sand where saturated
pore clusters persisted after front passage and drained faster compared to FDE predictions.
The dominance of corner capillary flows implied by the good agreement with the FDE
formulation could improve the scientific underpinning of the unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity function and offers a more realistic view of the geometry of pathways for colloid
and pathogen transport in unsaturated media.
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4.1 Introduction
Drainage processes in porous media are highly dynamic with rapid piston-like air invasions
along the drainage front (“Haines jump” [Haines, 1930], [Mohanty et al., 1987], [Berg et al.,
2013]), and steady drainage of liquid retained in smaller pores and crevices of the pore space
behind the frontal region ([Hoogland et al., 2016], Chapter 3). The amounts and subsequent
drainage rates of liquid retained behind the front are important in a number of natural and
engineering fields (hydrology, agriculture, oil and gas extraction), defining water availability
for plants and soil organisms, and the hydraulic properties of the unsaturated zone. However,
predictions of drainage rates of retained water are hampered by the complex pore space
geometry and the interaction of gravitational, capillary, inertial and viscous forces ([Méheust
et al., 2002][Løvoll et al., 2005][Moebius and Or, 2014]).
Or and Assouline [2013] have recently proposed the application of the foam drainage theory
for representing drainage dynamics in unsaturated porous media based on analogy between
capillary corner flow in unsaturated media and the geometry and dynamics of draining foams
([Weaire et al., 1997][Or and Assouline, 2013]). In these two systems of foam and
unsaturated porous media, water flows through interconnected liquid channels under the
influence of gravity balanced by capillarity and viscous forces [Or and Assouline, 2013]. In
contrast with draining foam where liquid flows through well-defined channels forming
between adjacent gas bubbles known as Plateau borders ([Plateau, 1873][Weaire et al.,
1997]), capillary flow in unsaturated porous media occurs along crevices between particle
contacts and is thus dependent on the arrangement of the particles and on surface wettability
and roughness properties (Figure 4.1). The analogy suggests that the dynamics of corner flow
in porous media can be represented by a similar governing equation (denoted as foam
drainage equation FDE) as that used to describe draining foam [Or and Assouline, 2013].
Several potential advantages of the FDE formulation relative to standard continuum models
such as the Richards equation (RE) have been discussed in Or and Assouline [2013]. The
FDE offers a physically-based alternate formulation that could bridge the scale gap in the RE
linking pore scale to sample scales dynamics. The FDE offers new geometrical insights on the
behavior of the RE, specifically, it describes the evolution of microscopic liquid pathways that
obviates the need to formulate a macroscopic unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function
K(θ). The evolving viscous resistance emerges directly from evolution of capillary channel
cross sectional geometries. It is instructive to reflect on the very first model for K(θ)
conceived by Buckingham in [1907], the underlying geometry and postulated functional
relations appearing in Figs. 14-15 of Buckingham’s monograph invoke the same liquid
channel geometry in the FDE. Additionally, the FDE formulation offers direct access to: (i)
details of fluid interfacial adaptation across soil layers or other textural contrasts in porous
media, (ii) a realistic view of the limiting channel cross sections for transport of colloids and
pathogens, and (iii) better quantification of interfacial areas and their dynamics.

4. Drainage dynamics: application of foam drainage equation
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section we introduce the foam drainage
equation. This is followed by a description of linking porous media properties to channel
geometry using star shaped pores. Then we describe the methods to measure drainage
dynamics from sand columns and to assess the amount of water retained behind the drainage
front that is expected to drain according to the FDE. In section 4.4 the numerical solutions of
the FDE are presented and compared to measured flow rates in column experiments. The
paper ends with a discussion section and an Appendix with more specific details on the
representation of the corner flow region.

Figure 4.1: Analogy between liquid arranged in foams and in crevices of the porous medium.
(a) Image of foam where flow occurs mainly through Plateau borders, as shown left. Flow
through Plateau borders is determined by gravity (Fg), capillarity (Fc) and viscous forces
(Fv). The change in cross sectional area A of a slab with thickness dz as a function of time t
and depth z is described by the foam drainage equation (FDE). (b) Imaged water arranged in
an unsaturated porous medium classified as corner films (dark blue) and full pores (light
blue). The arrangement of water pinned between grains by capillary forces is shown
conceptually on the left.
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4.2 Theoretical considerations of the foam drainage equation
In foams liquid is arranged in films between two touching air bubbles. Three of these films
meet in a channel denoted as a Plateau Border (PB) (Figure 4.1a). When the liquid fraction is
low (dry foams with liquid fraction < 35%), Plateau borders are straight with a uniform crosssection and the flow along the PB’s can be described by the Foam Drainage Equation (FDE)
given below. While in case of foams PB geometries are well defined by surface tension
([Plateau, 1873],[Weaire et al., 1997]), in porous media two sides of a corner film are
dictated by the geometry of the pore space formed by the network of particles, with only one
free water-air interface (fig. 4.1b) [Or and Assouline, 2013].
The FDE describes the evolution of cross sectional area A of single Plateau borders (Figure
4.1a), as a function of time t and depth z within a foam network where the PB’s are assumed
to be randomly oriented. In addition it is assumed that liquid flow is limited to the PB’s and is
of Poiseuille type with zero velocity at the boundaries. The FDE can be generalized to
account for corner flow channels in unsaturated porous media, as has been presented in [Or
and Assouline, 2013]. Below we follow derivations as presented in previous literature
([Verbist et al., 1996], [Weaire et al., 1997], [Or and Assouline, 2013]) to derive the foam
drainage equation (assuming perfect wettability with contact angle 0°) for the entire channel
network (eq. (4.5)). First, average fluid velocity u through a single vertically oriented liquid
channel with cross sectional area A(z,t) and corner half angle γ (see Figure 4.3a) is defined
based on the force balance between gravity, capillarity and viscous forces (ignoring inertia),
with depth z and velocity u defined positive in downward direction:
=
u

A
∂ σ F (g ) 
ρg +

*
η 
∂z
A 

(4.1)

with density of water ρ, gravitational acceleration g, surface tension σ, effective viscosity η *
and geometrical factor F, which relates water filled cross sectional area A to the radius of
curvature r of the water-air interface by A=F·r2. Note that the second term in parentheses
accounts for the capillary pressure, where it is assumed that the second component of
curvature in direction along the channels is negligible. The factor F is a function of corner half
angle γ:

F
=

Cos ( γ )

1
+γ − π
Sin ( γ )
2

(4.2)

The effective viscosity η * accounts for the flow resistance and is defined by:

η * = ε (γ )η

(4.3)

4. Drainage dynamics: application of foam drainage equation
where η is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid and ε(γ) a dimensionless resistivity factor of the
corner that depends on γ. The factor ε was determined numerically by [Ransohoff and Radke,
1988] with analytical expressions given in [Zhou et al., 1997] and [Tuller and Or, 2001].
When the corner half angle γ is increased, ε increases as well due to the reduced flow area for
larger corner angles (compared to narrow corners for the same interfacial curvature r). Note
that F and ε depend on representative corner geometries of porous media but have fixed
values for plateau borders in foams (this is the main difference between FDE formulation for
foam drainage and corner flow in porous media).
To upscale from a single vertical channel to a network of randomly oriented channels, the
average vertical velocity component of all channel orientations must be computed by
integration. In [Weaire et al., 1997] it was shown that the average fluid velocity u in vertical
direction in eq. (4.1) has to be divided by a factor 3, which is subsequently incorporated into
the effective viscosity η * , becoming η * = 3ε (γ )η . Next, the average fluid velocity u is
combined with the continuity equation:

N

∂A
∂ ( Au )
0
+N
=
∂t
∂z

(4.4)

with N the average number of liquid channels crossing a horizontal plane in the channel
network. For porous media N can be assumed constant over depth and time as the number of
corner films is dictated by the geometry of the solid grid formed by particles (neglecting
topological changes in the water distribution during drainage and assuming a homogeneous,
isotropic medium). The factor N·A·u equals the average macroscopic (Darcy scale) volume
flux going through a horizontal plane in the channel network. Inserting eq.(4.1) into eq. (4.4)
gives the foam drainage equation (FDE):

N

∂A N ∂ 
σ F ⋅ A ∂A 
0
+ *  ρ ⋅ g ⋅ A2 −
⋅ =
2
∂t η ∂z 
∂z 

(4.5)

Note that this equation can be applied to both foams and porous media corner flow, where PB

π

and ε=49 for foams and an effective corner half angle γ
2
for porous media specifies the values of F and ε.
geometries dictate that =
F

3−

The FDE provides the evolution of microscopic channel cross sectional areas A(z,t) within a
macroscopic network of randomly oriented channels (these dynamics are directly linked to the
evolution of volumetric liquid content in the draining medium). To define macroscopic
drainage rates q (Darcy scale) we divide the factor N·A·u by medium cross sectional area Atot:
q( z, t ) =

N
A( z , t )u ( z , t )
Atot

(4.6)
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The FDE is a highly non-linear differential equation for which analytical solutions exist only
for some specific cases. For example, for a uniform initial cross sectional area along the
channel A(z,t0)=A0 at the onset of drainage t0, a solution proposed by Kraynik [1983] predicts
the following:
z
≥ fA0
t − t0

=
A( z , t ) A0

for

1 z
=
A( z , t )
f t − t0

z
< fA0
for
t − t0

With factor f =

2ρ g

η*

(4.7)

. The solution neglects changes in capillarity and yields an evolving

linear water content profile over time (with an abrupt drop to low water contents at the top
boundary z=0). In their paper, Or and Assouline [2013] have proposed alternative analytical
expressions for drainage rates, however, some inconsistencies and errors arise in their
derivation that preclude their direct application to observations of this study (these will be
addressed in a forthcoming study). To avoid simplifying assumptions and constraints on
initial conditions required for special analytical solutions, we opted for a direct numerical
solution of the FDE for the specific corner geometry of the porous medium and for boundary
conditions appropriate for comparisons with experiments, as discussed next.

4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Determining geometries of corner films
Implementation of the FDE (eq. 4.5) for porous media capillary flows requires determination
of an effective corner geometry (e.g., characterized by half angle γ) to define geometrical and
resistivity factors F and ε. There are many options for deducing geometrical features from real
porous media, in this study we represent real pores using a star-shaped pore from which we
estimate the appropriate corner half angle γ (Figure A4.1). A recent procedure proposed in
Chapter 3 reconciles macroscopic medium properties (porosity ϕ, air entry value hb and
specific surface area SSA) with drainage dynamics to select geometrical features of a
representative start-shaped pore cross section (see details in Appendix 4.A). As shown in
Chapter 3 using highly resolved X-ray imaging, the star shaped pore was successful in
reproducing effective pore shapes and drainage characteristics from coarse textured media.
Hence, following the estimation of a representative star-shape pore, the representative corner
half angle γ is used to solve the FDE dynamics for given boundary conditions. Table 4.1 lists
the values of γ that were derived from the star shaped pore model for the two porous media
used in the drainage experiments presented next.
4.3.2 Column drainage experiments

4. Drainage dynamics: application of foam drainage equation
We examine the capability of the FDE to describe measured flow rates in the unsaturated
region behind fast drainage fronts through sand media. As described in more detail in
[Hoogland et al., 2015], drainage dynamics were measured from columns filled with coarse
(particle sizes of 0.3-0.9 mm) and fine (particle sizes of 0.1-0.5 mm) sand using neutron
radiography at the NEUTRA beamline of the Spallation Neutron Source at the Paul Scherrer
Institute, Villigen, Switzerland ([Lehmann et al., 2001]). The initially water saturated Hele
Shaw cells (400 mm height, 100 mm width and 10 mm depth) were drained from the bottom
at a prescribed constant rate q0 using a syringe pump. The pump was stopped at time tstop
when the front tip (furthest position of the front) reached a depth of about 200 mm below the
column surface. Table 4.1 lists the applied flow rates q0 (scaled by the saturated hydraulic
conductivity, KS), and the corresponding values of tstop for the four selected experiments.
Continuous water pressure measurements in the columns during drainage enabled
determination of the air entry value hb. The saturated hydraulic conductivity KS for the two
sands were reported in [Hoogland et al., 2015], as also listed in Table 4.1.
The water content values θ (averaged over the 10 mm thickness of the column) were derived
from neutron radiography based on the gray level of each image pixel as described in [Shokri
et al., 2008]. The local values were then averaged over all pixels at certain depth z to provide
the vertical water content profile (resulting water content profiles are presented in [Hoogland
et al., 2015]). From these water content profiles and assuming that evaporation can be
neglected for the short duration of experiments (a perforated plastic foil covered the top of the
column to limit evaporation), the flow rate qi at depth zi (with pixel number i) is derived from
the temporal changes in water content at all positions above (between zi and the column
surface):
=
q ( zi )

j =i

∑
j =1

∆q ( z j )
∆t

∆z

(4.8)

with j the vertical pixel number (increasing downwards) and ∆θ the change in water content
in time step ∆t for pixel position zj with pixel thickness ∆z . Based on the simultaneous
measurement of pressures and water content, the water retention curve of both media was
derived in [Hoogland et al., 2015] and fitted to the Brooks and Corey model [Brooks and
Corey, 1964] with the resulting parameter values λ listed in Table 4.1.
4.3.3. Defining dynamic boundary conditions
To compare FDE predictions with experimental results, we must define appropriate boundary
and initial conditions. The macroscopic evolution of water content and pressure behind a front
tip (furthest air invaded position of the front) for drainage from initially water saturated media
at fixed rate q0 has been analyzed in [Hoogland et al., 2015]. As shown in [Hoogland et al.,
2015] and in Figure 4.2, behind a fast draining region of thickness LV, a slow draining region
evolves with a critical water content θcrit (and accompanying capillary pressure hcrit) that is
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limited by hydraulic conductivity and drains by gravity over a separate and longer timescale
than the front invasion. The zonation between a fast region of thickness LV and a slow region
behind can be deduced from hydraulic functions as explained in detail in [Hoogland et al.,
2015]. As expected based on findings of other studies ([Wildenschild et al., 2001], [Naghavi
and Kibbey, 2014]) more water was retained behind the front at higher rates q0, resulting in an
increase of critical water content θcrit with drainage rate q0. To compare FDE solutions with
experiments we use predicted values of LV, θcrit, and hcrit based on rate q0 (listed in Table 4.1;
for details see [Hoogland et al., 2015] and Appendix 4.B). We assume that the slow draining
region of fraction qcrit corresponds to the region where drainage dynamics are controlled by
corner flow (Plateau borders) as characterized by the numerical solution of the FDE. The
onset of drainage controlled by corner flow is defined by time t0 (see Table 4.1) when the
measured water content at the surface of the column reaches the value of θcrit. The FDE is thus
only applied at experimental times t≥t0 and we define t’=t-t0 for the simulations.
To simulate the drainage in the region behind the drainage front and fast draining region LV
with application of the FDE we define boundary conditions as follows. First, the length L of
the channel network is defined by LV and final front depth zf,max at tstop in experiments:
=
L z f ,max − LV

(4.9)

Initially we assign a uniform cross sectional area profile A(z,t’=0)=A0 at pressure head hcrit to
the channels in the network, where A0 is related to head hcrit via the critical radius of curvature
rcrit and the Young-Laplace equation (Figure 4.3a):
2
=
=
A0 Fr
crit

Fσ 2
r 2 g 2 hcrit 2

(4.10)

At the top of the channel network (at z=0, corresponding to the top of the porous medium) we
define a no-flux boundary condition such that:

A(0, t') u(0, t') = 0

(4.11)

To mimic the experimental dynamics of a moving front at macroscopic velocity vf, a moving
boundary condition is defined where h=hcrit, moving down along the vertical coordinate with
velocity vf, which can be estimated from θcrit and q0 by:
vf =

q0
f − q crit

(4.12)

The moving boundary condition is applied until it reaches depth L after which the pressure
boundary condition at z=L in the simulation becomes fixed at hcrit (thus, for t’<L/vf we have

h ( z ≥ v f t ', t ') =
hcrit and for t’≥L/vf we have =
h ( z L=
, t ') hcrit ).

4. Drainage dynamics: application of foam drainage equation
To translate the solutions of the FDE for cross sectional area A of single corner films to
macroscopic rates (Darcy scale) by eq. (4.6) we estimate the number of corner films N per
cross sectional area of the medium Atot based on the critical water content θcrit and the initial
cross sectional area of a corner film A0 as:
N
θ
= crit
Atot
A0

(4.13)

In words, we make the simplifying assumption that the entire water filled area at θcrit is
occupied by corner films with cross sections A0.

Figure 4.2: (a) Zonation of water content profiles behind a drainage front during drainage at
rate q0: at high q0 the water content profile (red bold line) deviates from the hydrostatic
equilibrium (blue line) to approach an asymptotic value of critical water content θcrit (dashed
red line) with critical capillary pressure hcrit. Water content θcrit defines a fraction that
becomes delayed due to viscous effects, and continues to drain by gravity over a separate
timescale. Only a fast region of thickness LV behind the front tip moving with velocity vf is
drained at applied rate q0. (b) Neutron radiographic image of a Hele Shaw cell drained at
high rate q0 taken after redistribution of delayed water (10 minutes after stop of pump)
showing the drainage front after redistribution (black line) separating saturated and
unsaturated regions. Delayed water behind the front continued to drain after tstop from top of
the column towards the front to reach hydrostatic equilibrium, as indicated in red and blue
(red regions becoming dryer and blue regions becoming wetter within 10 minutes after
stopping the pump).
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Before comparing the FDE predictions with measured drainage in the next section, we
summarize how the modeled channel system is characterized: (i) A star shaped pore model
derived from measured properties defines corner half angle γ; (ii) the FDE is applied for the
region controlled by corner flow with water content θcrit (and corresponding capillary pressure
hcrit) that begins at a distance LV behind the front tip at time t0 (t0 is found from experiments at
the moment measured water content at the column surface equals θcrit); (iii) to upscale volume
fluxes to the Darcy scale by eq. (4.6) the number of corners N per medium cross sectional
area Atot is estimated from eq. (4.13). Each of these parameters (presented in Table 4.1) is
thus not tuned to match predictions with experiments, but derived independently and used as
input to numerically solve eq. (4.5) and upscale the result to Darcy scale rates with eq. (4.6).
Table 4.1: Experimental data of coarse and fine sand (air entry value hb, porosity ϕ, residual
water content θr, saturated hydraulic conductivity Ks and Brooks and Corey parameter λ)
with drainage experiments at four different rates q0 reported in this study (q0 stopped at
t=tstop). For simulations with the FDE an effective corner half angle γ derived with the star
shaped pore model is used. Boundary conditions are defined by parameters of drainage
zonation with critical water content θcrit, thickness of fast draining region LV and onset of
drainage of unsaturated region described by FDE at t=t0 when θ(z=0)=θcrit.
Coarse sand

Fine sand

Experimental data [Hoogland et al., 2015]
|hb| (mm)

135

196

ϕ (mm /mm )

0.39

0.44

θr (mm3/mm3)

0.05

0.05

Ks (mm/s)

0.70

0.28

λ (-)

2.0

2.6

q0/KS (-)

0.30 & 1.22

0.23 & 0.85

tstop (s)

174 & 28

574 & 128

3

3

Corner geometries (Appendix 4.A)
γ (°)

20.3

24.05

Drainage zonation (Appendix 4.B)
θcrit (mm3/mm3)

0.197 & 0.268

0.230 & 0.335

LV (mm)

30 & 0

45 & 4.5

t0 (s)

12 & 0

50 10
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4.4 Results
Next, we compare FDE predictions of macroscopic flow rate q with drainage rates measured
behind fast drainage fronts during four drainage experiments (coarse and fine sand at
intermediate and high flow rate q0, see Table 4.1). First we discuss the evolution of cross
sectional area A in randomly oriented channels forming a corner flow network for given
boundary conditions and then show resulting macroscopic rates.
4.4.1 Drainage from a corner flow network
Figure 4.3a shows conceptually the water filled volume and cross sectional area in a single
channel of a draining network, with a moving boundary condition where A=A0. Figure 4.3b
depicts simulation results for the temporal evolution of film cross sectional area A in the
network with randomly oriented channels, with boundary conditions matched to the coarse
sand experiment with drainage rate q0/KS=0.3. Due to the moving boundary condition the
point where A equals A0 moves down with constant velocity vf until it reaches maximum
depth z=L and then equilibrates to a hydrostatic profile. The results illustrate the changes in
the water-filled cross sectional area at the top of the channel (z=0) that gradually decreases
and the resulting profiles of cross sectional area for different time steps. For comparison we
included the profiles predicted by the Kraynik solution (eq. 4.7) characterized by a linear
profile with an instantaneous drop to minimal water fraction at the surface (Figure 4.3b). The
Kraynik solution predicts complete drainage of the profile without attaining a new hydrostatic
equilibrium profile (a result of ignoring opposing capillary forces that balance gravity).
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Figure 4.3: (a) Schematic of a single corner channel with cross sectional area profile A at
two subsequent times (dashed and continuous black lines) while the boundary condition
where A=A0 moves down with velocity vf until it reaches maximum depth L. The bottom
picture shows the geometry of water filled cross sectional area A(z,t) behind a water-air
interface with curvature radius r, held by capillary forces in a corner geometry with half
angle γ. Cross sectional area A0 at curvature radius rcrit is also indicated. (b) Solutions of
Foam Drainage Equation (FDE) for corner cross sectional area A (divided by initial cross
sectional area A0) as a function of depth z (scaled by the maximum length L of the corner flow
network) in a network of randomly oriented corner channels. Parameters and boundary
conditions for a coarse sand experiment with q0/KS=0.3 were used (Table 4.1) and profiles
are shown at different times t’=t-t0 (onset of corner flow controlled drainage at t0). The
boundary condition where A=A0 moves down with front velocity vf until depth z=L is reached.
For comparison the Kraynik solution (gray dashed lines, eq. (4.7)) is shown at two different
times, revealing the limiting predictive power of this analytic approach for this case study.
4.3.2 Macroscopic drainage rates
Figure 4.4 presents the main results of this study, comparing flow rates q at three different
depths z below the porous medium surface (z=20, 40 and 60 mm) with FDE predictions
(solving numerically eq. (4.5) and upscaling to Darcy rates by eq. (4.6)). Predictions align
well with measured internal rates for both experiments of coarse sand (Figure 4.4 a and b) and
for fine sand for the intermediate rate where q0/KS=0.23 (Figure 4.4c). For the higher drainage
rate from fine sand (Figure 4.4d) the measured flow rates decline initially more abruptly than
according to the FDE. This abrupt decrease of water flow can be explained by the spatial
heterogeneity of the flow paths as manifested in larger front width in case of fine sand,
considering that the front width increases with drainage rate q0 [Méheust et al., 2002]. While
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the average hydraulic conductivity (averaged for all pixels of same depth z) is smaller than the
applied flow rate and is thus viscous limited, there are water filled regions (“fingers”) that are
still part of the frontal region in which clusters of water filled pores remain connected to the
saturated region below the front tip. In these fingers rates are dominated by saturated flow,
leading to an initially rapid redistribution of water after stop of the pump, and thus a quick
decline in rates until water content drops to a value where flow becomes controlled by corner
films.

Figure 4.4: Measured flow rates q at three different depths below the porous medium surface
(20, 40 and 60 mm depth in blue, red and green markers respectively), compared to
predictions based on the Foam Drainage Equation (FDE) with corner geometries defined by
half angle γ as listed in Table 4.1 (black lines, depth 20, 40 and 60 mm shown with
continuous, dashed, and dashed-dotted line, respectively). Individual figures correspond to
four different drainage experiments at rate q0, with ratio q0/KS as indicated in the graph, and
two different media (a-b coarse sand, c-d fine sand). Time tstop at stop of applied drainage
rate q0 is indicated with gray vertical line.
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4.5 Discussion and conclusions
During drainage from an initially saturated porous medium, a transition in pore scale drainage
mechanisms takes place with rapid air invasions along a receding drainage front defining the
water fraction pinned behind the front draining steadily by gravity at different (slower) time
scale. The drainage rates of water pinned by capillary forces behind the front are controlled by
a corner flow network analogous to the drainage of foam. In this study we have predicted
dynamics of steady corner flow in sands using the foam drainage equation (FDE). The FDE
was solved numerically for a corner geometry representing porous media with boundary
conditions adapted to match experimental conditions. With the implementation of the FDE we
were able to predict measured drainage rates for coarse sand. For fine sand the flow
predictions were correct for low flow rate but too high for drainage rates close to saturated
hydraulic conductivity. In the latter case the flow from the slow region was controlled by
other processes than corner flow (drainage of water filled clusters and fingers). Note that in
the present study the onset of a corner flow dominated drainage process depends on the
applied flow rate defining the critical water content. An alternative and simplified approach
for transition to corner flow could be based on morphological arguments (Chapter 3) defining
a threshold water content when the network of water filled pores becomes fragmented and
clusters of full pores are interconnected by corner flow. This critical water content can be
related to concepts of percolation theory and a critical percolation threshold as was done in
[Hunt and Gee, 2002] and [Hunt and Ewing, 2003].
This study shows that application of the FDE provides an alternative to Richards equation for
modeling unsaturated flows, with the benefit that macroscopic dynamics and unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity originate from a more realistic pore scale picture of the fluid
distribution (thinning of water in angular corners and not piston drainage of very small pores).
The approach will thus be beneficial for prediction of processes that require realistic estimates
of interfacial areas like transport of colloids and pathogens.

4. Drainage dynamics: application of foam drainage equation
Appendix 4.A Star shaped pore model
To define a channel geometry representing a natural porous medium we proposed a star
shaped pore model with an effective corner half angle γ based on macroscopic medium
properties (Chapter 3, [Hoogland et al., 2016]). Figure A4.1 shows the geometry of the star
shape model characterized by the number of corners n, corner half angle γ and inscribed circle
radius ric. These three parameters (n, γ and ric) determine circumscribed circle radius rcirc, star
pore perimeter Pstar and pore cross sectional area Astar. At air invasion in angular pores an
interfacial jump takes place to water-air interfaces pinned in pore corners with drainage radius
of curvature rd and corresponding drainage saturation Sd as defined by minimization of
interfacial energy (so called MS-P method based on the work of Mayer-Stowe [1965], [1966]
and Princen [1969a], [1969b], [1970]). Expressions relating ric to rd, and computing saturation
Sd based on the star geometry and the MS-P method are given in Chapter 3. The model was
related to macroscopic medium properties of porosity ϕ, air entry value hb and grain specific
surface area SSA in Chapter 3 by the following equations:

φ=

Astar
π rcirc 2

SSA =

hb =

(A4.1a)

P

star
2
circ

π ⋅r

σ
r grd

− Astar

dz 1
dz r s

(A4.1b)

(A4.1c)

With density of water ρ, density of solid ρs, gravitational acceleration g, surface tension σ and
a thickness dz of an infinitesimal thin layer to convert dimensions from perimeter to area, and
area to volume as required for the definition of SSA. For the effective star shape representing
the coarse and fine sand in this study a value of n=5 was chosen with resulting effective
corner half angle γ as shown in Table 4.1.
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Figure A4.1: Geometry of the star shaped pore model. (a) Schematic of single corner of the
n-cornered star (n=4) with elementary triangle ABC, drainage radius of curvature rd,
inscribed circle radius ric and corner half angle γ. The blue area shows the geometry of water
filled area directly after air invasion at drainage saturation Sd. (b) Star shaped pore
surrounded by solid material in gray, with total area of pore and grains defined by the
circumscribed circle radius rcirc and perimeter of the pore Pstar. The corner geometry of the
star shape defines the drainage dynamics simulated with the FDE.
Appendix 4.B Drainage zonation due to viscous effects
At certain distance behind the displacing drainage front water flow is controlled by corner
flow as characterized by the foam drainage equation (FDE). The onset of the corner flow
region is assumed at critical water content qcrit at capillary head hcrit and a distance LV behind
the front tip as a function of applied drainage rate q0. The corresponding expressions have
been derived in [Hoogland et al., 2015] and are repeated here:
q
KS

(φ − q r )( 0 )
q crit =

hcrit

K 
= hb  S 
 q0 

=
=
LV hcrit − hb

1

λ

(2 + 2 λ )

+ qr

(A4.2)

( 2λ + 2)

(A4.3)

  K  1( 2 λ + 2 )

− 1
hb   S 
 q

 0 


(A4.4)

with porosity f, residual water content qr, saturated hydraulic conductivity Ks and parameters
λ and hb of the soil water characteristics curve according to the model of Brooks and Corey
[1964].
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Abstract
Soils and other geologic porous media often display layering and associated textural contrasts
that may alter unsaturated flow and transport pathways. Such natural interfaces are usually
represented empirically in continuum flow models with limited mechanistic account of the
effect of adjusted pathways across layers on colloid transport and on the nature of unsaturated
flow. In this study we present the soil foam drainage equation (SFDE) as alternative
framework to simulate unsaturated flow in layered porous media. In contrast to standard
continuum flow models, the SFDE explicitly accounts for capillary flow pathways and their
adjustment across textural interfaces that in turn define flow geometry for colloidal transport
not predicted by continuum models.
Pore scale water distribution in a layered sand sample was measured using X-ray tomography
to quantify capillary flow pathways. Literature values of measured saturation and capillary
pressure profiles in layered porous columns were used to evaluate solutions based on the
SFDE framework and to deduce velocity profiles and their effects for colloid transport.
The SFDE framework provides new insights into capillary architecture in unsaturated layered
media and opens a new way for linking pore scale information (from imaging) to provide the
necessary SFDE parameters and potentially improve on the standard continuum
representation of capillary flows in layered media.
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5.1 Introduction
The transport of contaminants, colloids and pathogens through unsaturated porous media is
strongly influenced by the porous medium properties and the presence of layers as often
found in soils and other geological formations. Under unsaturated flow conditions, capillary
flows and transport are exquisitely sensitive to details of liquid organization that define flow
pathways across layers. The liquid phase retained in unsaturated porous media is configured
in different ways from disconnected liquid-filled pore clusters [Hilfer, 2006], to liquid held in
corners and roughness by capillary forces, or as adsorbed thin liquid films on surfaces [Tuller
and Or, 2001]. The hydraulic connectivity across such unsaturated regions is often maintained
by a network of capillary held liquid in crevices and liquid films even down to very low
saturations ([Dullien et al., 1986], [Hoogland et al., 2016b], see Chapter 3). In other words,
the geometry and organization of such poorly connected liquid networks control viscous flow
resistance and determine pathways for transport of colloids and particles. From its inception
by Buckingham [1907], the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function has been associated
with flow in crevices and V-shaped corners. This early conceptual picture has been largely
abandoned in favor of the simpler and more widely used bundle of cylindrical capillaries
representation that underlies many of the derivations of macroscopic retention and unsaturated
hydraulic functions required for continuum models ([Childs and Collis-George, 1950],
[Burdine, 1953], [Millington and Quirk, 1961], [Mualem, 1976]).
The consideration of film and corner flow geometries offers several advantages in addition to
more realistic representation of unsaturated flow pathways as demonstrated in several studies
([Tuller and Or, 2001], [Peters and Durner, 2008]). More recently, however, a new
framework for unsaturated flow dynamics that relies solely on corner flow pathways has been
proposed by Or and Assouline [2013]. It is based on analogy between liquid arrangement in
unsaturated media and within draining foams ([Verbist et al., 1996], [Weaire et al., 1997]) and
capitalizes on the rich mathematical and physical theory of foam drainage for representing a
class of unsaturated flow processes in soil and other porous media as an alternative or
supplemental model to the Richards equation. Liquid flow in draining foams occurs through
interconnected channels forming between three adjacent bubbles known as Plateau Borders
([Verbist et al., 1996], [Weaire et al., 1997]). A similar network of channels (albeit less
regular) is postulated for unsaturated porous media spanned by capillary retained liquid in
corners. For both draining foam and soil capillary channels, the liquid cross sectional area
varies with capillary pressure. While channels in foam are bounded by capillary interfaces
only, channels in soil form between solid-liquid and gas-liquid interfaces where pore
geometry, surface wettability and roughness define the cross sectional area (with the air-water
interface as adjustable interface). Recent studies ([Hoogland et al., 2016b], [Hoogland et al.,
2016a], see Chapters 3 and 4) have (i) illustrated the geometry of corner channels left behind
drainage fronts in sand and glass beads using fast X-ray tomography and (ii) successfully
employed the foam drainage equation to predict drainage dynamics behind fast fronts using
realistic corner channel geometries.

5. Capillary flows in unsaturated layered media
This study aims to extend the application of the Soil Foam Drainage Equation (SFDE)
representation to describe unsaturated flow across textural interfaces in layered media
(focusing in this preliminary work on coarse grained media). Specifically, we aim to elucidate
the geometry and adjustment of flow paths across the interface and the consequences for
capillary adjustment, flow velocities and straining of colloidal particles. We expect that at the
interface between two media the number and geometry of flow carrying channels will adapt to
accommodate the abrupt change in pore space geometry and to maintain continuity of the
macroscopic flux. The SFDE offers a framework for analyzing geometrical aspects of such
adaptations of flow channels that complements continuum representations and could offer a
physically-based path for upscaling of transport properties [Or and Assouline, 2013]. The
primary objective of this study was to analyze geometrical adjustments of capillary channels
across textural interfaces (layers) using the SFDE representation (see Figure 5.1). The study
extends the work of Or and Assouline [2013] on linking flow paths across textural interfaces
(focusing on coarse media for simplicity), with detailed adaptation of cross sectional areas
and capillary pressures for steady flows. The second objective is to quantify the water filled
capillary channels at different water contents in coarse textured sand using X-ray tomography.
The third objective is to capitalize on explicit flow pathways representation to deduce critical
colloidal particle sizes for the onset of straining. This capability is limited in continuum
models, and we seek new insights into mechanisms of film straining of colloids [Wan and
Tokunaga, 1997] and mobilization of microbes by viscous flow [Ebrahimi and Or, 2014] as
functions of capillary flow regimes.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Conceptual figure of unsaturated flow across a material interface with
number of flow channels per medium cross sectional area N with NC channels in the coarser
material (related to grain diameter DC) splitting over multiple channels NF in the finer
material (related to grain diameter DF). Continuity requires that at the interface pressure and
flux are continuous, resulting in equal liquid filled cross sectional areas AC and AF and in
fluid velocity adjustments (defined by velocities uC and uF). (b) X-ray image of water held in
unsaturated coarse sand on top of fine sand. (c) Single corner flow channel with cross
sectional area A, corner half angle γ, radius of curvature r and particle straining radius rp
defined by the inscribed circle in A.
The paper is organized as follows: In the theoretical section 5.2 we briefly present the SFDE
and its analytical solution for pressure and flow cros-sectional area profiles under steady state
flow conditions, followed by considerations of channel connectivity across unsaturated
textural interfaces (“unsaturated” is used synonymously with “partially saturated”). In section
5.3 we describe several case studies of flow across layered media and the analysis of X-ray
tomography data used to illustrate water filled channels in unsaturated sand. The results of the
case studies and image analysis are presented in section 5.4. Section 5.5 discusses the effect
of channel geometry on particle transport. Conclusions are presented in section 5.6.
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5.2 Theoretical considerations
5.2.1 The soil foam drainage equation SFDE
The drainage of liquid foams occurs predominantly through liquid channels (Plateau borders)
that form between adjacent bubbles ([Verbist et al., 1996], [Weaire et al., 1997]) and span an
interconnected network resembling flow pathways in unsaturated porous media [Or and
Assouline, 2013]. The cross sectional area of flow channels varies with boundary conditions
(pressure, flow rate) as represented by the foam drainage equation, derived next based on the
work presented in ([Or and Assouline, 2013], [Verbist et al., 1996], [Weaire et al., 1997],
[Hoogland et al., 2016a]). The average flow velocity u in a V-shaped channel under the
influence of gravity is deduced from force balance:
=
u

∂ σ F (g ) 
A 
 ρ g +

∂z
3ηε (g ) 
A 

(5.1)

with liquid density ρ, gravitational acceleration g, surface tension σ, dynamic liquid viscosity
η, corner resistivity factor ε, geometrical factor F and vertical coordinate z defined positive
downward. The factor 3 accounts for random orientation of channels in the foam network
[Weaire et al., 1997]. For the analogous capillary flow in soil the resistivity factor ε
summarizes liquid-solid interactions depending on corner channel half angle γ, and the
geometrical factor F relates the channel’s water filled cross section A to the radius of
curvature at the water-air interface r (A=F·r2). The complete soil foam drainage equation is
derived from the continuity equation:

N

∂A ∂ ( NAu )
0
+
=
∂t
∂z

(5.2)

where N is the number of capillary channels per cross sectional area of the porous medium.
The explicit soil foam drainage equation (SFDE) is then given by:

N

σ F ⋅ A ∂A  
∂A ∂  1 
2
0
+ N
⋅   =
 ρ ⋅ g ⋅ A −
2
∂t ∂z  3ηε 
∂z  

(5.3)

The SFDE describes the evolution of channel cross sectional area A as a function of time t and
with depth z. The term in square brackets represents the volume flux through the channel
network, which multiplied by factor N represents a standard Darcian flux density (velocity) q:

 1 
σ F ⋅ A ∂A  
2
q N
=
⋅  
 ρ ⋅ g ⋅ A −
2
∂z  
 3ηε 

(5.4)
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The flux density q can also be expressed in terms of capillary pressure head h using the
Young-Laplace equation where:

σ

σ

h=
−
=
−
rr
gr
g

F
A

(5.5)

yielding the following expression similar to the Buckingham-Darcy flux:

=
q ( h)

Nσ 4
3h ( ρ g )

3

F 2 1  ∂h 
1−
ε h 4  ∂z 

(5.6)

Several factors are dependent on the corner angle, for example F and ε in eq. (5.6). The
geometrical factor F for perfectly wetting conditions (zero contact angle) is given by:
F=
(γ )

Cos ( γ )

1
+γ − π
Sin ( γ )
2

(5.7)

and thus decreases with increasing corner half angle. The viscous resistivity factor ε also
depends on γ and it increases with increasing corner half angle. The relationship between ε
and γ was determined numerically [Ransohoff and Radke, 1988] and analytically ([Tuller and
Or, 2001], [Zhou et al., 1997]). We use the expression from Tuller and Or [2001] (valid for
zero contact angle only) which was exponentially fitted to numerical data [Ransohoff and
Radke, 1988]:

γ 


 b + d  360 p  


e (γ ) = exp 
 1 + c  360 γ  


p  



(5.8)

with b=2.124, c=-0.00415, d=0.00783 and γ in radians. As can be seen from eq. (5.6) the flow
rate q is dependent on corner half angle γ by a factor F2/ε, which means that q(h) is increasing
with decreasing γ. In addition, the macroscopic q(h) would increase with the capillary channel
density N in a cross section of the porous medium. Next we consider some of the implications
of the SFDE for the adaptation and continuity of flow pathways across a textural interface
separating two layers in a porous medium.
5.2.2 Interfacial configuration for water flow across material interfaces
Unsaturated flow across textural interfaces involve adaptation of capillary flow pathways
where the number (N) and geometry (γ) of pathways may change across the layer interface
while flow continuity (for steady state) and interfacial curvature are maintained. We consider
steady state flow across an interface between two different coarse grained sands (the coarser
sand denoted with subscript C and finer sand with F) with grain diameters DC and DF (DC >
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DF). Evidence suggests that channel density (channel number per cross sectional area) N in
coarse media depends on both grain and pore sizes [Or and Assouline, 2013] with coarser
grained media having lower channel densities (NC < NF). Later in this section we will propose
a simple estimate of N based on grain diameters D.
Due to a difference in the number of channels on either side of a textural interface, the flow
from a single channel in a coarse sand is expected to supply multiple of channels in finer
sand, or vice versa (see Figure 5.1). Capillary channel continuity across the interface depends
on the connectivity of the two geometrically different channel networks, and whether all
channels or only a fraction of channels carry flow over the interface due to disconnection of
some channels remains an open question. For simplicity, we will not address this question in
this work, instead, we use the SFDE to derive estimates of NC and NF that represent the
fraction of flow-carrying capillary channels across a layer interface, while the actual number
of channels that originates from the pore space geometry might be larger due to existence of
inactive or disconnected channels.
Differences in channel cross section and network geometry on each side of the interface affect
the capillary pressures in the layered system. Under steady state flow conditions, a unit
gradient flow is established at certain distance from the interface with certain pressure head h
and channel cross sectional area A whose values are denoted as hC and AC and hF and AF
referring to conditions in the coarse (index ‘C’) and fine medium (index ‘F’), respectively.
The flow rate qi and the number of channels per cross section Ni in the coarse C or fine F
layers can then be defined as:

qi (h) =

3h ( ρ g )

Fi ( g ) 1
ε i ( g ) hi 4
2

N iσ 4

3

3h (ρ ⋅ g ) ε i (g ) 4
Ni =
hi
σ4
Fi (g ) 2

(5.9a)

3

(5.9b)

Due to flow continuity across the interface qC = qF the pressure contrast between the two
layers is given by:
1/ 4

hF  N F ε C FF 2 
=

hC  N C ε F FC 2 

(5.10)

Thus, if the corner geometry (half angle value) is assumed to be similar in both media (such
that ε and F do not change at the interface), the variation of h in the layered system is
determined solely by the channel density ratio hF/hC=(NF/NC)1/4. This channel ratio NF/NC in a
layered system can thus be estimated from the variation of pressures measured during steady
state flow experiments at rate q.
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To obtain the absolute value of channel density numbers Ni, eq. (5.9a) is solved for Ni for
given flux density qi (and for known Fi, εi and hi) as stated in eq. (5.9b). Alternatively, Ni can
be extracted from measured water content qi and with known water filled area in single corner
flow channels Ai as follows:

=
Ni

θθ

i
i
=
Ai ( hi , z ) Fi ri ( hi )2

(5.11)

with qi the water content at unit gradient pressure hi. For the latter approach (Ni deduced from

qi) it is assumed that all water is retained in flow conducting channels, and for identical
geometrical factor F in both media the channel ratio becomes NF/NC = (qF/qC)·(hF/hC)2 by
expressing curvature r(h) using the Young-Laplace equation (eq. (5.5)).
A simple approach for estimating the number of channels N (and the corner half angle γ) that
does not require information on flux density, capillary pressure or water content, is obtained
from geometrical pore scale models as described next. Based on a simplified 2D cross section
in which all grains have a circular shape with identical grain diameter, the channel density N
can be estimated based on grain diameter D and porosity φ:
N≈

ng
Agrain

n

g
1 − φφ
1− )
)
(=
2 (

D
π 
2

(5.12)

where ng is the average number of corner channels per grain and Agrain is the area of the grain
cross section. For basic grain packings such as triangular, square or hexagonal packings ng
would have a value of 6, 4 and 3 respectively and ng ranging from 3 to 6 can be considered as
reasonable values (corresponding cross-sections will be shown in section 5.4). The ratio
NF/NC based on eq. (5.12) then becomes:
N F DC 2 ngF (1 − φF )
≈
N C DF 2 ngC (1 − φC )

(5.13)

To summarize, the absolute values of channel density Ni and the channel number ratio NF/NC
can be estimated based on three methods as presented in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Three different methods to quantify number of capillary channels N using various
measurable flow and porous media properties (and estimates of corner half angle γ and
number of channels per grain ng). Considering similar values for γ and ng on both sides of an
interface across a layer, simple expressions define the channel ratio NF/NC with number of
channels in fine NF and coarse medium NC.

Measured

Estimated
Channel

q-based
Flux density q

q-based
Water content q

D-based
Particle diameter D

Capillary head h

Capillary head h

Porosity f

Corner half angle γ

Corner half angle γ

Packing structure ng

3h (ρ ⋅ g ) ε 4
h
σ4
F2

θ (ρ ⋅ g )2 2
h
F σ2

4n g 1 − ϕ
D2 π

3

number N
Ratio NF/NC
(for constant
γ and ng)

 hF

 hC





4

θF
θC

 hF

 hC





2

 DC

 DF

 (1 − φF )
 ⋅
 (1 − φC )
2

5.2.3 Capillary pressure profiles for steady flows through layered porous media
Profiles of capillary pressure and liquid cross sectional area in unsaturated layered porous
media are readily quantified using the SFDE formalism. Based on the work of [Verbist et al.,
1996] analytical expressions for h(z) and A(z) have been developed for steady state flow
conditions and can be used for layered media. One needs to first estimate the capillary
pressure profile above an interface (at depth zif) for each layer, before linking the pressure
profiles across layers. Under steady state conditions with flux density q, the SFDE expressed
in terms of water filled cross sectional area A reduces to the simple flux form:

q
=

σ F ⋅ A ∂A 
N 
2
⋅ 
 ρ ⋅ g ⋅ A −
3ηε 
2
∂z 

(5.14)

The integration of eq. (5.14) yields three possible solutions for the profiles of channel cross
sectional area A(z) above an interface at depth zif. The first is defined by a uniform cross
sectional area and pressure profile where A(z)=A0 and h(z)=h0, with q described as :

=
q

N
ρ ⋅ g ⋅ A0 2
3ηε

(5.15)

where the flux density is proportional to A02 (the values of cross sectional area A0 and pressure
head h0 correspond to conditions under unit gradient). Such a uniform profile emerges
whenever the pressure h(zif) at the lower boundary is h0 (free drainage).
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A second solution of eq. (5.14) was derived by [Verbist et al., 1996] with more negative
value of capillary pressure at the interface h(zif) relative to the free drainage value h0, h(zif) <
h0, hence, a smaller cross section develops relative to A0:

=
z + b1

Fσ
2r g

1
A0


 A
 A 
− arctanh 
for A < A0
 arctan 


 A  
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0
0






(5.16)

with the corresponding implicit description of for the capillary pressure h:
z + b1 =
−

h0 
 h0 
 h0  
 arctan   − arctanh    for h < h0
2
h
 h 

(5.17)

where b1 is the integration constant that can be derived from the specific boundary pressure
h(zif) or cross sectional area A(zif) at the interface. Finally, a third solution exists for a
boundary pressure h(zif) less negative than h0, h(zif) > h0, and correspondingly A(zif)>A0:

=
z + b2
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 A π
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with integration constant b2 and the corresponding capillary pressure profile given by:
h 
h 
h  π 
− 0  arctan  0  − arccoth  0  −  for h>h0
z + b2 =
2
h
 h  2

(5.19)

The profiles of the three analytical solutions for the capillary pressure h above an interface at
depth zif are shown in Figure 5.2a with integration constants b1=b2=0. These solutions reveal
an asymptotic behavior towards a unit gradient pressure h0 away from the interface at zif=0.
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Figure 5.2: Analytical solutions of the pressure profile under steady state conditions of
certain flux q for coarse (red) and fine sand (blue) with unit gradient pressures hF =-1.0 m for
fine and hC=-0.5 m for coarse sand. (a) Solutions based on eq. (5.17) (dashed lines) and
(5.19) (continuous lines) for single layers. (b) Steady state pressure profile in a layered
system of coarse over fine sand with material interface at depth 1.5 m. In the coarse sand
pressures evolve according to eq. (5.17) (red line), whereas h in the fine sand follows eq.
(5.19) (blue line), assuming that pressure h=hC is applied at lower boundary.
To determine the steady state capillary pressure profile for a system consisting of alternating
layers of coarse and fine sand media, the analytical solutions of eq. (5.17) and eq. (5.19) are
applied alternately. In general, hC in the coarse sand is higher (less negative) than hF in the
fine sand for a given flux density q (provided that both media have similar values of γ), hence,
eq. (5.17) is applied for the coarse and eq. (5.19) for the fine sand. Note that for the bottom
layer of a layered system, the boundary conditions determine whether eq. (5.17) or (5.19)
should be applied; eq. (5.17) is used for boundary pressure more negative than the unit
gradient pressure of the medium, and eq. (5.19) when the boundary pressure is less negative.
At each layer interface the capillary pressures are continuous and thus provide the boundary
pressures from which the constants b1 and b2 for each layer can be derived. Figure 5.2b
illustrates the result of such capillary pressure “plumbing” for two sand media. Note that the
pressure profile as described by eq. (5.17) and (5.19) is only a function of the unit gradient
pressure h0, meaning that the shape of the profile is independent of γ. Thus any value of γ can
result in the same pressure profile, however, the corresponding flow rate q (as well as cross
sectional area A and pore fluid velocity u) at unit gradient pressure h0 is highly sensitive to γ
and N as described by eq. (5.9a).
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5.2.4 Implications of cross-layer capillary channel geometry on colloidal particle
transport
The adjustment and adaptation of capillary channel geometries across a layered porous media
have special implications for the transport of colloidal particles and pathogens in such
systems. The smallest capillary pathways (water filled capillary cross section) are associated
with the fine-textured medium (flow is carried by many capillary channels each with small
water filled cross section) that could become limiting and strain large particles. For a unit
gradient pressure hi determining curvature radius r(h) and water filled cross sectional area A
of a channel, the critical strained particle radius rp (Figure 5.1c) is defined as the radius of the
inscribed circle in A as:
rp =

r (h) (1 − sin ( γ ) )
1 + sin ( γ )

(5.20)

It is simple to relate the radius of curvature r (and thus the corresponding radius rp) to a
macroscopic steady state flux density q by employment of eq. (5.6) and the Young Laplace
equation, such that:
1/ 4

 q 3η ε  1 − sin g
rp ( q ) = 

g F 2  1 + sin
 N rg

(5.21)

Rearranging eq. (5.21) a critical steady flow rate qcrit can be defined below which a particle
size becomes pinned within the narrowest capillary channel. Note that this simplified analysis
ignores the potential role of velocity variations on the shear forces acting on strained particles;
such considerations could alter the static straining picture above.

5.3 Materials and methods
5.3.1 Numerical solutions of the SFDE
We first evaluate the use of the SFDE analytical solution for steady state flow (section 5.2.3)
in comparison with the full numerical solution of the SFDE (eq. (5.3)). We implement a
numerical solution based on the simple Moving Mean Slope linearization algorithm [Moldrup
et al., 1989] applied to the SFDE [Hoogland et al., 2016a]. The simulations of flow in
unsaturated porous layered media require definition of capillary channel density N as a
function of depth z. We follow Cox et al. [2000] analysis based on the Fermi functions to
describe foam layers with abrupt variations in bubble size (equivalent of grain size in layered
granular unsaturated media) with channel number N changing as follows with depth z:
N ( z) = NC + N I ( z)

(5.22a)
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(

N I ( z ) = 2( N F − N C ) / 2 + e
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−( k / x0 )⋅ z − zif 1

)

+e

(

( k / x0 )⋅ z − zif 2

)

)

(5.22b)

The equation above includes two types of transitions at a textural interface, from coarse to
fine at depth z=zif1 where channel density N varies from NC to NF and then again from fine to
coarse at depth z=zif2 where it varies from NF to NC. The formulation can be extended to
multiple pairs of interfaces by adding other terms NI with corresponding positions of the
interfaces. The parameter k defines the sharpness of the interface and the term x0 is given by
x0=F1/4(ρ·g/σ)-1/2 (x0 renders the SFDE dimensionless, as is done in [Weaire et al., 1997]). We
selected k=4 as in [Cox et al., 2000]. For conditions where corner half angle γ also varies
across an interface, eq. (5.22) can be adapted to provide a stepwise representation of the
parameters F and ε. The numerical code was tested by comparing the solution to different
numerical results for homogeneous foams [Verbist et al., 1996] and for foams with either
linear or stepwise changes in bubble sizes [Cox et al., 2000].
5.3.2 Literature data on steady flow experiments in layered sand columns
We evaluated the application of the SFDE for unsaturated flow across layers based on
experimental results of steady flows through layered sands reported in Poulovassilis [1969]
and Yeh and Harvey [1990] as described next.
5.3.2.1 Steady flow in two-layered system – experimental results
In [Poulovassilis, 1969] a coarse and fine sand layer (a single interface) were packed in a long
perspex tube (>1 m). The tube was pre-cut to several sections of thicknesses 100, 50 and 25
mm to enable fast disassembly and measurement of weights of the individual sections to
determine the water content profile. The particle sizes of the sands were described as 250-500
μm for the coarse, and <500 μm for the fine sand. Steady flow experiments were conducted
by applying a constant flow rate at the top and adjusting the pressure at the lower boundary.
Here we refer to the steady state fluxes obtained from an initially dry state of the porous
medium. The water content profile for each flow rate was determined from disassembling the
column and weighing different sections, whereas the pressure was measured at two locations
by tensiometers. Unit gradient conditions were established in each layer, and thus the water
content at unit gradient θ could be determined for each flow rate q. The hydraulic functions
and steady state conditions are shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Hydraulic functions (continuous lines) and steady state flow experiments
(symbols) through layered coarse (red; bold line) and fine sand (blue; dashed line) measured
by [Poulovassilis, 1969]. The soil water characteristics (relationship between capillary
pressure head h and water content q) of the two materials is shown in (a) and unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity K as a function of capillary head h in (b).
5.3.2.2 Steady unsaturated flow through alternating layered sand
Yeh and Harvey [1990] have conducted steady unsaturated flow experiments in columns of a
total length of 1.5 m, with six alternating layers of coarse and fine sand of layer thicknesses
0.15 m from the top, followed by a thicker layer of coarse sand from 0.9 to 1.5 m depth. The
steady state flux was obtained from initially dry conditions. The pressure was measured at two
different locations in each layer, 0.05 m away from the top and bottom interface. The mean
grain diameter D was 0.7 mm for the coarse and 0.4 mm for the fine sand. Porosities were
similar for both sands with values of 0.435 for the coarse and 0.449 for the fine sand. Pressure
data were reported for different fluxes and show a clear variation between layers, as well as
within each individual layer (see Figure 5.7 in results section).
5.3.3 X-ray imaging of capillary channels in layered coarse sand
To quantify the number of capillary channels in sand and variations in liquid-filled fraction
across layer interfaces we use images of a layered sand column of 5.4 mm in diameter
obtained at the tomography beamline of the Paul Scherrer Institute (Villigen, Switzerland
[Stampanoni et al., 2010]). The column was packed with fine sand (particle diameters 0.1 to
0.5 mm) over coarse sand (0.3 to 0.9 mm) and very fine sand (0.08 to 0.20 mm) with a total
packing length of 30 mm. A capillary pressure was applied to reach air entry value of fine
sand (about 220 mm) and the column was then scanned with resolution of 5.5 microns (note
that that very fine sand at the bottom prevented air invasion). The different phases (air, water
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and solid) were segmented as described in more detail in [Hoogland et al., 2016b] (see
Chapter 3). Next we classified in the imaged cross sections the individual pores (using a
watershed algorithm). Then we took into account that at air invasion of natural (angular) pores
the water-air interface jumps to a configuration of curvature radius which is close to half of
the inscribed circle radius ric ([Hoogland et al., 2016b], [Tuller et al., 1999]). By eroding the
pore space with a circular element with radius ric/2 we distinguished between the central part
of the pore (that is drained after air invasion) and the corner region of each pore. This
procedure provides the total number of channels per cross section. Next we checked for each
channel if it is water filled, providing the fraction of water filled channels in each cross
section.
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5.4 Results
5.4.1 Comparison of numerical and analytical solutions of the SFDE
We begin with an evaluation of the analytical solutions of the FDE for steady flows in layered
media in comparison with a full numerical solution. We analyze a channel network of length
L=0.5 m with four alternating coarse (‘C’) and fine (‘F’) layers (starting with coarse at the
top) and channel ratio of NF/NC=5.5. A constant flux boundary condition was applied at the
top corresponding to a unit gradient pressure in the coarse medium of hC = -0.075 m. Results
are depicted in Figure 5.4 where the capillary pressure h, liquid cross sectional area A and
liquid velocity u from the numerical and analytical solutions are presented (for fixed corner
half angle γ= 24° in both media). For the analytical solutions, eq. (5.17) and (5.19) were used
for the profile of capillary pressure h, that can be expressed as water filled cross section A (eq.
5.5) and velocity u (eq. 5.1).

Figure 5.4: Unsaturated steady state flow through layered porous medium based on
analytical solutions (black dashed line) and numerical solution (red line) of the SFDE. The
system consists of four layers with NC/NF=5.5, γ=24°, hC=-0.075 m and hF=-0.114 m. Profiles
are shown for (a) liquid filled cross sectional area A, (b) capillary pressure head h and (c)
fluid velocity u in a layered channel network. For analytical solutions eq. (5.17&5.19) were
used for profile h that can be related to velocity u using eq. (5.1) and water filled cross
section A with eq. (5.5). Note that the existing non-linearity between A and h (as expressed in
eq. 5.5) is not obvious due to the limited range of values (i.e. the profiles of A and h look
similar despite the non-linear relationship A~h-2).
Figure 5.4 indicates that the numerical and analytical solutions of the SFDE for steady state
profiles were in good agreement. As evidenced from the SFDE-determined profiles,
additional insights are gained into capillary channel cross sections and liquid velocity
adjustments at “layer” interfaces (represented in this example by an abrupt change in channel
characteristics). For example, the mean flow velocity in the channels peaks in the “coarse”
side of the interface as channel areas in the coarse sand are adapt to a smaller cross sectional
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areas in the “fine” domain. The opposite behavior (reduction in liquid velocity) occurs in the
“fine” to “coarse” transition.
5.4.2 Comparison of simulated and measured flow profiles in layered porous media
5.4.2.1 Characterization of the corner flow network in two-layered system
The measurements of Poulovassilis [1969] of steady flows through a layered sand span a wide
range of flow rates q and provide the corresponding (unit gradient) capillary pressure hi and
water content θi values. One view of the geometrical interpretation of the SFDE where
unsaturated flow occurs through a continuous channel network, is that the number of channels
Ni (in medium ‘i’) and the ratio NF/NC do not significantly vary with changes in imposed flow
rates as long as capillary channels do not break up (due to instabilities, snap off and alike).
Figure 5.5 depicts the ratio NF/NC as a function of flow rate derived with the three methods
presented in Table 5.1, namely based on the flow rate (q), deduced from water content (θ),
and from grain diameters D. The figure shows that the ratios NF/NC deduced from q and q
range from 1.0 to 2.2 with higher ratios for small flow rates. The higher channel ratio
estimates based on q may suggest that part of the flow-carrying channels are de-activated in
the coarse medium or across the interface. Such interrupted channels would still contribute to
the overall water content and thus would lead to an overestimation of active NC and
underestimation of NF/NC ratio.
Based on geometrical considerations presented in section 5.3.2, grain size-based estimates
span a range of NF/NC values. Unfortunately, Poulovassilis [1969] provided particle diameter
D range for the coarse sand only (0.25 to 0.50 mm), and reported for the fine sand that
particles were smaller than 0.50 mm. Considering mean particle diameter DC=0.375 mm for
the coarse sand, and assuming that pore sizes defining air-entry value are proportional to
particle size, a value of DF=0.30 mm for the fine sand is estimated. For similar porosities in
both sands, the ratio NF/NC according to eq. (5.13) would lie between 0.8 (ng=3 in fine and
ng=6 in coarse) and 3.1 (ng=6 in fine and ng=3 in coarse), and NF/NC=1.6 if amount of
channels per grain ng is the same in both sands (assuming similar packing structures). This
range (0.8-3.1) and the value of 1.6 are shown in Figure 5.5a and are in fair agreement with
estimates based on flow rate and on water content spanning the range 1.0 to 2.2 channel ratio
(see Table 5.1 for the different methods). For the absolute number of channels using these
grain diameters and eq. (5.12) we obtain NC in the range of 6 to 33 mm-2, and NF ranging from
26 to 51 mm-2.
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Figure 5.5: Analysis of channel density number N using data of [Poulovassilis, 1969] for
steady flow in layered media. The figures show (a) the ratio NF/NC (index ‘C’ and ‘F’ for
coarse and fine sand) and absolute values NC (b) and NF (c) as a function of flow rate q
determined based on the water content θ (blue), based on the flow rate q (red), and on grain
diameters D (gray lines; the corresponding packing is shown in small insets with 3 to 6
corners per grain ng). The solid line in (a) indicates the estimated NC/NF based on diameter D
for the case that both sands have similar packing structures. For (b-c) corner half angle γ was
10°.
The absolute value of the active capillary channel density N based on flow rate and water
content requires information on characteristic channel corner half angle γ. For values of γ=10°
only the water content-based estimates (eq. (5.11)) yield values compatible with the particle
diameters (Figure 5.5 b and c). Based on measured flow rate (eq. (5.9)), a corner half angle of
γ=17° would provide a close match. The capillary channel density would be clearly
overestimated based on measured water content for corner half angles larger than 15°, or
larger than 20° based on measured flux rate. While these details are not important and offer
limited generality, these are discussed here to illustrate both the sensitivity and the potential of
using routinely measured attributes to infer capillary channel information. We observe that the
value of N estimated from the water content information is generally higher than values
estimated from the flow rate, especially at low water contents. This mismatch could be
attributed to potential break-up of capillary channels at low water contents (not accounted for
with the flow based method).
5.4.2.2 Characterization of the corner flow network in multi-layer system
Next, we use the experimental results of Yeh and Harvey [1990] to evaluate SFDE derived
(analytical) capillary pressure profiles in layered media. Figure 5.6 depicts measured capillary
pressures for two steady state flow rates of q= 0.065 mm/s (“high” flow rate; blue markers)
and q=0.010 mm/s (“low” flow rate; red markers) attained by stepwise increase of the flow
rate q. The average capillary pressures were hC,high= -0.066 and hC,low= -0.071 m in the coarse
sand for high and low flow rates, and in the fine sand hF,high= -0.090 and hF,low= -0.132 m for
high and low flow rates, respectively.
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These capillary pressure values are used in eq. (5.10) to estimate capillary channel ratios of
NF/NC =3.4 for high flow rates and NF/NC=12.0 for low flow rate. We consider an average
value of NF/NC =7.7 as representative for the composite layered column. Note that these ratios
are independent of corner half angle γ as long as they are similar in both media.
To fit SFDE analytical pressure profiles to measurements, we systematically varied hC,high and
constrain the result by the prescribed ratio NF/NC =7.7 (specifically, using hC,high and the
measured value qhigh, eq. (5.9a) defines the value of term NC F(γ)/ε(γ) that determines the
analogue term for the fine sand NF F(γ)/ε(γ) using NF/NC =7.7). Hence, for each value of
hC,high two pressure profiles (for high and flow rates) are computed using eqs. (5.17) and
(5.19) aiming to minimize deviations from measured profiles. The resulting fitted SFDE
pressure profiles are presented in Figure 5.6a along with measured values.
We also compared solution of the SFDE and the Richards equation (based on parameters
given in Yeh and Harvey [1990]. These parameters were fitted in [Yeh and Harvey, 1990] to
the measured unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function (conductivity K as function of
capillary pressure h). As shown in Figure 5.6a, the pressure profiles predicted by the Richards
equation match the general trends but tend to underestimate the 12 measured pressure values
in average by 17 mm (qhigh) and 10 mm (qlow) (for the SFDE, the pressure is underestimated
by 11 mm for qhigh and slightly overestimated by 2 mm for qlow). These deviations in pressure
profile will also affect the velocity profile as shown in Figure 5.6b and discussed in section
5.5.
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Figure 5.6: Analysis of multilayer system of fine and coarse sand studied by Yeh and Harvey
[1990] for two different steady state flow rates qhigh=0.065 mm/s (blue) and qlow=0.010 mm/s
(red). Solutions of the soil foam drainage equation SFDE (continuous lines; for channel
density ratio NF/NC =7.7) are compared to results of Richards equation (dashed lines; using
parameters reported in [Yeh and Harvey, 1990]). (a) Capillary pressure profiles with measured
pressures (circles). (b) Profiles of velocity u for the first two layers of (a) for both model
approaches. Because SFDE is based on a specific concept of flow architecture, additional
information as radius of retained particles is provided by SFDE as shown as inset (see
discussion in section 5.5).
To estimate the channel density in both sands , we used measured flow rate q in eq. (5.9a), or
eq. (5.12) based on average grain diameters DC=0.7 mm and DF=0.4 (and porosities stated in
section 5.3). Both methods (based on q an D, respectively) yield similar values of capillary
channel densities in the ranges of 4-9 mm-2 and 13-26 mm-2 for the coarse and fine sand
layers, respectively (considering corner half angles between 27° and 35°).
5.4.3 Characterization of capillary channel characteristics using X-ray imaging
We have used X-ray tomography of layered sand to offer additional insights into the
organization of capillary channel networks at different sand media and saturations. Thus far it
has been assumed that with variations in capillary pressure all channels remain active but their
cross sections vary with changing radii of curvature. Image analyses of measured water
distribution provides a means to evaluate this assumption. The results summarized in Figure
5.7a show the total number of channels (deduced from pore shapes) and water filled channels
in a layered sand column. The results suggest that for the fine sand (particle sizes 0.1-0.5 mm)
nearly all the capillary channels (defined geometrically) were water filled at a density of 15
channels per mm-2. The total water saturation of the imaged cross sections in the fine sand
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layer varied between 0.4 and 0.8, whereas the fraction of water-filled channels remained
higher than 0.8. We note that many pores remain entirely water-filled under the conditions of
the study and not all water is held in capillary channels. The picture in the coarse sand (0.30.9 mm) is somewhat different; the cross sectional saturation varied between 0.05 and 0.10
and the corresponding water-filled channel fraction between 0.4 and 0.6 (corresponding to
water filled channel density of 4 mm-2). We thus conclude that about 50% of the channels
were empty in the coarse sand. This is visualized as an inset in Figure 5.7b where many
corners are empty (shown in red). Note that the remaining water is arranged primarily in
capillary channels but some small pores still remain entirely water filled.
A similar classification of water-filled and empty capillary channels was conducted for a
homogeneous coarse sand column (0.3 to 0.9 mm particle diameter). As depicted in Figure
5.7b, for water saturations exceeding 0.4, more than 80% of the channels remained waterfilled (supporting the notion that water drains by adjusting channel cross section). The
relationship between water saturation S and the fraction of water-filled channels is given by
the empirical expression 1-(1+25·S)-1.
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Figure 5.7: Analysis of water filled channels in tomographed sand sample with hanging
water column at lower boundary. (a) Layered sand sample with coarse sand between fine
sand with water distribution measured after air invasion into top layer of fine sand (a very
fine sand at the bottom prevents air entry at lower boundary). All channels of pore space (in
black) were analyzed with respect of presence of water (in blue) indicating that about 50% of
channels were empty in coarse sand. (b) The fraction of water filled channels in various cross
sections of coarse sand with results for layered medium shown in red and a draining
homogeneous sand column in gray (note that the water saturation in the experiment with
homogeneous sand was higher than in the layered case). The dashed black line is shown to
guide the eye. The inset presents a horizontal cross section with water in corners shown in
dark blue, water in central parts of the pores in bright blue and corners without water in red
(air filled central parts of pores are depicted in white, grains and background in black).

5.5 Discussion
5.5.1 Colloidal particle transport in unsaturated (layered) sand
In contrast with continuum modeling of unsaturated flow processes that homogenize
macroscopic attributes, the SFDE framework relies on explicit pore scale account of water
arrangement in the unsaturated porous medium. Such pore scale geometry offers an advantage
in the representation of transport or retention of colloidal particles (size range from 1 nm to 1
μm) and pathogens (size range from 20 nm to 40 μm). Studies ([Wan and Tokunaga, 1997],
[Zevi et al., 2006], [Saiers and Lenhart, 2003]) have proposed mechanisms for film and
interfacial straining of colloids in unsaturated porous media where colloids’ size relative to
liquid transport pathways become of great importance. A similar mechanism has been
proposed for the onset of capillary pinning forces that immobilize microbial cells in
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unsaturated soil pores and on hydrated rough surfaces ([Ebrahimi and Or, 2014], [Wang and
Or, 2010]).
Figure 5.8a depicts the critical particle radius rp for the onset of straining as a function of flow
rate (eq. 5.21) for the coarse and fine sand used in the experiments of Yeh and Harvey [1990]
(γ=30°, NC=3 mm-2, NF=24 mm-2), and for the coarse and fine sand of Poulovassilis [1969]
(γ=10°, NC=20 mm-2, NF=30 mm-2). The figure reveals that for decreasing flow rates q and
decreasing corner half angle γ, the size of colloidal particles that would become strained
decreases (smaller values of the critical radius rp). Similarly, the estimates in Figure 5.8b
depict the critical steady flow rates (and associated capillary pressures) below which particles
of 10 μm radius would become strained. The estimates are presented as a function of channel
density number N for two different corner geometries of γ=10 and γ=30°. These results
suggest that for a porous medium with narrow corner half angles but a fixed channel density
N, the critical flow rate for particle straining is higher; in other words, narrow corner angles
enhance particle retention. The results illustrate the importance of pore space geometry on
particle transport (a notion missing in continuum unsaturated flow models).

Figure 5.8: Particle straining radius rp defining the maximum particle size that can be
transported in channels. (a) Radius rp in coarse (bold line) and fine sand (dashed line) as a
function of flow rate q for flow channel geometries (corner half angle γ, channel density NC
for coarse and NF for fine sand) adapted to results of Yeh and Harvey [1990] (blue lines; with
γ=30°, NC=3 mm-2, NF=24 mm-2) and to data of Poulovassilis [1969] (red lines; with γ=10°,
NC=20 mm-2, NF=30 mm-2. (b) Critical flow rate qcrit (minimum flow rate to transport a
particle of 10 microns radius) as a function of channel number density N (increasing for finer
media) for two different corner geometries of γ=10° (continuous line) and γ=30° (dashed
line). The colored arrows highlight the flow rates with particle transport (green) and
retention (red), respectively.
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5.5.2 Comparison of SFDE representation with the Richards equation
As we stated above, we envision the SFDE framework as an alternative and a supplement for
the Richards equation with its explicit account of flow pathways that could improve
representation of macroscopic hydraulic conductivity function (such a function is not needed
for the SFDE). To highlight the similarity and differences between the SFDE and unsaturated
flow through layered media described by Richards equation, we performed simulations using
a standard software Hydrus1D [Šimŭnek et al., 2008] for the layered system of Yeh and
Harvey and using the van Genuchten parameters as reported in [Yeh and Harvey, 1990] for
both sands. The comparison with data and the SFDE for the capillary pressure profile was
shown in figure 5.6a above.
The capillary pressure profiles based on the Richards equation and the SFDE provide a
similar description of capillary pressure transitions at layered interfaces. One of the benefits
of the SFDE lies in more realistic values of pore scale velocity u (rather than homogenizing
flux density and water content) and capability of estimating particle straining radius rp. The
results for pore water velocity u are shown in figure 5.6b using SFDE and Richards equation
for the top two layers of the column. The figure reveals that u is much higher based on the
SFDE, especially at the interface from coarse to fine sand. The inset in Figure 5.6b shows the
corresponding profile of the particle straining radius rp as derived from the SFDE. Thus, for
porous media and unsaturated conditions where capillary flow is dominated by corner flow,
the SFDE formulation offers a framework to represent pore scale liquid architecture, defining
conditions prohibiting colloidal particle transport.
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5.6 Conclusions
Rates of unsaturated flow and transport processes across textural interfaces in porous media
depend on the pore scale picture of how capillary flow pathways are connected across an
interface linking two porous media. Under unsaturated conditions the liquid phase (water) is
retained in crevices and corners of pore spaces forming a loosely connected network of
channels through which flow and transport occur. The soil foam drainage equation (SFDE)
describes this channel network and its evolution over time and depth. In this study we applied
the SFDE to simulate flow pathways across unsaturated layered media. We compared model
simulations with experimental findings from X-ray tomography and column experiments
([Poulovassilis, 1969], [Yeh and Harvey, 1990]). The results can be summarized as follows:
-

The SFDE enables to quantify the number and geometry of capillary flow channels

-

Details of flow network (corner half angle γ and amount of flow channels per porous
medium cross section N) can be derived from steady flow measurements and
considerations of the flux density q and water content θ, or from geometric
relationships between number of channels N and average grain diameter D

-

Pore scale imaging revealed that for a relatively wide range of water saturations (0.4 to
1.0) almost all channels contain water but for very low water saturations (<0.1) about
50% of channels were empty

-

The cross sectional area of channels limit the particle radius that can be transported
through the channel network, which is of importance for transport of colloids and
pathogens through the vadose zone.

The SFDE offers a consistent framework for quantifying pore scale connections between flow
paths across layers and porous media interfaces. We applied the SFDE systematically for
different porous media and degrees of water saturations. We measured the number of
channels and the fraction of water filled channels in layered media at the pore scale to confirm
the geometrical concept underlying the SFDE.
Pressure and velocity profiles of unsaturated layered porous media could be described by both
SFDE and continuum approach (Richards equation). The benefit of the SFDE is its foundation
on a realistic flow path geometry that enables to extract directly (i.e without definition of
hydraulic functions at the continuum scale) information on size of water filled structures and
its effect on transport of large particles. This explicit account of flow pathway geometry is
particularly important for understanding (i) the adjustment of these pathways across textural
interfaces and the corresponding capillary pressure response, (ii) channel velocity and (iii)
limiting channel cross section for colloidal particle transport.
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We applied the mathematical framework of foam drainage equation developed in ([Verbist et
al., 1996], [Weaire et al., 1997], [Cox et al., 2000]) to simulate profiles of water pressure and
velocity in layered porous media. While the applicability for homogeneous porous media was
already shown in previous studies ([Or and Assouline, 2013], [Hoogland et al., 2016a]) only
in one case it was so far applied for layered media [Or and Assouline, 2013]. But compared to
the previous study [Or and Assouline, 2013] we (i) apply it systematically for a range of
porous media and flow conditions, (ii) deduce the channel geometry differently (based on
measured water content and flow rate), (iii) extend its application to quantify conditions for
transport of large particles and (iv) compare the underlying assumptions of flow geometry
with pore scale measurements.
The SFDE offers a framework for natural inclusion of pore scale information in macroscopic
flow models. Yet, a more definitive account of capillary pathways across unsaturated porous
interfaces requires additional and more resolved imaging and modeling studies across a range
of porous media and unsaturated conditions. The simple analyses using our own X-ray images
have already highlighted the potential of the SFDE in guiding new types of analyses and
metrics to supplement the standard continuum models. We envision new findings based on
resolving fluid velocities at the pore scale and under transient conditions to understand
remobilization of colloids and mixing processes in layered and unsaturated porous media.
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6. Summary and conclusions
This thesis addressed the dynamic nature of drainage processes in porous media often
involving the interplay of gravitational, capillary and viscous forces. The driving and resisting
drainage forces give rise to a separation of drainage time and length scales that are shaped by
an evolving network of viscous limited flow pathways. The separation of time and length
scales for a fast displacement front and delayed dynamics in the unsaturated region behind the
front was predicted theoretically and confirmed experimentally using sand filled columns
imaged by neutron radiography and digital imaging. When we zoom in to pore scale processes
we observe drainage mechanisms (using fast X-ray tomography), where a transition from fast
piston-like air invasions at the frontal region to slow and steady capillary flow in crevices
occurs. At a predictable characteristic length scale behind the frontal region a hydraulic
network forms that is spanned by capillary water held in corners and crevices and that
controls unsaturated flow and transport phenomena.
An alternative approach to the standard Richards equation for representing unsaturated
drainage flows behind the frontal region is based on analogy with draining foam. The thesis
explores the use of the foam drainage equation (FDE) proposed by Or and Assouline [2013]
as a theoretical framework for quantifying “unsaturated” flow dynamics. Gravity induced
capillary flows in corners are balanced by capillarity and viscous forces. The FDE describes
the evolution of liquid cross sectional areas in the channel network as a function of time,
depth and driving forces, where the hydraulic conductivity of the network originates directly
from evolving capillary channel geometries. The potential benefit of such an approach as
compared to Richards equation lies in the new insights into geometrically explicit flow
pathways and obviating the need for a poorly defined macroscopic unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity function. In this thesis we have investigated different applications of the FDE to
unsaturated flows in porous media: We have successfully applied it to predict internal
drainage rates in sands, using corner geometries that can be considered representative for the
porous medium. This proves that the FDE is able to describe the conductivity of the hydraulic
network in the unsaturated medium and opens possible applications to predictions of internal
drainage timescales as manifested in attainment of field capacity in soils. Furthermore we
have investigated the application of the FDE to flow across textural interfaces, which gives
powerful insights into how cross sectional areas and fluid velocities adapt across such
interfaces. Additionally, channel cross sectional areas may physically limit the transport of
large particles, for which the FDE provides a tool to estimate under which conditions these
particles become blocked and immobilized.
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The key findings of this thesis concerning drainage processes from unsaturated porous media
are the following:
1. The viscous effects during drainage from initially saturated porous media give rise to a
spatial zonation of a fast moving displacement front region and a slow draining
unsaturated region behind. We developed a quantitative framework to predict the
increase in water retention and the spatial extent of the slow draining region as a
function of drainage rate and macroscopic porous medium properties. An increase in
drainage rates results in higher viscously retained water content entrapped behind the
displacement front that is then followed by internal redistribution dynamics over
longer but predictable timescales.
2. At the pore scale, initially saturated pores drain by rapid piston-like invasion of air,
leaving some of the water retained by capillary forces in the corners of angular pores.
Fast X-ray tomography revealed the emergence of a hydraulically connected network
of corner retained water leaving some isolated clusters of full pores below a critical
saturation that can be predicted by percolation theory and a critical percolation
threshold.
3. Air invasion into individual angular pores results in a saturation jump from full
saturation to water phase retained in capillary corners. This saturation jump can be
predicted based on thermodynamic considerations (MS-P method of Mayer and Stowe
[1965] [1966] and Princen [1969a] [1969b] [1970]) and we could define a
representative star shaped pore that reproduces such invasion dynamics and provides
simple geometrical estimates of corner flow channel geometries.
4. Internal (slow) drainage rates from unsaturated zones behind fast drainage fronts in
sand could be successfully predicted by numerically solving the foam drainage
equation (FDE) and choosing a representative corner geometry based on star shaped
pores and boundary conditions matching experiments. The results illustrate that the
measured unsaturated flow dynamics are indeed controlled by flow through a network
of capillary corners under gravitational drive.
5. The application of the FDE to unsaturated flow across textural interfaces provides
explicit description of flow and transport velocities across the interface between the
layers and resolves the corresponding capillary pressure profile. A characteristic
transition length scale was predicted from theory, which represents the range of
influence of a textural interface on liquid cross sectional areas under steady flows.
These are important for particle and pathogen transport and also control fluid
velocities and pressures.

6. Summary and conclusions
The thesis makes contributions to resolving the morphology and dynamics of drainage fronts
in porous media. It provides details regarding the dynamics and characteristics of the newly
forming unsaturated zone and its properties. The conceptual framework at the pore scale
expands the range of geometries available for representing pore spaces with the introduction
of the star-shaped pore that simultaneously reconciles static and dynamic properties of the
porous medium. The thesis makes a solid step towards applying the drainage foam equation
analogy as an alternative to the Richards equation or as a supplemental theory that maintains
explicit account of flow pathways.
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7. Outlook
The concepts addressed in this thesis highlight the highly dynamic nature of drainage
processes in porous media and the high sensitivity of pore scale invasion patterns and water
pathways to boundary conditions (pressures, rates) and pore space geometry. The governing
mechanisms at the pore scale were studied using homogeneous coarse grained media with
relatively narrow grain and pore size distributions. For future studies the range of soil textures
should be expanded to include a wider range of media types at both column and pore scales.
To be more specific, advancements could be made in the following four areas:
1) The onset to corner controlled flow behind drainage fronts
The onset of flow dynamics controlled by corner flows delineates different flow regimes with
dominant pore scale processes and the potential application area of the FDE. Based on pore
scale observations we could link this onset to concepts of percolation theory for slow drainage
rates, where the critical percolation threshold defines the disruption of water filled pore
clusters. Future studies at the pore scale with increased drainage rates should address the role
of viscous effects on the resulting critical water configuration limiting the water redistribution
rate behind the front. This could be explored by an additional series of pore scale experiments
imaged with X-ray tomography with boundary conditions inducing high viscous forces by
high pressures steps or high flow rates.
2) Representative star shaped pores and their broader use
We have employed star shapes as representative pore shapes of angular porous media as these
pore shapes capture salient features of pore scale drainage mechanisms such as rapid air
invasion at a certain air entry value (that drains the main pore body) followed by slow
capillary retained water in pore corners. Due to the non-convex shape of stars they were
shown to better represent remaining saturation in pore corners at values similar to those in
natural porous media (in contrast to results for triangular or rectangular pore shapes). The
star-shaped pore was used primarily to define an effective corner angle of angular media,
however, the pore shape offers additional insights into contributions of capillary water
retained in corners to the overall water retention in the porous medium. It enables linking the
specific surface area of grains and the evolution of water-air interfacial areas as functions of
water saturation (or capillary pressure). We found that the use of three star sizes (with equal
shape) can already capture the water retention curve and main trends in interfacial area
evolutions, as shown in Figure 7.1: The cumulative pore size distribution of coarse sand was
derived from analysis of X-ray images giving the occurrence of geometrical pores with air
entry pressures defined by their inscribed circle radii (Chapter 3). Note that this pore size
distribution suggests that the largest pore bodies in the medium correspond to air entry
pressures that do not exceed 0.2 m. Three star-shaped pore sizes can be defined representing
equal fractions of the total pore space. From the collection of these three star sizes water
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saturation S at different pressure h can be derived, as well as interfacial area of grains Ig, air Ia
and the water-air interface Iaw. Star shapes remain saturated until their air entry value is
exceeded, after which saturation in the star jumps to a value of the drainage saturation with
water held in the corners behind water-air interfaces. Further increase in pressure leads to the
retreat of the water-air interface into the star corners, resulting in a gradually dropping
saturation and water-air interfacial area of the star shaped pore. These trends predicted with
just three star shapes compare well with experimental data and show that the simple
geometrical model of star shaped pores has the potential to be used for interfacial area
estimations and for understanding the contribution of pore corners to water retention.
3) Theoretical expansion of the FDE and experimental validations
The FDE provides a framework to predict unsaturated flows based on physically realistic
pathways in the form of corner film channels. The research on application of the FDE to
porous media unsaturated flow has mostly been exploratory in this thesis and limited to
relatively coarse media. Future studies are needed to delineate the application of the FDE for
media with wider distributions in pore sizes and shapes, such as can be found in real soils.
How to deduce the corner flow network geometry from grain and pore geometries in terms of
simple quantities such as channel numbers and effective corner angles remains a challenge to
be further addressed in future studies. One avenue for resolving these quantities could rely on
systematic pore scale observations (X-ray) of water retention for a wider range of porous
media. Additionally, one could compare measured capillary pressure values in homogeneous
column experiments under steady state flows with predictions based on simple geometrical
considerations that consider grain sizes and porosity for a range of porous granular media.
The application of the FDE to unsaturated flow across textural interfaces and the resulting
adaptation of corner channels must be tested experimentally for a range of media, steady state
flow rates and layer thickness (for layered media). Direct observations of pore scale water
channel size and connectedness using X-ray tomography should provide the necessary
confirmation for the postulated channel geometry and configurations across the textural
interfaces. The capillary pressure adaptations across a layer interface could be measured for
larger column experiments (similar to the study of Yeh and Harvey [1990] evaluated in this
thesis). The role of capillary channel cross-section and connectivity on particle transport
(colloids and bacteria) should be investigated experimentally by systematic use of colloid
suspensions of different sizes under steady state flow experiments in uniform and layered
columns. Analyses of colloid accumulation (or concentrations) at different locations would
provide information similar to results of [Wan and Tokunaga, 1997] for straining analyses. A
systematic change of colloid sizes and steady state flow rates would reveal a trend of colloid
immobilization at predicted corner channel geometries for given flow rates.
Next to the physical retardation of colloids by limited cross sectional area of flow pathways,
other mechanisms of colloid retention can be the trapping of colloids at air-water interfaces
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([Wan and Wilson, 1994]) or at the air-water-solid contact line [Crist et al., 2004]. The FDE
provides a means to estimate physically realistic interfacial structures in unsaturated media.
Thus, applications of the FDE in these areas could also be a topic of future research.
4) Dynamic effects on pressure-saturation relationship and energy conversions
Parts of this thesis have focused on dynamic effects induced by high flow rates and resulting
viscous forces on water retention during drainage. The resulting differences in water
distribution behind the front for different applied flow rates are relevant as well for the
dynamic relationship between capillary pressure and saturation [Davidson et al., 1966]; [Topp
et al., 1967]; [Smiles et al., 1971]; [Stauffer, 1978];[Hassanizadeh et al., 2002]. That such
dynamic effects occurred for the experiments conducted in this thesis is shown in the Figure
7.2 below.
Such dynamic observations of the capillary pressure-saturation relationship (i.e. the soil water
characteristics) have been related to changes in interfacial area of the water-air interface by
thermodynamic considerations. The fast X-ray imaging of drainage dynamics provides the
interfacial area at different saturation changes, results we have analyzed but not presented in
this thesis (for coarse sand it is shown in Figure 7.1c). Measurements of interfacial areas at
different boundary conditions could give additional insights into the origin of the dynamic
effects on the soil water characteristics and thermodynamics of reversible and irreversible
displacements during different flow processes [Morrow, 1970].
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Figure 7.1: (a) Cumulative pore size distribution with fraction P (y-axis) for geometrical
pores derived from X-ray images with their air entry pressures smaller or equal to h (x-axis).
The distribution is divided into three equal fractions to define three star shapes of different
sizes (of the inscribed circle) corresponding to the average h in the respective fraction. (b)
The water retention curves computed based on the collection of three star shapes (black
markers) taking into account saturation S before and after air entry of the star as a function
of h. The measured water retention curve from column experiments imaged with neutron
radiography, where measured h is linked to measured saturation within a distance of 0.5 cm
around the pressure sensor, are shown in blue for coarse sand with air entry value hb=0.093
m, and in red for coarse sand with hb=0.135 m. (c) Interfacial area I per bulk sample volume
Vbulk as measured in coarse sand during drainage imaged with fast X-ray tomography
(continuous lines) for the “air-water”, “air” and “grain” interfacial areas Iaw, Ia and Ig
respectively. Markers show the predicted values based on three star shapes, and black dashed
line shows the value of grain specific surface area of the three stars.
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Figure 7.2: (a) Soil water characteristic curve (SWC) deduced from measured water content
θ derived from neutron images within a distance of 0.5 cm around ceramic pressure sensors,
and simultaneously measured pressure data at two locations (middle and top sensors
represented by dashed and continuous lines respectively, as indicated in (b)) for fine sand
(properties listed in Chapter 2) at two different flow rates induced by a pump that was
stopped at tstop after which gravity driven redistribution continued (high rate in red,
intermediate rate in blue). The SWC shows a dynamic effect around the middle sensor for
both rates, and for the top sensor for the highest rate. After air entry water content drops with
increasing absolute pressures, at stop of the pump tstop pressure immediately relaxes without
any change in water content (gray shaded areas) suggesting the dynamic effect originates
from saturated flow paths that supply the pumping rate and exist within the unsaturated
region. After tstop pressures and water content adapt as the region around the top sensor
becomes dryer and the region around the middle sensor becomes wetter due to gravity driven
redistribution (showing hysteretic effect on drying process at the top sensor and wetting
process at the middle sensor). (b) Location of sensors in a sand filled column with drainage
front indicated by black line.
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